
  

 

 
WWBT/RICHMOND, VA 

 

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST 
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

October 1 – December 31, 2017 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WWBT in 
order to serve the community and act in the public interest as set forth by the 
Federal Communications Commission: 

1. Crime/Safety including crime prevention, fire safety and police conduct. 
 

2. Consumer Issues including local government issues, job opportunities and 
state of the economy. 

 
3. Education including education standards, school safety, and budget changes.  

 
4. Health including health education and awareness, healthcare for the elderly, 

parenting and family issues and affordable healthcare.  
 
5. Politics including coverage of local, state, and federal governments, elected 

officials, and elections. 
 
6. Racial Issues including coverage of cultural issues, racial diversity and 

discrimination. 
 

7. Special Coverage of topics not listed above but are of interest to the 
community. 



  

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST 
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 
WWBT-PRODUCED PROGRAMS 

 

PROGRAM DAYS TIMES 
12 News at 4:30AM 
12 News at 5:00AM 

Monday – Friday 
Monday – Friday 

4:30AM – 5:00AM 
5:00AM – 5:30AM 

12 News at Sunrise Monday – Friday 5:30AM – 6:00AM 
12 News Today Monday – Friday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 

12 News at Noon Monday – Friday 12:00PM – 12:30PM 
12 News First at 4 Monday – Friday 4:00PM – 4:30PM 
12 News at 5:00PM Monday – Friday 5:00PM – 5:30PM 
12 News at 5:30PM Monday – Friday 5:30PM – 6:00PM 
12 News at 6:00PM Monday – Sunday 6:00PM – 6:30PM 

12 News at 11:00PM Monday – Friday  
Saturday 
Sunday 

11:00PM – 11:35PM 
11:00PM – 11:30PM 
11:30PM – 12:05AM 

12 News Today Saturday Saturday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 
9:00AM – 10:00AM 

12 News Today Sunday Sunday 6:00AM – 8:00AM 
9:00AM – 10:00AM 

Above start times may vary due to over-run of preceding sports programs. 
 
All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix 
of news, weather, sports, and issue-related features stories.  Issue-responsive 
program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
  



  

12 On Your Side 
12 On Your Side is one of the flagship franchises of NBC12. Every year, thousands 
of people avail themselves of the services of the Call 12 volunteers for help in 
answering questions and solving problems. Many of those stories are profiled on 
12 On Your Side segments. While there are not solutions for everything, the 
information provided on the problems and the solutions can affect all viewers. 
 
12 On Your Side Alerts 
12 On Your Side looks at possible scams that could be taking advantage of 
consumers. 
 
12 About Town 
A feature highlighting some of the events happening around the area. 
 
Acts of Kindness 
Every Tuesday at 5, NBC12 gives $300 to someone who wants to pay it forward 
to help someone or some group in need. The rules are: it can't be a relative and 
you have to pass it on within one hour.  Sabrina Squire reports on the people 
who call in, and the people they help. 
 
Call 12 
Call 12 volunteers are on location at the WWBT studios manning the phones 
weekdays from 11AM-1PM.  When the need arises, special Call 12 segments are 
aired to help distribute information and answer questions on particular subjects.  
The hotlines are opened from 5:00-6:30PM with experts in each individual 
subject manning the phones.   
 
Decision Virginia online blog at nbc12.com 
This blog features reporting on local, state, and national politics. 
 
Discount Diva/More Bang for Your Buck 
A special segment on getting the most for your money. Jennifer Warnick reports.  
  



  

Healthcast 
Healthcast is a firm commitment from NBC12 on coverage of health issues.  
Throughout the day we feature the latest from the medical and health world 
during 12 News Today, First at 4, and the 5PM newscasts. 
 
Neighborhood Health Watch 
NBC12 reports on health alerts, and some of the most common complaints in 
local doctors’ offices.  
 
Restaurant Report 
Have you ever wondered just how clean your favorite restaurant is?  Every Thursday 
night at 11pm, NBC12 keeps you informed of the area’s best and worst restaurants 
according to the health department.  Heather Sullivan reports. 
 
 
  



  

 
NBC NETWORK PROGRAMS 

 
Early Today Monday – Friday   4:00AM – 4:30AM 
A comprehensive look at overnight news, the day ahead, plus the latest weather 
from across the nation. Viewers can expect the latest headlines in world and 
national news, as well as regular segments on business, sports and 
entertainment. 
 
TODAY Monday – Friday   7:00AM – 9:00AM 
 Monday-Friday 11:00AM-12:00PM 
This four-hour network program provides the latest in international and domestic 
news, weather reports and interviews with newsmakers from the world of politics, 
business, media, entertainment, and sports.  WWBT provides local five-minute 
news updates at 7:26AM, 7:56AM, 8:26AM, 8:56AM, 9:26AM, and 9:55AM; and a 
one-minute traffic update at 11:26AM. 
 
Megyn Kelly TODAY Monday – Friday   9:00AM-10:00AM 
 
Hosted by Megyn Kelly, the one-hour morning program features newsmaker 
exclusives, interviews with high profile personalities and celebrities, inspiring 
stories of people doing extraordinary things, topical news stories and 
controversial issues that explore different points of view. 
  
The show is presented in front of a live studio audience, and is designed to 
enrich, inspire and enlighten viewers while inviting them to be part of the 
conversation. 
 
NBC Nightly News Monday – Friday, 6:30PM – 7:00PM 
This half-hour network program provides reports and analysis of the day’s most 
newsworthy national and international events.  Regular features include the 
"Fleecing of America," an examination of government waste, "Making a 
Difference," profiles of remarkable individuals who help others, and "In Their Own 
Words," segments in which individuals talk about the day’s news. 
 



  

Dateline NBC  
The multi-night franchise, supplemented by frequent specials, allows NBC to 
consistently and comprehensively present the highest-quality reporting, 
investigative features, breaking news coverage and newsmaker profiles. 
 
Today, Weekend Edition Saturday, 7:00AM – 9:00AM 
 Sunday, 8:00AM – 9:00AM 
The weekend broadcasts continue the "Today" tradition of covering breaking 
news, interviewing newsmakers, reporting on a variety of popular-culture and 
human-interest stories, covering health and finance issues and presenting the 
latest weather reports. 
 
NBC Nightly News – Weekend Saturday – Sunday 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

The weekend editions of “NBC Nightly News” provide complete and timely reports 
on national and international events that take place on Saturday and Sunday. 
 
Meet the Press Sunday, 10:00AM – 11:00AM 
Every Sunday morning for over 60 years, millions of Americans tune in to get 
answers from U.S. and world leaders, and hear analysis, discussion and review of 
the week’s political events from noted journalists and experts. Acclaimed by 
conservatives and liberals, newsmakers and television critics, "Meet the Press" 
consistently makes Monday morning headlines and has become the most quoted 
television program in the world. 
 
NOTE: NBC sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or rescheduling of 
various network news programs. 



  

SYNDICATED PROGRAMS 
 

Inside Edition Monday – Friday, 4:30PM – 5:00PM 
 Monday – Friday, 7:30PM – 8:00PM 

   Sunday, 12:05AM – 12:35AM   
  
This half-hour daily newsmagazine presents a compelling mix of hard-hitting 
investigations, exclusive newsmaker interviews and incisive human-interest 
stories. 
 
 
On The Money Saturdays, 5:30AM – 6:00AM 
  
“On The Money” is a half-hour weekly series that capitalizes on the vast 
journalistic resources of the world's leading financial publication to deliver the 
most timely, in-depth information and insights about global business and finance 
in the industry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 10/02/17 4PM 4PM VEGAS SOCIAL MEDIA Eye witnesses who were at the concert are 

sharing their accounts on social media. I'm 

about to show you some video from the 

concert venue. a witness posted this to his 

facebook page..and it shoes the panic and 

confusion when suspect started shooting. 

You can see people are already on the 

ground, and trying to leave the venue

0:03:33

Crime & Public Safety 10/02/17 5:30PM 53PM HASS VEGAS REAX Like most of us-- Lori Haas woke up this 

morning to an explosion of app alerts and 

texts on her phone. she turned on the news 

and felt that overwhelming sense of sadness 

and anger-- but not shock and surprise. More 

than 10 years ago Lori's daughter Emily-- 

survived a mass shooting in her classroom at 

Virginia Tech. 

0:01:52

Crime & Public Safety 10/02/17 6PM 6PM VEGAS SOCIAL MEDIA Eye witnesses who were at the concert are 

sharing their accounts on social media. I'm 

about to show you some video from the 

concert venue. a witness posted this to his 

facebook page..and it shoes the panic and 

confusion when suspect started shooting. 

You can see people are already on the 

ground, and trying to leave the venue

0:01:02

Special Coverage 10/02/17 11PM 11Y PUERTO RICO DONATION DRIVE

"No water, no electricity, no 

communication." "But all of the support 

these people can muster. Maria Colon helped 

organize this donation drive today to help 

her family -- and countless other families -- 

struggling recover in Puerto Rico." "Instead 

of being home doing nothing, I just need to 

do something for everybody there."

0:01:08

Special Coverage 10/03/17 5:30PM 53PT TOM PETTY DIES REAX

"Matt Estreich: The music and entertainment 

world is reacting to the death of rocker, Tom 

Petty....and that includes right here in 

Richmond. We're at Plan 9 Music in 

Carytown...where fans of the rock and roll 

hall of famer have been in and out of the 

store since yesterday. I think there is that 

immediacy of wanting to connect right away.

0:01:30

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/03/17 6PM 6PT OYS WAGES BATTLE Ebony Clarke, encouraged to speak up after 

seeing she wasn't the only one having 

trouble receiving wages she earned from a 

former employer, says her experience 

mirrors Michel'le Stewart's. (Ebony Clarke - 

Got Paid After She Called 12) 20:41:31 

"Without her coming forward first, We 

probably would still be waiting for our 

checks. 

0:02:02

Crime & Public Safety 10/03/17 6PM 6PT LAKESIDE THEFTS ON CAMERA

It's the middle of the night on Burnley 

Avenue-- and a neighbor's camera captures 

this. It appears to be three peope--checking 

to see if cars are unlocked Wednesday night , 

The man who sent this to me says--he knows 

he's supposed to lock his car doors--but just 

made a mistake. A van is locked--but one 

alleged thieves does get into the car.

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/03/17 6PM 6PT GRTC PULSE PROJECT HI, I'm Tracy Lynn. I'm here in the city along 

Broad Street near the Science Museum. All 

the construction you see behind me is part of 

the GRTC Pulse Project which is the new 

transit system. According to Carrie Pace Rose 

with GRTC this project could continue until 

next June. We wondering how this could be 

affecting different businesses along Broad 

Street.

0:01:19



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 10/03/17 6PM 6PT PRAYERS & BLOOD FOR VEGAS A small gathering -- sending enormous 

prayers of strength to the loved ones of the 

59 victims who lost their lives Sunday night... 

and the hundreds more who are now battling 

in the hospital.  "There were people who 

were killed who were close to my age. And, 

they were just there to have a great time, 

and be with friends, family ..

0:01:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/03/17 11PM 11M DREW VBS VEGAS REAX

"Running through the rain of bullets, people 

who weren't shot -- were still covered in 

blood." "This is all other people's blood. This 

is all just blood splatter from people being 

dead and thus having this be on top of them 

basically to get out." "Now replacing the 

blood survivors lost is the first step to keep 

them alive." 

0:01:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/03/17 11PM 11M CITY COUNCILMAN IN VEGAS

Andreas Addison was in the nearby 

Cosmopolitan Hotel, not far from the 

Mandalay Bay hotel and concert area, when 

a warning about an active shooter appeared 

on his phone. Then he saw people running 

for their lives. 2:25 (Andreas 

Addison/Richmond City Councilman) for a 

good 90 seconds, 2 minutes it was bedlum

0:01:39

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/04/17 6PM 6PW TOWING PRICES GOING UP 2:40:10 "Signs like this one warn drivers that 

if you park in a private parking lot, like this 

one here, you have to go into those stores, 

otherwise, you could get towed." It's never a 

good thing to see your car isn't in the space 

you left it... 2:31:22 "My car got towed 

before, and I wasn't happy paying, so after 

that I learned my lesson...

0:02:02

Racial Issues 10/04/17 6PM 6PW CONFEDERATE STATUES POLL

A recent poll finds that a MAJORITY of people 

in the Richmond area oppose the removal of 

confederate monuments. The poll was 

conducted by Christopher Newport 

University on behalf of the Richmond times 

dispatch. It was a survey of registered voters 

in Richmond, Chesterfield Hanover and 

Henrico that finds the following. 35 percent 

support the removal

0:01:14

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/04/17 11PM 11T MEGASITE MEETING "We don't want this, if it's so important for 

chesterfield county find a new place for it. 

we don't want it, we're tired of being the 

step-child." "People who live in south 

Chesterfield say the county keeps dumping 

projects here they don't want and giving all 

the best projects to the Midlothian area. The 

Matoaca Megasite is billed as a heavy 

industrial site.

0:01:34

Crime & Public Safety 10/04/17 11PM 11T HOPEWELL VIGIL

(brent solomon - hopewell) IN 25:47 "For the 

first time were hearing from little Jemari's 

mother. She's opening up about the pain and 

how she's finding comfort." (Shaquita 

Howard - mother) 1739 "I wouldn't wish this 

not even on my worst enemy. This is very 

hard to deal with." Yet somehow Shaquita 

Howard is doing just that. 

0:01:58

Crime & Public Safety 10/04/17 11PM 11T CH COMMUNITY EVENTS

New at 11 -- colonial heights police were out 

in force tonight, to focus on safety! There 

were several "celebrate safe communities' 

events happening tonight across colonial 

heights. The events focus on helping 

neighbors get to know the men and women 

who serve them each day. we caught up with 

colonial heights fire and e-m-s...

0:00:50



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/05/17 6PM 6PR FACEBOOK HENRICO Facebook accepts Virginia's friend request! I 

am proud to announce that the great 

company of Facebook will invest $1 billion 

dollars here in the Commonwealth of Virginia 

(clapping) And This is what the the 9-

hundred 75 thousand square foot facility at 

White Oak Technology Park in Sandston will 

look like.

0:01:42

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/05/17 6PM 6PR UNLIMITED DATA As much as we rely on our phones these 

days.. people are not too quick to shop 

around and SWITCH between carriers. But 

user demands and competition has the major 

carriers looking for an edge. And right now 

that edge is "unlimited phone plans." Scott 

Peterson is a senior analyst with gap 

intelligence. 

0:01:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/05/17 6PM 6PR HENRICO HOMICIDE

3:04:18 "Neighbors right next to the shooting 

tell me they were outside, when they heard 

about six gunshots, and then saw the victim's 

body here, on the pavement." 2:48:31 "I 

peaked around the bushes and I saw a 

vehicle right in this area not moving, Eric 

Magruder and his wife were on their back 

porch, when he says they heard the gunfire

0:01:07

Special Coverage 10/05/17 6PM 6PR OYS CHAIR LIFT (GLAMOUR SHOTS) Earl "Christmas Snow" 

Fleming a star who illuminated the way in 

harder times for many in the LGBTQ 

community. His rendition of a Diana Ross 

favorite would bring fans to their feet in 

acclamation. (EARL SINGING 19:56:22) 

"touch me in the morning then just close the 

door. 

0:02:29

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/05/17 11PM 11W HENRICO GETS FACEBOOK paul chapman: wow! the first reaction Paul 

Chapman had when he was sitting at home 

and heard THIS. Heather: "Facebook is 

coming to Henrico..." paul Chapman: "Im on 

facebook all the time and I'm glad it's in this 

area." A source tells NBC12 a Facebook data 

center is coming to the white oak technology 

center in Eastern Henrico... 

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/05/17 11PM 11W NORTHSIDE CRIME MEETING

(show scene from tuesday night) Crime tape 

and cop cars are not unsual here at 

Midlothian Village apartments. This was the 

scene Tuesday night when someone gunned 

down 32 year old Larry Scott, Richmond's 

latest homicide victim. (cheyanne williams - 

midlothian village manager) 1839 "We went 

almost a full calendar year where we did...

0:02:06

Special Coverage 10/06/17 5:30PM 12AT SECOND STREET FESTIVAL RICHMOND, VA The 2nd Street Festival, 

presented by Altria and Dominion Energy, 

returns for the 29th year, Saturday-Sunday, 

Oct. 7-8 to celebrate the rich culture of the 

historic Jackson Ward neighborhood. The 

FREE event is produced by Venture 

Richmond Events, LLC. 

0:02:02

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/06/17 6PM 6PF OYS MEMORIAL (Karen Bittner, Homeowner) "Thank you so 

much, thank you, thank thank you so 

much...so very much." KAREN BITNER CAN 

BREATHE A SIGH OF RELIEF NOW ..... BUT A 

FEW WEEKS AGO IT WAS A DIFFERENT 

STORY. THE FIRST CONTRACTOR SHE HIRED 

TO PAINT HER HOUSE LEFT HER HANGING 

..... EVEN AFTER MONEY HAD BEEN PAID. 

0:01:06



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Politics 10/06/17 6PM 6PF PBURG TREASURER (brent solomon - petersburg) 6 IN 10:52 "I 

wasted no time asking the questions you 

want answered." (gloria person-brown - 

candidate for Petersburg Treasurer) 5425 

REPORTER Would you under any 

circustmance, steal money, waive taxes, 

waive penalties, waive principal? (response) 

No. Not at all."

0:02:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/06/17 11PM 11R VEGAS GUN CONTROL FOLO (nat sound of las vegas attacks) When 

gunman Stephen Paddock opened fire on a 

crowd of concert goers, authorites later 

discovered he had these.....bump stocks 

attached to his guns. (cover sot with video of 

bump stock) (dana schrad - va assn of chiefs 

of police)

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 10/06/17 11PM 11R HUFFING DEATHS

ambulance noise.. it was a tragic discovery in 

the parking lot of this walmart near 

midlothian. in June, chesterfield police found 

a young man dead in his car. "I think it's very 

sad." the medical examiner now saying the 

28 year old died from huffing, inhaling 

compressed air..specifically difluoroethane, 

found in computer dust cleaner ...

0:01:42

Health 10/06/17 11PM 11R RESTAURANT REPORT That refrigerator problem happened at 

Shanghai at 6701 Lake Harbour Drive in 

Chesterfield, according to its last health 

inspection. It had 4 priority violations, plus 5 

priority foundation, and 4 core violations. 

The report says an employee failed to wash 

their hands before food preparation, and 

they were told to repair a dish machine..

0:01:56

Crime & Public Safety 10/07/17 11PM 11F RVA VEGAS PRAYER VIGIL Even before the prayer started--- nobody 

greater! nobody greater than you! -- there 

was worship in the middle of downtown 

Richmond. Different community groups 

gathered to pray for the victims of Las Vegas. 

All 58 names were released today-- mothers, 

fathers, brothers, sisters---gone. 

0:01:44

Crime & Public Safety 10/09/17 6PM 6PM CHESTERFIELD DANGEROUS 

INTERSECTION 15;50;07 uhhhhh. Melina Alieo is frustrated 

with drivers speeding everyday near her 

son's bus stop (nat car) at old wrexham and 

chesterfield meadows 15;48;55 it's really 

nerve racking. and she's not the the only one 

TV NATS Last month we introduced you to 

Beth Harvey and Holly Reed... 

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 10/09/17 6PM 6PM SHOCKOE SHOOTING LATEST the two men were gunned down on this 

sidewalk and family tells me they were best 

friends. Family says 25 year old Oscar Lewis II 

also known as "Bam" and 29 year old Deonte 

Bullock also known as "Max" grew up 

together. Around 1-15 Sunday morning --

they were both gunned down on East Main 

street. 

0:02:10

Crime & Public Safety 10/09/17 6PM 6PM PET CEMETERY VANDALISM "The owner reached out to 12 On Your Side 

furious about what happeed at at the Pet 

Cemetery this weekend so we came out here 

to take a look, just behind Tuckahoe Middle 

school. We can give you a better look in this 

pictures that the owner set into us. They say 

more than 90 headstones were overturned, 

smashed up, they even found a glass vase 

smashed...

0:00:58

Special Coverage 10/09/17 11PM 11Y DC STORM RELIEF BAKE SALE

On a much lighter note... A birthday story 

sure to make you smile. Because instead of 

throwing a regular party for her 12th 

birthday, a D-C girl and her friends hosted a 

bake sale this weekend --- to benefit disaster 

victims in Mexico and the Caribbean.

0:00:47



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Special Coverage 10/10/17 5:30PM 53PT LOCAL GIRL ON CHOPPED JR 17:56:57;19(emmy)"so today, we're going to 

be making brie en croute." Emmy Sumpter's 

passion is food 17:57:01;28 "It's brie cheese 

inside a puff pastry with cherry preserves 

and walnuts." And at just 11 years old, she 

knows the ingredients needed to take it from 

dull to delectable 

0:01:55

Special Coverage 10/10/17 5:30PM 53PT LOUISA COUCH FOOTBALL FIELD Mark Fischer has dedicated 12 years to the 

football program at Louisa County High 

School, but this season will be his last, as he'll 

step away due to health concerns... Even 

though he may be absent from the sidelines 

after 2017, his name will live at the field for 

many years to come. Tonight's vote, which 

will pass, will name the football stadium 

after Fischer ...

0:00:56

Crime & Public Safety 10/10/17 6PM 6PT BABY KILLED NEIGHBOR REAX

Allison: 7:28:54 I spoke to a neighbor who 

says five gun shots woke her up this morning. 

She watched as a terrifying scene unfolded 

right in her front yard. 7:29:03 This woman-- 

who did not want to be identified-- says her 

neighborhood is typically peaceful. One will 

see buses picking up their kids in the 

morning, people walking their dogs ...

0:01:44

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/10/17 11PM 11M HOPEWELL HOUSING ISSUES

(brent solomon - hopewell) IN 5825 "They've 

never seen it this bad. Hopewell neighbors 

asking me to get involved after they say 

complaining to their apartment staff has 

gotten nowhere." (nat sound) 2218 "Mouse 

droppings. All this. You see that, that's nasty. 

" (BLUR FACE) Right in the kitchen where she 

feeds her 7 year old son. 

0:02:15

Politics 10/10/17 11PM 11M GOV DEBATE TONIGHT the gloves came off at tonight's third and 

final debate between the two major party 

gubernatorial candidates. Republican Ed 

Gillespie and Democrat Ralph Northam 

squared off at the University of Virginia at 

Wise. Libertarian Cliff Hyra was not included 

but tweeted during the debate. 

0:01:21

Racial Issues 10/10/17 11PM 11M CVILLE TIKI RALLY LATEST

"Two men are being charged for this viscious 

attack on Deandre Harris in August. This 

image blew up online, demonstrating the 

hate and violence against a black man in 

Charlottesville during the Unite The Right 

rally. But tonight there's a new wrinkle to 

this story -- Harris is facing a felony unlawful 

wounding charge. .

0:01:54

Racial Issues 10/11/17 5:30PM 11T CVILLE UNITE THE RIGHT ARCHIVE (nat-sot) Lots of protest signs, some 

armbands, some pamphlets and flyers 

handed out around town. SYMBOLS OF 

CHARLOTTESVILLE'S RESISTANCE TO HATE 

ARE NOW RELICS TO REMEMBER A DEADLY 

DAY OF VIOLENCE. S/ Molly Schwartzburg / 

Albert and Shirley Small Special Collections 

Library Curator :15 

0:01:55

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/11/17 6PM 6PW OPEN ENROLLMENT There are many things to consider when 

picking out health insurance. FIRST check 

your finances. Look at what you spent on 

medical insurance coverage previously and 

how much you paid out of pocket. THEN 

compare that with the frequency of your 

doctor visits. if you typically don't go to the 

doctor too often consider a higher deductible 

plan.

0:01:22
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Crime & Public Safety 10/11/17 6PM 6PW DINWIDDIE LOCKDOWN

"Shortly after the high school was locked 

down, the middle school was too because of 

how close they are. Parents were gathered 

out front-- waiting for information-- But for 

much of the lockdown -- there wasn't much 

to tell them." "So we are just asking that the 

parents stage over here until we get the 

clearance." 

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/17 6PM 6PW OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING

Since I last checked in with you at 5, we 

hopped in the car and drove about 3 miles 

away right here to the Argent Credit Union - 

this where investigators say the man walked 

in with a gun...demanded cash....and took off 

- likely never suspecting what would happen 

next. This was the scene further down the 

road on Midlothian Turnpike. 

0:01:13

Special Coverage 10/11/17 6PM 6PW PUERTO RICO DOGS It's been a long journey for theses six dogs 

like Tyson here coming all the way from 

puerto rico, and landing late last night in 

northern Virginia. now here getting some TLC 

at the Richmond SPCA. 00;12;12 dog 

breathing Meet Mr. Personality..Tyson Sweet 

and docile Hannah 00;21;52; hi This curious 

chihuahua an energetic boxer..

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/17 11PM 11T HENRICO BABY MURDER FOLO "Bloodcurddling screams shriek through the 

background of a police officer's call for back-

up." "gunshot wound in the abdomen, and 

we got one kid shot (loud crying). We need 

more units." "It's the sound of Tia Graves' 

uncontrollable torment." "We've got an 

infant. Not sure if she is conscious or 

breathing. 

0:01:51

Racial Issues 10/11/17 11PM 11T CVILLE UNITE THE RIGHT ARCHIVE (nat-sot) Lots of protest signs, some 

armbands, some pamphlets and flyers 

handed out around town. SYMBOLS OF 

CHARLOTTESVILLE'S RESISTANCE TO HATE 

ARE NOW RELICS TO REMEMBER A DEADLY 

DAY OF VIOLENCE. S/ Molly Schwartzburg / 

Albert and Shirley Small Special Collections 

Library Curator

0:01:55

Special Coverage 10/11/17 11PM 11T POET MEMORIAL Tonight, the Richmond community came 

together to remember one of it's own 

through music and spoken word. Lorna 

Pinckney spent 15 years building up 

Richmond's jazz poetry scene. The leader and 

founder of Tuesday and Wednesday "Verses" 

passed away last Thursday following a 

sudden illness.

0:00:54

Special Coverage 10/12/17 5:30PM 12AT FOLK FESTIVAL Last year this festival attracted more than 

125,000 people to downtown Richmond's 

riverfront to celebrate the roots, richness 

and variety of American culture through 

music, dance traditional crafts, storytelling 

and food. The Richmond Folk Festival has 

become one of Virginia's largest and most-

loved events of the year and has been voted 

as the best...

0:01:35

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/12/17 6PM 6PR MISSING PAYCHECKS These two ladies provide care to 

intellectually challenged adults at the same 

group home. (pointing to calendar) "I was 

supposed to be paid on this day, October 6" 

Each says her employer was illegally 

withholding two weeks pay - money they 

believe should have been paid for work they 

performed. Deneisha was missing $750.00 

dollars. 

0:02:20
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Crime & Public Safety 10/12/17 11PM 11W MWW SHOCKOE SHOOTING

He's wanted in connection to the deadly 

double shooting in Shockoe Bottom early 

Sunday morning. The two men gunned down 

on the sidewalk were 25-year-old Oscar 

Lewis II also known as "Bam" and 29-year-old 

Deonte Bullock also known as "Max". 

Officers patrolling the area heard gunfire and 

ran toward the sound of the shots. 

0:00:52

Crime & Public Safety 10/12/17 11PM 11W MIDLOTHIAN TNPK BANK ROBBERY

(nat sound of witness video) (cover sot with 

video) (austin cramer - witness) 3727 "It was 

definitely action packed." Scary momements 

as witnesses recall a car traveling fast in and 

around their parking lots. (austin cramer - 

witness) 3730 "He pulled into your parking 

lot? Oh he went right in front of our building 

going about 85 ...

0:01:45

Special Coverage 10/12/17 11PM 11W BOY SCOUTS DECISION FOLO "they wondered why can't I do that too." it's 

a change that has been years in making for 

the the boy scouts of america. Brad Nesheim 

"my entire time with boy scouts of america, 

I've had families ask me, if their girls could 

join the cub scout program." and after 40 

years, Brad Nesheim, won't have to say NO 

anymore. 

0:01:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/17 5PM 5PF COOKOUT SHOOTER TALKS A 911 call for the Cook Out parking lot on 

eastRidge Road-- turns into a call for shots 

fired. Multiple people are put into handcuffs--

but only one man has been charged-- 19 year 

old Jakweus Gordon. Police say he fired a 

weapon. I asked the teenager why. i was just 

scared for my life he says another man was 

the aggressor

0:00:59

Education 10/13/17 5PM 5PF BRUNSWICK SOCIAL THREAT

I just spoke to the Brunswick County Sheriff 

and he tells me he advised Brunswick High 

administrators, behind me, to cancel the 

game tonight, against Park View High School. 

This-- after the threat surfaced, naming 

specific students. Those students were also 

advised to stay home today. 

0:01:06

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/13/17 5:30PM 53PF DATING APP WARNING Having someone get a hold of your social 

security number could mean real damage to 

your credit report, but what if they got a 

hold of something very private and 

potentially embarrassing? By now most of us 

know about the damage hackers can do with 

stolen social security numbers, birth dates 

and other information. 

0:01:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/17 6PM 6PF COOKOUT SHOOTING A 911 call for a fight in the Cook Out parking 

lot on Ridge Road... turns into a call for shots 

fired. "Hands up!" Police surround a car--the 

man wearing the gray sweatshirt in 

handcuffs is 19year old Jakweus Gordon. He's 

now charged with three felonies--because 

he's accused of firing the gun. In jail-- I asked 

him why? 

0:01:44

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/17 6PM 6PF BRUNSWICK THREAT 4:36:00 "Despite the students named in the 

threat being advised to stay home, I spoke to 

several parents who told me, they kept their 

children home from Brunswick High School 

today, as well." The threat reads... 'I'm going 

to kill ... and then five student's first names 

are listed.... It then references Friday night's 

football game...

0:01:27
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Politics 10/13/17 6PM 6PF GOV RACE northam appears to have no qualms about 

campaigning with President Obama. The two 

are set to hold a rally in Richmond on 

Thursday. But a location and time have yet to 

be announced. This will be Obama's first time 

back on the campaign trail since leaving the 

White House.

0:00:51

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/17 11PM 11R HENRICO COOKOUT SHOOTING MOS: "my first reaction was hit the deck!" 

sometimes it's hard to believe what your 

eyes have JUST seen... video: "keep your 

hands up!" that was the case for one woman, 

when quiet, quickly became chaos in this 

busy stretch of henrico... MOS: "did that 

really happen?" video: "HANDS UP!" "530 I 

have shots fired 7-11

0:01:44

Health 10/13/17 11PM 11R RESTAURANT REPORT

(Heather Sullivan/Reporting) According to 

the inspection report, the inspector noted 

that staff must start monitoring the sanitizer 

in the dishwasher, and food temperatures 

throughout the facility, and asked them to 

fax in a log sheet showing that they are every 

week for a month. It happened at Plaza 

Azteca at 15801 Westchester Commons...

0:02:07

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/17 11PM 11F CRIME FIGHTING FUNDING (nat of razor) Every time a new customer sits 

in his his chair... (Alonzo Bates - Barber, 4b 

Kutz) 0027 "It always begins in the barber 

shop." (nat of razor) Alonzo Bates hears 

personal stories from the streets. (Alonzo 

Bates - Barber, 4b Kutz) 

0:01:54

Health 10/14/17 11PM 11F DOCTOR WIFE SAVES HUSBAND Chris Camden: "I keep on repeating God 

strong, God Strong.." It's the reminder Chris 

Camden keeps close at all times...and behind 

this survivors smile... Chris: "one day at a 

time." is a story many would consider a 

miracle. race nat. it starts, near a finish line 

in september, where his wife, was waiting for 

him to cross. 

0:01:52

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/17 5PM 5PM TODDLER KILLED at this time Hopewell police say they could 

not release the type of injuries this child 

suffered. his body is now with the medical 

examiner's office to determine the cause of 

death. "Hey!" Family have identified that 

little boy as Cali'Deen Jones. He had moved 

to Hopewell from Virginia beach with his 

father

0:01:08

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/17 5PM 5PM ORANGE CO SEX CRIMES Jasmine: These are the 34 indictements 

against 57 year old Cathy Rothgeb. the court 

documents show the alleged abuse 

happened to TWO girls under the age of 18 

over a period of almost 10 years. starting in 

the early 90's. these documents show that at 

one point at least one of the victims was 

younger than 13 years old. 

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/17 5:30PM 53PM CURBING VIOLENCE IN RVA A few years ago, Felicia Dixon-- a newly 

single mom-- found herself in a position she 

could have never imagined-- struggling-- to 

keep a roof over her head and her three 

children's. 9:2:56 I was no longer working 

due to mental illness and so many 

diagnoses... depression, post traumatic 

stress disorder, bi polar. 

0:02:19

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/16/17 6PM 6PM HENRICO GRTC MEETING GRTC and Henrico County want your opinion 

tonight at a public meeting to consider 

expanding the transit system into the county. 

Here is one of the proposed routes. Here is 

the intersection of Parham and Patterson. 

They want to get feedback from the public 

on whether or not they want additional bus 

services to the Far West End, Short Pump or 

the East End...

0:00:46
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Crime & Public Safety 10/16/17 6PM 6PM HOPEWELL TODDLER DEATH "The toddler's father and a woman are facing 

multiple felony charges. The little boy was 

taken here to John Randolph medical center, 

where the hospital staff tried to save his life. 

"Hey!" "All he did was smile." That's the first 

thing people said to describe two year old 

cali'Deen Jones. 

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/17 6PM 6PM ORANGE SEX CRIME ARREST "In my hand, are the 34 indictments against 

57-year-old Cathy Rothgeb... at one point 

one of the victims was under the age of 13! 

In these court documents, the former 

softball coach is accused of sexually abusing 

two girls, over a period of almost ten years, 

beginning back in the 90's. 

0:02:02

Special Coverage 10/16/17 6PM 6PM WWII VETERAN HONORED

"Unit was 43rd bomb group" "64th 

squadron" "I was co-pilot, B-24" "We flew 10-

12 hours, depending on the distance we 

traveled" "We were mainly bombing on the 

North Coast of New Guinea" "Man I tell you, 

this is something else." "The thing that killed 

me was the last B-24 I saw, it's been 8-10

0:01:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/17 11PM 11Y JAIDAH MORRIS VIGIL "The sparrow... and I know he watches over 

me." Jaidah's name illuminates a painful 

gathering... "I dont know what to say, i'm just 

so hurt, because I loved my grand baby. I 

watched her grow up." More than a hundred 

loved ones remembering her exuberant 

personality... "I used to be like, go girl. And 

she would dance...

0:01:39

Education 10/17/17 5:30PM 53PT NEW HENRICO SCHOOL

the whole point of building a new 

elementary school is to relieve 

overcrowding, especially here at Holladay. 

And the new school is not going to be too far 

away. Liem Morgan and his parents walk to 

Holladay elementary school every day. this is 

a really good school, they've got really great 

teachers, the principal is wonderful 

0:01:55

Special Coverage 10/17/17 5:30PM 53PT 12AT CZECH FESTIVAL Hey everybody right now I am here at the 

Prince George Heritage Center and they are 

getting ready for a great event. Here with me 

I have Martha to talk about it. Martha what 

can w eexpect this weekend? The strong 

Czech & Slovak heritage in Central Virginia, 

and in particular Prince George County will 

be celebrated at the 2017 Virginia Czech & 

Slovak Folklife Festival...

0:01:33

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/17/17 6PM 6PT WIFI SECURITY FLAW Researchers say they've spotted an 

enormous WiFi security flaw! This one--so 

big--it affects nearly every device that uses 

WiFi! Researchers in Belgium are calling this 

flaw the "Krak Attack". Here's what's 

involved: when you connect your phone, 

tablet or computer to a WiFi network, it asks 

you for a password *and* lists the security 

protocal...

0:01:12

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/17/17 6PM 6PT EARL FLEMING UPDATE

Employees from Mobility Super Center were 

top notch professionals. Clearly they had 

mastered the installation process and didn't 

miss a beat...... (nats of work23a:42:43 or 

23:44:58) all while secretly containing their 

excitement at meeting Earl "Christmas Snow" 

Fleming. They later revealed both were in 

awe of Earl's Living Legend status...

0:02:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/17 6PM 6PT CH CHILD GUN I'm told the student involved will face 

discriplinary action. Police say although the 

weapon was loaded, there was no ammo in 

the chamber of the gun. Banks was arrested 

and released from jail on bond. He's due back 

in court later this month. 

0:01:19
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Racial Issues 10/17/17 6PM 6PT MONUMENT VANDALIZED In minutes, the word "racist" is removed 

from the Confederate statue... the suspect- 

still at large- facing a misdemeanor charge. 

But the contentious issue underlying the 

vandalism still remains... 5:14:25 "It's a cry 

out of how some people are feeling." ...in 

whether to remove the Confederate statues 

in Richmond... 

0:01:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/17 11PM 11M BITEY STAFFORD DOG IS BAD

Nats 18 48 55 he was still in the road.... 

LARRY MARSHALL SAYS HE WAS STANDING 

IN HIS FREDERICKSBURG YARD LAST MONTH 

... TALKING TO HIS NEIGHBOR WHEN THE 

MAN'S GREAT DANE -- WHICH WAS ON A 

LEASH -- ATTACKED HIM WE WANT TO 

WARN YOU .. THE PHOTO YOU'RE ABOUT TO 

SEE MAY BE DISTURBING -- BECAUSE THE 

DOG RIPPED OFF PART OF HIS EAR! 

0:01:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/17 11PM 11M ORANGE SEX CRIME ARREST FOLO It's the talk of the town. State police 

investigating this woman - Cathy Rothgeb - a 

former softball coach for both Orange 

County High School and several youth rec 

leagues....accused of cruelty and sexual 

battery of children! One of the alleged 

victims - under 13 years of age. (Loren 

Johnson - sons play in youth league) 

0:01:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/17 5:30PM 53PW JAMARI HOWARD BIRTHDAY

(NAT) 11:32:13 with a sudden whoosh of 

wind In Mrs. Hairfield's first grade class room 

there is an empty chair. (NAT) 11:32:57 how 

do we know that? and a name on the door 

that will never be called on again. 11:23:42 

the first thing a few of them said was that 

they miss him That name..Jamari Howard. 

the little boy died earlier this year...

0:01:44

Special Coverage 10/18/17 5:30PM 53PW 12AT PARADE OF HOMES Hi, I'm Tracy Lynn for 12 About Town. Look at 

this gorgeous kitchen. This is one of many 

kitchens that you can see in this year's Street 

Of Hope. I'm joined by Connie with East West 

Communities to talk this wonderful event. 

What can we expect this weekend? This is a 

16 day luxury home event and its being held 

in Hallsley. 

0:01:24

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/18/17 6PM 6PW WELLS FARGO ALERT "What we will do is communicate with you 

through your online banking access and that 

is you securely logging onto your account 

and you will see a message inside of your 

account from wells fargo or a banker." A 

Wells Fargo employee says they've gotten a 

lot of people calling in who fell victim to this 

latest scam

0:00:47

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/17 6PM 6PW RRHA PARKING

About a quarter of the victims killed this year 

in Richmond, were in the public housing 

neighborhoods... according to NBC12's 

count. the Richmond Redevelopment and 

Housing Authority.... last month promising to 

crack down on people who shouldn't be in 

these neighborhoods... like felons and 

anyone on the ban list.

0:01:45

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/17 11PM 11T CH GUN ON BUS

(brent solomon - colonial heights) IN 3426 

"Investigators say had a local gunowner been 

just a bit more responsible we wouldn't be 

here sharing this story." (nat sound of 

robocall) It's the startling robo-call that left 

parents in a frenzy. (Tracy Helmich - parent) 

2312 " Immediately I went into panic mode." 

0:01:58
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Crime & Public Safety 10/18/17 11PM 11T CAR BREAK INS EVERYWHERE

"Not that being robbed is ever easy to 

stomach but parked in a dark neighborhood 

somewhere is a more traditional target for 

these crooks. But a small, lit parking lot that 

people are constantly walking through -- it's 

got a lot of people scratching their heads." "A 

family environment like the YMCA, you must 

feel pretty safe here usually?" ...

0:01:33

Politics 10/18/17 11PM 11T OBAMA NORTHAM TICKET LINE This was the scene hours ago -- when 

thousands of people wrapped around the 

Richmond Coliseum to get their free tickets 

for the Ralph Northam rally on Thursday. 

Former President Barack Obama will speak in 

support of the democratic gubernatorial 

candidate. This was moved from the 

Coliseum to the Richmond Convention 

Center...

0:01:15

Special Coverage 10/19/17 5:30PM 53PR 12AT PUMPKIN FUN Saturday, October 21st from 12-6pm for the 

Scott's Addition Pumpkin Festival presented 

by Food Lion. We close the Boulevard from 

Broad St. to Leigh St. and celebrate fall, 

halloween and all that is pumpkin! The 

revered gourd is highlighted in beer, 

libations, food and activities! Local music, 

local craft beers and spirits and, of course, 

local food...

0:01:15

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/17 6PM 6PR CHURCH EXPLOSION Jasmine: I'm told a quick thinking employee 

at this parking deck...jumped in when he saw 

a man suffering from burns thursday 

afternoon. A contractor was just painting 

door here at second presbyterian church... 

"it was a loud boom, yes." that wasn't just 

HEARD, but FELT throughout second 

presbyterian church. 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/17 6PM 6PR CAROLINE HIGH FIREWORKS

Deputies are still investigating a not-so-funny 

prank at Caroline High School. A student set 

off fireworks in the hallway this morning. 

Nobody was hurt in the stunt and classes 

continued as scheduled. The sheriff's office 

did not say whether charges were filed.

0:00:46

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/17 6PM 6PR MOM KILLED Detectives write in these documents that the 

victim, Barbara Gray's body was found in a 

bloody hallway... extensively bruised... with a 

plunger nearby... it was her son, Sean Hill, 

who called 911... Right now- he is not 

charged with killing her-- but he is in jail. Red 

police tape reading "sealed evidence... do 

not tamper...

0:01:32

Education 10/19/17 6PM 6PR SCHOOL INVESTIGATION (brent solomon - short pump) "I can confirm 

that Henrico Police are now taking a close 

look at what happened inside the locker 

room here last Friday. As they work to 

determine whether the activity was criminal. 

After we first broke this story - even more 

parents have reached out to our newsroom 

expressing grave concerns."

0:01:27

Politics 10/19/17 6PM 6PR OBAMA NORTHAM Take a look... the doors about an hour ago 

and you can see thousands of people filing 

into the Convention Center... who pre-

registered or stood in line for tickets to be 

here. The former president will be stumping 

for Ralph Northam... it's the first time he has 

campaigned for a candidate since leaving 

office. 

0:02:36
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Special Coverage 10/20/17 4PM 4PF 12AT PGA TOURNEMENT Hi I'm Tracy Lynn at the Country Club of 

Virginia. As you can see the players are 

behind me warming up for the Dominion 

Energy Charity Classic going on all weekend. 

Here is talk about is Steve. Can you tell us 

what we can expect this weekend? Sure glad 

to. Thanks for coming up. We've got the 

players on the RGA Tour. 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/17 5PM 5PF VSU SHOOTINGS

Today unviersity officials announced they are 

stepping up security - placing more plain 

clothes officers across campus. Overnight 

additional lighting will go up to be in place by 

the weekend. Coming up new at 6 - the 

campus police chief is also speaking out 

about a need for more officers and how he's 

now seeking help from nearby jurisdictions...

0:00:52

Health 10/20/17 5PM 5PF CFIELD HARP PROGRAM Jasmine: "There is a place to heal and 

recover from addiction right here, inside the 

chesterfield county jail...it started as a 

desperate need to save lives....and over the 

last 18 months 400 people entered the 

heroin addiction recovery program." GROUP: 

"right foot forward for the places we're 

going." 

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/17 5:30PM 53PF FF DOMINIQUE BROCKENBROUGH The deadly double shooting created panic on 

the busy Shockoe Bottom streets. 1:28:00 

"There's a lot of foot traffic, we did have 

units in the area, they responded 

immediately." The two men gunned down on 

the sidewalk were 25-year-old Oscar Lewis II 

also known as "Bam" and 29-year-old Deonte 

Bullock also known as "Max".

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/17 5:30PM 53PF FIREFIGHTERS REBUILD HOUSE 7:21:11 "The fire condemned the family's 

home. Now, you can see these firefighters 

have been working all morning to gut out the 

kitchen, on their day off." 6:57:54 The same 

firefighters who extinguished the flames that 

burned through this kitchen... are now 

rebuilding it. 

0:02:02

Special Coverage 10/20/17 5:30PM 53PF 12AT OKTOBERFEST

The family friendly "Richmond Oktoberfest" 

is the most authentic German-American 

Oktoberfest event in the Commonwealth of 

Virginia. As an amazed visitor from the 

German Embassy in Washington DC once 

said, "This is just like a Folksfest back home 

in Germany." We play host to 4,000 plus 

people over two days in the air conditioned 

Old Dominion Building...

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/17 6PM 6PF NEW AVE FIRE

"Police are still investigating after officials 

say two fires were discovered at the home... 

Neighbors telling me...the woman's face was 

badly beaten." 7:28:38 "Our neighbor was 

beaten, unconscious." Neighbors says the 

victim is a 78-year-old woman who had lived 

in the house for decades... 

0:01:24

Education 10/20/17 6PM 6PF SHORT PUMP MIDDLE FOLO NBC 12 was first to get ahold of the racy 

video showing football players simulating sex 

acts in the locker room while yelling racist 

rants. Two days after we exposed it -- the 

school system now taking serious action. 

Here's what I'm learning....The Henrico 

School Board now speaking out saying the 

members are deeply concerned by the 

video...

0:01:34
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Health 10/20/17 6PM 6PF CFIELD HEROIN PROGRAM GROUP: "we strive to find the hero within." 

they've come to a place of healing GROUP: 

"we stand united with HOPE not DOPE." this 

brotherhood, is built on a struggle. GROUP: 

"right foot forward for the places we're 

going." each day, is ONE step closer to 

overcoming addiction. Thomas Goodall: 

"hmm just 16 months ago." 

0:02:43

Special Coverage 10/20/17 6PM 6PF FALLEN SOLDIERS HONORED

everyone who heads to manchester middle 

school will never forget the sacrifice paid by 

two graduates. family, friends, and former 

classmates were on hand as two roads at the 

school were named "darryl booker way" and 

"dane cauthorn way." both lost their lives in 

iraq in 2-thousand-7. staff sergeant booker 

was killed in a helicopter crash...

0:01:03

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/17 11PM 11R LOCKER ROOM VIDEO FOLO NBC 12 has chosen not to re-air the shocking 

video that has so many of you talking. 

(lorraine wright - human rights advocate) 

1526 "What we will be doing is filing a 

federal complaint with the office of civil 

rights." Human Rights advocate Lorraine 

Wright reacting to graphic images posted on 

Snapchat.

0:02:16

Health 10/20/17 11PM 11R RESTAURANT REPORT Numerous flies in the facility. And that's not 

all an inspector found. This report shows 20 

violations in all. It was the Chick-fil-A here at 

4443 South Laburnum Avenue in Eastern 

Henrico. It had three priority violations, four 

priority foundation, and thirteen core 

violations. The report shows numerous flies 

in the facility...

0:02:18

Politics 10/20/17 11PM 11R OBAMA CAMPAIGNS FOR NORTHAM (pkg) nats Obama takes stage Resuming his 

"rock star" campaigning style, President 

Obama stumped for the first time since 

leaving office. Rallying the crowd to vote for 

Ralph Northam resuming his old slogan. "are 

you fired up, are you ready to go?" Obama 

kept to form, never mentioning President 

Trump. 

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/17 5PM 5PF VSU SHOOTINGS Dr. Abdullah says he understands the fear 

and concerns that have spread among 

campus - many of them coming from 

students themselves on Social Media. Now 

the university says it's taking action to make 

this community safer. Take a look at one of 

several reactions posted on Twitter - "All this 

shooting at VSU. I'm started to get worried 

now."

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/17 11PM 11F RICHMOND TEEN SHOT

Normal That's the best way to describe the 

scene at John Marshall Higschool hours after 

the final Friday bell. but she scene around 

nine this morning has parents concerned. 

Charlene Riley: "It's not like how it used to be 

like how it was so few and far between 

where it would really scare you. Like now it's 

just a normal occurrence to hear gun fire...

0:01:05

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/17 11PM 11S LOUDOUN CO HOME INVASION

13 43 15 Bill Calvo: "MY WIFE WAKES ME UP 

STARTLED SAYING THAT SHE HEARD THE 

GARAGE DOOR OPEN." TRACK: BILL CALVO 

SAYS IT TOOK ONLY SECONDS TO BECOME A 

VICTIM OF A FAST AND EASY CRIME ... 13 43 

29 Bill: "THE NEXT THING I HEAR IS MY WIFE 

YELING SOMEONE JUST LEFT THE GARAGE 

ON A BIKE ON ONE OF THE KID'S BIKES." 

0:00:59
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Education 10/21/17 11PM 11F SHORT PUMP MIDDLE FORFEIT (brent solomon - on your side) IN: Tonight, 

the fallout that follows the storm. 

Controversy resulting in action and some 

now questioning whether that action is 

appropriate. (show blurred video of football 

team) In a sudden move Friday, Henrico 

Schools announcing Short Pump middle will 

no longer play against any football teams this 

season ...

0:02:14

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/17 5PM 5PM PBURG SHOOTING Yes, one arrest has been made ... but they 

are still looking for the man who was firing 

his gun in this video... so let's take another 

good look. This happened back on 

September 17 in Petersburg at the 

intersection of Harding and Mistletoe 

streets. Poice say the man they are looking 

for was wearing a black shirt with a design on 

it

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/17 5PM 5PM CAR WASH SHOOTING Yes ... she asked not to be identified but we 

spoke on the phone this afternoon ... and 

told me she heard the gunshots Saturday.. 

and says while she was leaving Target she 

saw people running and watched as the 

suspect turned onto broad street. Tony 

Felton is wanted for Conspiracy to Commit 

Murder, Malicious Wounding, and Use of a 

Firearm

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/17 5PM 5PM CAR WASH SHOOTING "he went to turn west on broad and at the 

last minutes decided to go east and turned 

right in front of my truck." "Ive always 

supported law enforcement and that was my 

first reaction was to follow them, 

unfortunately I did not, thats what goes 

through my mind had I chased them would 

that have made a difference would he be 

caught by now." 

0:00:51

Politics 10/23/17 5PM 5PM LARUS PARK Larus Park is land that was donated to the 

city... And residents say that in the deed to 

the land... it's written that the park is not 

meant to have 'any development. ' But, the 

city attorney argues... there is language that 

permits the use of the land, especially if it's 

for public benefit.... 

0:01:57

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/17 6PM 6PM MARYLAND AVE PROBLEMS 8:28:14 8:28:19 This bumpy ride... 8:28:26 

8:28:30 ...is the reality for people living on 

Maryland Avenue in New Kent. 8:12:31 this is 

a pretty good pothole with two days of rain, 

come Friday, if the bus is to try and get 

through and this is more full then the water 

comes in to the door of the bus 

0:03:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/17 6PM 6PM WILLIAMSBURG IED FOLO No bond for the man accused of setting off 

an explosive in Colonial Williamsburg. This 

morning-- Stephen James Powers appeared 

in court for the first time since since being 

charged with terrorism. Investigators say he 

detonated an I-E-D in a parking lot Thursday. 

The blast set a car on fire. But nobody was 

hurt. 

0:00:56

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/17 6PM 6PM CAR POOL SHOOTING

a husband, father, brother, friend. the 

tributes continue to pour in...for Kevin 

Barnes.. nat of cars This is where the 28 year 

old lost his life Saturday night-- the car pool 

car wash on west broad street. His family 

says Barnes worked there. "there were 6 

shots fired.." "I look up and everyone is 

running to the other side of the car...

0:01:31
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Politics 10/23/17 6PM 6PM LARUS PARK

A tree-dense pristine park... perfect for an 

afternoon walk... or a serene spot for a 

break. 18:24 "It's quiet. It's a place close to 

work that I could come by and relax for a few 

minutes during a lunch break." But neighbor 

Jeannie Reinick says the original deed to the 

land... donated to the city... indicates it 

shouldn't be used for new construction ...

0:01:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/17 5:30PM 53PT DOCK STREET CLOSURE I'm at the corner of Dock and Pear Street. If 

you live or work in this area you have 

probably seen all the construction going on 

all year. There are several phases to this 

project. Right now Dock Street is closed from 

Pear to Main Street. It's actually being 

relocated between Pear and Peebles and 

there will be a roundabout at the 

intersection

0:01:32

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/24/17 6PM 6PT SMART WATCHES If your kids don't have smart watches odds 

are, some of their friends do! They come 

with a GPS tracker, and often a screen and 

microphone. Now a new report says those 

features can be *hacked*--with terrifying 

implications! A coalition of consumer groups 

is asking the Federal Trade Commission to 

launch an investigation into new safety 

concerns...

0:01:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/17 6PM 6PT PETERSBURG FIRE A plume of smoke billows into the sky... 

Flames shoot out from the windows and roof 

of the 'Hotsy of Virginia Pressure Washer 

shop'-- now completely gutted. "I've never 

seen anything like this, no." Nearby 

Demolition Coffee shop employee Hannah 

Martin heard the explosions... which fire 

investigators say were caused by chemicals 

inside...

0:03:04

Special Coverage 10/24/17 6PM 6PT WORLD SERIES LOCAL CONNECTIONS

Richard Verlander is getting ready to watch 

his son Justin pitch in the world series for the 

3rd time... But the first baseball experiences-- 

happening here at Tuckahoe little league. 

Richard says the only world series Justin 

actually won so far happening on this field-- 

but in the majors, his son has been one of 

baseball's most dominant pitchers...

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/17 11PM 11M GRAFFITI IN CARYTOWN

"Carytown's aesthetic is half the charm. Cute 

shops, clever art, and small business owners. 

Then ... there's this. And this. The stain of 

illegal graffiti, business owners say takes 

away from what they've built." "They're not 

providing any kind of artistic things out here 

that add to the businesses and the 

community so that does disappoint...

0:01:05

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/17 11PM 11M CFIELD AMBER ALERT state police just issued the amber alert in the 

last few hours.. they're looking for cayden 

thomas merchant -- he's three-years-old, and 

has brown eyes and black hair. he was last 

seen wearing a white flannel button up shirt, 

with orange and gray stripes. State police 

believe the boy is with 40-year-old James 

Benjamin King 

0:00:45

Education 10/24/17 11PM 11M SHORT PUMP VIDEO FOLO

(Dr. Ram Bhagat - Richmond Peace Education 

Center) 4854 "It's really a disgusting video." 

Although Dr. Dram Bhagat has watched our 

news coverage, this is the first time he's 

getting an uncensored look a the Short Pump 

locker room video that was shared on 

Snapchat. Black football players pinned to 

the ground with other players..

0:01:38
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Crime & Public Safety 10/25/17 6PM 6PW POWERS PROBE According to the criminal complaint-- on 

October 11th-- eight days before the 

Williamsburg explosion-- police and fire 

responded to the basement of the clothing 

store "chico's" in merchant square. There 

were reports of a sulfur like smell as if 

someone just set off firecrackers. 

Investigators found nothing. 

0:01:17

Racial Issues 10/25/17 6PM 6PW ELIJAH BROWN (Elijah Coles Brown, 13 years old) "If it 

weren't for it being posted on social media 

this would go right under the bus this would 

go unnoticed." 13 year old Elijah Coles 

Brown, an 8th grader at Moody Middle 

School in Henrico, can relate all too well to 

what happened to the black students in that 

locker room. 

0:01:41

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/17 5:30PM 53PR RIC AIRPORT SCREENING You can typically get in out of the Richmond 

International Airport without too much 

hassle and in a lot less time than some of the 

larger Airports such as New York or Atlanta. 

But with the new TSA Screening Regulations 

this is all changing. RIC officials strongly 

encourage you to show up 90 minutes before 

you depart.

0:01:09

Education 10/26/17 5:30PM 53PR LOUISA ANTI BULLYING There was a chill in the air Thursday 

morning... but it didn't stop the five 

thousand students and the 800 staff 

members of Louisa County Public Schools 

from coming together for one purpose... 

12:37:03;07(Doug 

Straley/Superintendent)"to start those 

conversations amongst ourselves as a team 

to say hey, we've got to make sure we're 

looking out for each other...

0:01:33

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/17 6PM 6PR POTHOLE NIGHTMARE "Just during a normal stroll on the bike and I 

took a nice superman." A bicycle flipping in 

the air ... RIchard Poe suffering a broken 

wrist, gash to his head and other scrapes... 

and nearly 6,000 in medical bills. 9:15:41 

"When I hit it, I went just like that, and 

inevitably I used my hands to stop it." 

0:01:38

Education 10/26/17 6PM 6PR SHORT PUMP FOLO Parents are having tough conversations with 

their children over the disturbing Short Pump 

Middle School locker room video... David 

Parson has three children going to Henrico 

schools.... he said dad, you see what's going 

on with kids at Short Pump The video shows 

football players acting out inappropriate 

sexual behavior and making racists 

comments...

0:01:51

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/17 11PM 11W MOSBY CT FIRE INFANT RESCUE Sabrina/ Curt, Those young children will be 

okay. In fact, I spoke to one little girl's father. 

He was holding her and obviously shaken up 

by the ordeal but that baby was smiling and 

waving and did not suffer any injuries. The 

fire broke out around 6:45 pm on the second 

floor of an 8- unit apartment complex on 

Coalter street. 

0:01:52

Education 10/26/17 11PM 11W SHORT PUMP VIDEO MEETING (speaker 5230) "Some of you might not like it 

but Im going to tell the truth. If those 

children looked like me, this situation 

wouldve looked different. (thunderous 

applause) It was a candid conversation.....no 

issue off limits. (parent) 851 "I keep hearing 

it called an incident, an unfortuante event. 

It's not. It was a crime." 

0:01:57
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Health 10/26/17 11PM 11R RESTAURANT REPORT

53:40 Hi. Again? What you need this time? 

Well I stopped by because of your last health 

inspection. You guys had 5 priority, 6 priority 

foundation, and 12 core violations. That's a 

lot. You had a mouse in a trap, you had a 

food container being used sitting in a trash 

can. So we came to talk to you about what 

you guys have done about these

0:02:02

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/27/17 5:30PM 53PF FRONT PORCH CAFE Tiana Mitchell stays busy here at the Front 

Porch Cafe...doing a little bit of everything. 

and frankly, that's the way she likes it... 

18:35:38;12(tiana mitchell/Cafe 

Employee)"The environment is great . I love 

everyone here. I feel like family." and 

technically, the 16-year-old is family.

0:00:51

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/17 5:30PM 53PF JASMINE CFIELD BREAKINS Jasmine: Through phones and computers, 

two Chesterfield neighborhoods are creating 

their own neighborhood watch... just a few 

days ago, chesterfield police say there was a 

theft on Greenfield drive. but through a 

GROUP on social media, one woman is 

hoping to prevent crime and through helping 

each other to stay alert. 

0:02:02

Education 10/27/17 11PM 11R HENRICO SCHOOL BOARD MEETING (Lorraine Wright - I Vote 4 Me) 326 "Pastor 

Cooper, you are the only African-American 

person on this board and I have yet to hear 

you say antyhing. (applause). Following the 

racially charged Short Pump locker room 

activity, the public wants assurance the 

school board is listening. 

0:01:45

Health 10/27/17 11PM 11R TRANS COUPLE

(guys in gym) Nic and Ryan - just two guys 

working out together at the gym .... it's not 

an uncommon sight. But these two are more 

than just work-out buddies, in fact, they're a 

married couple. Gay marriage has been legal 

in Virginia for more than 3 years now - but 

this is no typical boy meets boy love story. 

0:02:41

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/17 11PM 11F PETERSBURG CRIME ALERT MICHAEL CAMPBELL HAS LIVED NEAR 

CENTRAL PARK IN PETERSBURG FOR YEARS 

AND SAYS HE HASN'T BEEN THE VICTIM OF A 

CRIME UNTIL NOW. HE SAYS HE WAS 

HEADING TO WORK WHEN HE FOUND HIS 

RIGHT CAR WINDOW SHATTERED. AND THE 

ITEMS IN HIS GLOVE COMPARTMENT WERE 

STREWN AROUND. THE KICKER? 11:49 

THAT'S WHERE I PARK EVERY NIGHT.

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/17 11PM 11F SPOTSY DRUG BABY

(brent solomon - spotsylvania) 4130 "It all 

started in this quiet, rural Spotsylvania 

neighborhood. A traffic stop leading to a 

much larger case." (mugshot) When officers 

pulled over 35 year old Michael McClung and 

his brother 26 year old Brendt McClung they 

say both men were in possession of heroin. 

They were with their mother 

0:02:17

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/17 6PM 6Y CHESTERFIELD ABDUCTION ARREST They say wisdom comes from reflection, 

imitation, and experience. "Kids be careful 

and don't take candy from people because 

they can take you somewhere." Wise words 

coming from 11-year-old Sharon who's 

reflecting on a recent abduction attempt  so 

no other kids in her neighborhood have to 

experience it. "Call the police, do 

something..."

0:01:03
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/29/17 11PM 11S MATOACA MEGASITE MEETING

"A group opposed to the Megasite hosted 

Saturday's meeting. The group claims 

Chesterfield is hiding important information 

from the public." "We feel the county should 

be telling the citizens what's happening not 

us having to investigate to find out and that's 

really the biggest concern we have." 

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/17 11PM 11S PETERSBURG QUAD SHOOTING

"Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom..." That's 

what this man, who preferred not to go on 

camera, says he heard from his Petersburg 

home in the middle of the night. "15 minutes 

later, police showed up." And when they 

arrived they found a man26-old- Mark 

Thornton dead on the ground near this car. 

0:01:31

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/17 11PM 11Y BOY JUMPS FROM OVERPASS "We're here in the neighborhood where this 

young woman's family lives. I was able to 

speak with her mother off-camera. She 

wanted to share with us a few things about 

her daughter's life." "Marisa Harris was 22 

years old. She was just finishing her first 

semester as a grad student at Marymount 

University in Northern Virginia. 

0:00:58

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/30/17 4PM 4PM PAW PATROL MIX UP 22:16 Parents and their children showed up 

here on Saturday to meet and greet with the 

characters on Nickelodeon's hit show, Paw 

Patrol. But when they got here--sheer 

disappointment. 22:28 These photos show 

what one father saw when he drove to 

Meadow Event Park... no Paw Patrol 

characters, barely any vendors and a lot of 

unhappy people. 

0:01:44

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/30/17 5:30PM 53PM PAW PATROL EVENT CONCERNS

24:42 Parents and their children showed up 

here Saturday to meet and mingle with the 

characters from Paw Patrol-- a children's 

show on Nickelodean. But when they showed 

up... those characters weren't here and 

weren't coming. 24:55 This is the show --Paw 

Patrol-- a child favorite on Nickelodeon. 

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/17 5:30PM 53PM VA TALKS MARIJUANA the study found the majority of people 

charged with possession were usually 

charged with other crimes as well. 

Opponents argue decriminalizing it could 

lead to driving under the influence or 

marijuana being a gateway to other drugs. 

The commission will consider today's 

testimony... and decide whether Virginia 

should consider this. 

0:00:59

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/17 5:30PM 53PM FIRST ALERT CENTER The charges range from identity fraud, to 

child neglect and drug possession. These are 

the three people facing charges ... Deputies 

say Nnamdi Onyeukwu tried to make a 

purchase with a fake credit card at the 

Kangaroo Express near Garrisonville Road in 

Stafford. The suspect left the store empty-

handed, and got into a white van...

0:01:18

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/30/17 6PM 6PM OYS ALERT DIRECT TV (How about nats of a phone ring off the top 

(creepy black and white)? - doesn't work 

with flow- just skip it) Nancy Tankerly says 

she has worked for Direct TV- so she knows 

how the company works. So she says when 

she got a call, shortly after a service call to 

her parents' home- she figured it was a 

follow up survey. 

0:01:55
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Crime & Public Safety 10/30/17 6PM 6PM ABDUCTION SAFETY TIPS

neighbors feeling anxious, as a night of fun 

gets closer... Sharon: "I'm actually scared." a 

chesterfield neighborhood has been on edge, 

ever since police say an intoxicated ERICK 

REYES tried to kidnap a girl, while exposing 

himself, and threatening her with a machete. 

after what happened, this 11 year old is 

unsure about leaving her house ...

0:03:11

Politics 10/30/17 6PM 6PM VA LT GOV CANDIDATES nats Justin Fairfax is a former federal 

prosecutor who ran for Attorney General in 

2013. Now he's running for Lt. Governor, 

hoping to raise minimum wage to $15, and 

improve job training to fill Virginia's vacant 

skilled labor jobs. 23:00 (Justin 

Fairfax/Democratic candidate for Lt. 

Governor) These are jobs that require a high 

school diploma...

0:01:46

Special Coverage 10/30/17 6PM 6PM GATES HOME INVESTIGATION National and local news cameras are pointed 

at one thing--- this house in the near West 

End. This is the home of Rick Gates-- the 

former Trump campaign official-- now 

involved in the Russia probe and facing 

federal indictments. Neighbors out on their 

morning walk coming face to face with the 

commotion. 

0:01:54

Special Coverage 10/30/17 6PM 6PM ATLEE SENIOR 80 YD TD

"It's something I can remember from my 

earliest time being a part of and it's 

something that in my life right now I enjoy 

more than anything." Sepp Shirey has been a 

football player since 4th grade, and his 

dream from a young age--- "Playing for Atlee, 

running out of the tunnel on Friday nights." 

0:02:51

Special Coverage 10/30/17 6PM 6PM GATES BACKGROUND Rick Gates has lived in the Richmond area 'on 

and off' for the last 25 years. Spending time 

in the Fan before moving to a nearly two 

million dollar house in the city's near west 

end. Rick Gates-- called the "right hand man" 

to Paul Manafort by federal prosecutors..... is 

also the former Trump Deputy Campaign 

chair.

0:01:44

Special Coverage 10/30/17 6PM 6PM FAC RUSSIA INDICTMENTS

Senator Warner would not get into specifics 

about any individuals at the center of this 

investigation. Additionally -- newly unsealed 

records show that George Papadopolous -- a 

former foreign policy advisor to the trump 

campaign, pleaded guilty for making false 

statements to the f-b-i. Of course, we're 

staying on top of this story for you...

0:00:52

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/30/17 11PM 11M RENT A CENTER PART 2

Take your dream sofa home NOW.... pay 

later. It's marketed as a "better way than lay-

a-way. The Rent-To-Own industry allows 

consumers-- who might not qualify for other 

kinds of financing deals.... to lease big-ticket 

items like TVs, bedroom sets or washer 

dryers withOUT a credit check. 

0:03:21

Special Coverage 10/30/17 11PM 11Y VA TECH KINDNESS FOLO A SIMPLE GESTURE, ONE HOKIE TO 

ANOTHER. WALLACE ANDRUS SAYS HE 

COULDN'T HELP BUT CAPTURE IT ON FILM. 

Wallace Andrus, TOOK VIDEO: "it was just 

one of those things. He started coming up 

the steps and you saw him just take the shirt 

out of the bag, and I was like man this is 

something special... 

0:01:42
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/31/17 5:30PM 53PT RAILROAD TRACK NIGHTMARE I'm standing on Winston Churchill Dr., a busy 

thorofair in Hopewell, but it has one big 

problem. This railroad crossing and drivers 

say it is wreaking havoc in their cars. Just 

look at this hubcap that came off after a 

driver hit these tracks. (car nats) 00;04;34 I 

have been from New York all the way down 

to Florida 

0:01:45

Politics 10/31/17 5:30PM 53PT RUSSIA INVESTIGATION TODAY - TEAM TRUMP WORKING TO PUT 

DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT - AND 

ONE-TIME ADVISER GEORGE 

PAPADOPOULOS - WHO TRIED TO BOOST 

THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN - WITH HELP FROM 

RUSSIA. Sot/ Sarah Sanders, White House 

Press Secretary :13-:17 "example of doing 

the wrong thing while president team did the 

right thing" 

0:01:04

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/17 6PM 6PT CFIELD HOME SHOT UP

Heather Alexander: "Rapid fire gunshots, first 

fivem then two, then additional one." bullets 

startling this sleepy neighborhood, as most 

people were just going to bed monday night. 

Alexander: "as soon as somebody heard the 

gunshots they they posted hey...did anybody 

else hear that? and within moments 

everyone was responding yes I heard that...."

0:01:45

Education 10/31/17 6PM 6PT SHORT PUMP MS FOLO

I'm talking to a company in Richmond whose 

main focus is to help other organizations 

strive for equality,especially there are issues 

of racism or bias. Now they've been watching 

what's going on here at Short Pump Middle 

school, here's their advice. The disturbing 

video involving middle school's football 

players sparked genuine outrage.. "

0:01:46

Health 10/31/17 6PM 6PT OYS HOME NEEDED

Adorable happy baby poses but look below 

Samantha's bright eyes and radiant smile and 

see the ventilator, feeding and tracheal tubes 

her life depends on. (Jamie McCann - 

Samantha's Mom) 3:21:13 "Oh it hurts. It 

hurts because she can't come home. It hurts 

that she has this stuff hooked up to her. She 

can't run around and play like normal kids...

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/17 11PM 11M NORFOLK STATE MOM SPEAKS

"The family is gathering around mom, as they 

remember Nick Ackies for the laughter he 

filled their lives with. And -- the cuteness 

long before the days of college football." 

"They look like little marshmellow guys 

Michellin Tire boys. They're going to hurt 

each other too much." "From pee-wee, 

through Douglas-Freeman, to Norfolk State.

0:02:20

Education 10/31/17 11PM 11M SHORT PUMP FOLO

(school board vid) (amelia flinn - parent) 

1503 "Where was the supervision is what I 

asked for? Why? Where was it?" Addressing 

the Henrico Board of Education, parent 

Amelia Finn has serious concerns about Short 

Pump Middle School. So I caught up with her 

Monday to discuss them. 

0:01:47

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/01/17 5:30PM 53PW ERIC OYS ASHLEY FURNITURE "It's wrong to take someone's money and not 

be accountable for it." Tina Moore says she's 

not normally publicly outspoken but an 

encounter with Ashley Furniture left her 

fired up. (Tina Moore, Ashley Furniture 

Customer) " I don't want a store credit, I 

don't want their furniture I don't want to 

ever have to deal with them again."

0:02:00
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Crime & Public Safety 11/01/17 5:30PM 53PW JASMINE 4 WAY STOP FOLLOW UP Jasmine: "almost a week later you can still 

see parts of one of those cars in front of this 

apartment. ms babs nursery school just 

wants to make this area safer, so theyre 

continuing their efforts, working with the 

city to put a stop sign HERE and make this 

intersection a four way stop." car passes Joe 

Cafarella.

0:01:45

Crime & Public Safety 11/01/17 6PM 6PW CAR GRAFFITI Michael Bowman was leaving his house last 

night, headed to a Halloween party with 

friends. When he was stopped in his tracks 

by a message spray painted on his car. GAY, 

MOVE, DIE. Three words, a powerful, hateful 

message, spraypainted on Michael Bowman's 

vehicle. 

0:01:41

Education 11/01/17 6PM 6PW RICHMOND SCHOOLS PROPOSAL RIchmond school board member Johnathan 

Young wants to modernize elementary 

schools first... swansboro, woodville, george 

mason, southhampton, and greene 

elementary schools... would be sold or 

demolished... new school buildings for 

george mason and greene elementaries--- 

would be built ... 

0:01:48

Politics 11/01/17 6PM 6PW GOV CANDIDATES Ed Gillespie has been a lobbyist, a counselor 

to President Bush, and Chairman of the 

Republican National Committee. If elected 

Governor, his top goal would be job growth, 

some of which he hopes to achieve through a 

ten percent income tax cut, if state revenue 

allows. 46:25 not only would more of our 

hardworking Virginians be able to keep more 

money...

0:03:05

Politics 11/01/17 6PM 6PW HENRICO CAMPAIGN FLYERS

"Here's the mailer in question, it was sent by 

the republican party of Virginia, not Bob 

Witte. And here is the Facebook post in 

question. Today I tracked down the woman 

who allegedly posted this and she told me, 

not only does she not have a Facebook page 

... she doesn't have a computer!" 

0:01:47

Special Coverage 11/01/17 6PM 6PW SECRET SAMARITAN NO 3   (Alex playing in the yard) At first blush, Alex 

looks and acts like any other elementary 

school student - he's got bright eyes - and is 

full of energy. But Alex is not like other kids, 

he has several chronic health issues. He 

needs a feeding tube, also Alex has 

Autism....and sometimes - his happy 

demeanor turns angry ..

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 11/01/17 11PM 11T NYC ATTACK PUBLIC SAFETY "New terrorist tactic, which they've called for 

publically.... are these lone wolves that 

commit an act of terror." "And do so with 

vehicles. President of the Virginia Fraternal 

Order of Police, Kevin Carroll says this yet 

another new attack police have to prepare 

for." "We've seen these vehicle attacks, not 

just here but in other countries...

0:01:41

Education 11/02/17 5:30PM 53PR UVA JFK FILES "He had been talking to the KGB 

assassination department." MARIAM 

EATEDALI HAS BEEN ON A NON-STOP 

HUNT... "What document number was that?" 

SINCE THURSDAY NIGHT. "Waiting, waiting 

waiting for this moment." TO FIND NEW 

CLUES IN THE KILLING OF PRESIDENT JOHN F-

KENNEDY HIDDEN WITHIN NEARLY THREE-

THOUSAND FILES RELEASED BY THE 

NATIONAL ARCHIVES ...

0:02:18
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Special Coverage 11/02/17 5:30PM 53PR LOCALS GOING TO NYC MARATHON It's the challenge. 14:35:16 A lot of people 

don't like the training The process. 14:32:32 

It's just long. You get to half way and you still 

gave thirteen miles and for Sara Lakser...the 

reward 14:33:07 it is such an 

accomplishment, you're exhausted, but 

excited. 

0:01:47

Crime & Public Safety 11/02/17 6PM 6PR FIRE EXTINGUISHER RECALL

"I grabbed my fire extinguisher and put out 

the fire." Making technology that saves lives-- 

that's the motto for the company --Kidde. 

One of their specialties-- fire extinguishers--

that can be purchased at stores like Sears, 

Home Depot, Walmart and even online on 

Amazon. But now -- 40 million of those 

extinguishers have been recalled...

0:01:29

Politics 11/02/17 6PM 6PR VA FELON CANDIDATE

it's possible because of Governor McAuliffe's 

20-16 efforts to restore the voting rights of 

felons. that's how Independent Kenneth 

Browning is able to run a delegate seat 

representing Smythe, Wythe, and Carroll 

counties. Back in November 2008, Browning 

was convicted of using a computer to 

facilitate child sex offenses. 

0:01:02

Special Coverage 11/02/17 6PM 6PR LOCAL NYC MARATHON RUNNER

14;34;39 "it's something I've worked for and 

the city is still hosting it, and everything will 

still go on. I think you just keep the families 

of the victims and all the residents in mind as 

you're running and be thankful you are able 

to do it." The New York City marathon is the 

largest in the world. 

0:00:52

Crime & Public Safety 11/02/17 11PM 11W PETERSBURG DUMPING

First, I hopped in the car. (brent solomon - 

petersburg) 1845 "Even as we drive down 

the street, it's not hard to see a lot of this 

trash on the side of the road." On any given 

day....in any given neighborhood, beer 

bottles... overgrown grass....you name it. 

Take a look at this property on Diamond 

Street - now posted for neglect....

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 11/02/17 11PM 11W RVA SCHOOL BUS SHOOTING Time and money. That's what Interim RPS 

superintendent Tom Kranz's says is 

preventing the district from completing it's 

installation of stop-arm security cameras 

that he says could have played a role in 

today's shooting. "If the bus had cameras on 

it right near where one of the shots are 

would have been a camera." 

0:02:01

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/03/17 5:30PM 53PF HOT CHRISTMAS TOYS If your kids have their hearts set on some of 

the hottest toys for the holidays your best 

bet is to track them down *now*! Expected 

to be white hot again this year the 

*Hatchimal*. Yes, this is the toy that gave 

parents headaches last year, after they sold 

out before Christmas! This year's twin 

Hatchimal models sell for $70.

0:01:13

Crime & Public Safety 11/03/17 5:30PM 53PF ACKIES VIGIL AND FUNERAL PLANS

This is is where tomorrow's candlelight vigil 

will be-- at Douglas Freeman, where Nick 

Ackies graduated eariler this year. meantime 

last night hundreds showed up at Norfolk 

State Univesity for candlelight vigil there to 

honor the slain 18-year-old. Nats of music 

29:52-29:57 As the Norfolk State Choir 

sang.....there was a sense of peace ...

0:02:09
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Crime & Public Safety 11/03/17 11PM 11R PORTSMOUTH BARRICADE New video shows the moment portsmouth 

police arrest a man after an hours-long stand-

off. Officials were initially called for an 

aprtment fire around 8-40 this morning -- but 

that changed when police learned someone 

was barricaded in their home. then around 

11-45 a-m -- police took the suspect into 

custody. 

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 11/03/17 11PM 11R HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT It took only seconds for Eulah Owens to 

discover her safe haven... had been broken 

into... Household items gone... Her sense of 

security stolen too.. While police look for the 

culprits... Owens is looking for ways to keep 

her belongings... safe…

0:02:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/03/17 11PM 11R JOHN MARSHALL GAME CANCELED (Kenya Richardson - student) 4224 "It's a 

dance. Why can't we have our dance?" After 

all, it's the moment Kenya Richardson has 

waited for. (Kenya Richardson - student) 

4137 "Wouldnt you want to participate in 

your last school homecoming? because 

youre a senior? exactly. so this is it? mmm 

hmmm." 

0:01:33

Crime & Public Safety 11/03/17 11PM 11R CHESTERFIELD SHOOTING

Curt and sabrina -- Neighbors are shocked to 

hear of another shooting in this 

neighborhood. You may recall just last week 

28 year old Chazerey Moseley was found 

dead in his car just up the street. The people 

I spoke with not too long ago were wearing 

pins in his memory- they say they heard gun 

shots while remembering him. 

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 11/04/17 11PM 11F JOHN MARSHALL HOMECOMING

(nat sound) It's the energy of Homecoming.... 

(cover bite with video) (Jahonna Scott - 

student ) 1730 "It just means a lot." ....that 

brought the stands to life. (nat sound) 

(Jahonna Scott - student )1717 "You get to 

see so many people that over the years have 

attended john marshall high school." 

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 11/05/17 6PM 6Y NICK ACKIES FUNERAL

There are times words feel hallow in the 

midst of pain. "Why does a young man have 

to die?" Though Nick Ackies life seemed to 

end as soon as it began his funeral turned 

into a classroom filled with long lasting 

lessons. Loves ones say this young man 

poured every bit of himself into everything 

he did... leaving nothing unfinished. 

0:01:08

Crime & Public Safety 11/05/17 6PM 6Y CHESTERFIELD CAR INTO HOME Also in Chesterfield... the old hit the gas 

instead of the break sends a car into this 

house this morning. It happened on Laurel 

Road... near Ettrick Park. Police say it was an 

accident and there's only a little damage to 

the corner of this house. Thankfully no one 

was injured.

0:01:01

Crime & Public Safety 11/06/17 4PM 4PM FAC HENRICO BURGLARIES The first crime happened in the early 

morning hours on Thursday-- Take a look at 

these photos- Police believe three people are 

in the business committing this burglary at a 

store in the 10-thousand 4-hundred block of 

Ridgefield Parkway. A second business was 

hit in the 22-hundred block of John Rolf 

Parkway. 

0:00:45

Special Coverage 11/06/17 5:30PM 53PM ENCOUNTER RVA

A gunman opens fire at a Baptist church in 

Sutherland Springs, Texas-- leaving 28 people 

dead and two dozen, wounded. 15:27:49 my 

heart absolutely breaks for that community 

and for the people of Texas 15:27:56 Michael 

Knopf is the Rabbi at Temple Beth-El in 

Richmond. Jim Somerville is the pastor at 

First Baptist Church. 

0:02:09
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Crime & Public Safety 11/06/17 6PM 6PM LOCAL CHURCH SECURITY

Pastor Mike Jones: "there's no way to make 

sense of something so senseless." it's hard 

for this pastor to fathom what happened 

inside that small Texas church sunday. Pastor 

Mike Jones: "it was gut wrenching." to learn 

26 lives were taken during what SHOULD be 

sacred moments, pastor Mike Jones, can't 

help but think about how to protect them

0:01:18

Crime & Public Safety 11/06/17 6PM 6PM CHESTERFIELD AX KILLING

Investigators tell me the suspect was armed 

with two deadly weapons -- an ax and the car 

he used to allegedly ram into his father. Take 

a look at your screen now - this is the suspect 

31 year old Frank Altimari. Investigators say 

he used an ax to strike and kill his father 61 

year old Nicholas Altimari. 

0:01:18

Politics 11/06/17 6PM 6PM HENRICO RACE the political signs have been up for weeks. 

Here in the Brookland district, voters will 

decide which way the board of superivsors 

will lean. And they will be casting their vote 

for a delegate. The choices: a teacher or a life 

long resident. Both Democrat Schuyler 

VanValkenburg and Republican. Eddie 

Whitlock are hoping to fill Jimmie Massey's 

seat...

0:02:50

Special Coverage 11/07/17 5:30PM 53PT EVERY MARATHON RUNNER "Baltimore Gibrall: It was just something we 

saw in the newspaper and thought hey this 

would be a good thing to do let's try this. 

That's Phillip Gibrall...he goes by Baltimore. 

Back in 1978...he ran the Richmond 

marathon on a whim. Since then...he's run 

Richmond every single year. 2017 is his 40th 

in a row. 

0:01:40

Special Coverage 11/07/17 5:30PM 53T TALKING TO KIDS ABOUT TRAGEDIES (NATS SNOW) In the past five weeks at least 

three tragedies have claimed the lives of 

husbands, wives and children. (NATS SNOW) 

and gripped THE nation. (NATS SNOW) And 

while the coverage of those events of the 

news is important..IT can also have a lasting 

impact 

0:02:02

Crime & Public Safety 11/07/17 6PM 6PT PG SHOOTING LATEST The woman's injuries were so serious--she 

had to be taken from the hospital in 

Hopewell to VCU Medical Center. There are 

still a lot of questions---and police believe 

the man in the white jacket may have some 

answers. Surveillance video shows a man in a 

white jacket frantically trying to get the 

attention of hospital staff. 

0:01:32

Politics 11/07/17 6PM 6PT GILLESPIE CAMPAIGN

Certainly, the GOP is feeling hopeful tonight, 

as doors to the big watch party here open in 

about an hour... Today, GIllespie crossed the 

state... beginning in Alexandria, where he 

voted this morning ... He then visited polls in 

Fairfax and Louden counties... Gillespie next 

make rounds here in the Richmond area...

0:01:34

Politics 11/07/17 6PM 6PT VOTER TURNOUT That's absolutely right and it hasn't slowed 

down a bit. We're outside of the main library 

on franklin street right now where folks are 

not letting the chilly temperatures or rainy 

weather stop them from walking through 

these doors. ((camera pans across live of 

voters)) 

0:01:59

Politics 11/07/17 6PM 6PT NORTHAM CAMPAIGN ((ad lib if Northam is here)) It's been a busy 

day for the Lt. Governor -- he's been all over 

the Commonwealth. Northam visited a 

couple of precincts in Hampton Roads with 

his wife, Pam, then the two cast their votes 

in Norfolk. Since then, the Lt. Governor has 

campaiged in Norfolk and then in Richmond 

at his field office..

0:01:20
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Special Coverage 11/07/17 6PM 6PT OYS BENEFIT CONCERT FOR JAIDAHS 

MOM

(music nat: 6:19:58) It's a brotherhood when 

musicians play together 15 years. They know 

each other's rhythm and cadence ..... (music 

nat: 6:17 -- OR continue with previous nats) 

So when, one member called on the others 

to lift up a grieving mother in song they all 

responded with one accord - harmonious 

spontaneity.

0:01:54

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/07/17 11PM 11M TAX TRUTHS PART 1

If you don't pay your taxes you get punished- 

maybe even jail time. Companies get slapped 

with a tax lien-- a legal claim against their 

property and assets. So why is the 

government still willing to do business with 

them? Our investigation found at least 125 

companies-- 12 of them in Virginia-- that 

OWE the federal government...

0:03:44

Crime & Public Safety 11/07/17 11PM 11M ODU PLAYER SUSPENDED New at 11 -- an old dominion football player 

now faces assault charges. 20-year-old 

Denzel Williams is facing three charges, after 

police say two women claim he attacked and 

choked them -- back on november first. 

investigators say one of the women his 

williams' girlfriend. williams was arrested 

later that day. 

0:01:06

Education 11/07/17 11PM 11M RVA SCHOOL BOARD MTG "Richmond parents, you might finally have 

some answers about the future of your kids' 

schools. But Richmond has to hurry -- it 

needs to get a facilities proposal to city 

council before budget season early next 

year." "The opportunity to fund a facilities 

plan is going to slip through our fingers." 

"Feel like they're dragging their feet?"

0:01:43

Politics 11/07/17 11PM 11M ELECTION DAY PREVIEW Democratic candidate for governor Ralph 

Northam was joined by Lt. Governor 

candidate Justin Fairfax and Attorney 

General incumbent Mark Herring to launch 

the last day of door knocking to get out the 

vote in Richmond. Northam emphasized his 

message on the economy and creating jobs. 

4:00 I think people have listened to our 

message ...

0:01:39

Politics 11/07/17 11PM 11M CVILLE PARK REDESIGN PROPOSAL

new at 11 -- charlottesville city leaders are 

scrapping a previous plan to redesign two 

downtown parks that are home to 

controversial statues. the deadly violence of 

august 12-th halted the city's plan to hire a 

design firm to create a master plan for 

emancipation and justice parks. the lingering 

court battle prolongs that process...

0:01:02

Politics 11/07/17 11PM 11M CVILLE PARK REDESIGN PROPOSAL We need to get the full story out there right 

away. We need to make it very clear what 

those statues stood for then and what 

they've become now. Reveal what they did, 

what they were all about but at the same 

time clearly project that they are no longer in 

a place of prominence.

0:01:03

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/08/17 4PM 5PW JT WINTERPOCK WIDENING

JASMINE: "The brochure in my hand, explains 

the proposed winterpock road widening 

project.. Tonight, the community will get the 

chance to hear from and speak to county 

leaders.. this project has been talked about 

for quite some time now, the goal, to widen 

the busy two lane road to four lanes." even 

on a rainy day, the signs are clear......

0:01:17
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Crime & Public Safety 11/08/17 4PM 4PW FAC BILLIE ARREST Police arrested a retired Navy veteran was 

arrested today for the kidnapping of Ashanti 

Billie. Court documents reveal 45-year-old 

Eric Brian Brown allegedly abducted Billie on 

September 18th as she arrived for work at a 

Blimpie's restaurant on Joint Expeditionary 

Base Little Creek.

0:00:53

Politics 11/08/17 5:30PM 53PW FIRST TRANSGENDER LEGISLATOR 

REAX 04: the next delegate from the 13th district. 

Danica Roem wooooo 13 The moment, 33-

year-old Danica Roem found out she is the 

new leader for Virginia's 13th district. :50 "To 

every person who's ever been singled out, 

who's ever been stigmatized, who's ever 

been the misfit, who's ever been the kid in 

the corner, who's ever needed someone ...

0:02:13

Special Coverage 11/08/17 5:30PM 53PW FIRST LOCAL MARATHON WINNER "It's a really fond memory of mine and I'm 

really happy to have been able to win the 

first marathon." David Ruggles' running 

habits have changed during the course of the 

last 40 years. David Ruggles: "I don't run 

competitively. I have done some road races 

over the years where I just, not 

competitively, I just run for fun type of 

thing." 

0:01:26

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/08/17 6PM 6PW OYS RYAN HOMES (Jamie Carter, Home Owner) "We purchased 

a brand new house and the reason we 

purchased a brand new house is because we 

wanted something where we wouldn't have 

to worry about fixing any kind of issues." 

Jamie Carter and his wife closed on this 

brand new Ryan home in Eastern Henrico 

back in June and immediately noticed a 

drainage problem...

0:02:29

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/08/17 6PM 6PW ESSEX VILLAGE SOLD Soon Essex Village in Henrico will be known 

as the Maggie Lena Walker apartments LLC 

named after the Richmond icon the first 

African American woman to own a bank. It's 

also under new management a company 

called Capreit. IN a statement-- the new 

owner Ernst Valery told me "I have sat in 

their living rooms and in our community 

rooms to talk ....

0:01:25

Education 11/08/17 6PM 6PW SCHOOL REFERENDUM "Supporters of the plan to fix all Richmond 

public schools say they want action... 

something that's fallen by the wayside for 

decades. But the General Assembly still has 

to pass the measure, in order for the 

deadline to be in six months." 

0:01:42

Politics 11/08/17 6PM 6PW MCAULIFFE PRESIDENT The rumor that McAuliffe will run for 

president has been going on for months. 

After last night's big democratic win-- it's 

looking even more probable. Today-- 

McAuliffe would not rule out a 2020 run. 

Adding fuel to the rumors-- McAuliffe did not 

shy away from the cameras last night at the 

watch party and even today. 

0:01:40

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/08/17 11PM 11W OYS ASHLEY FURNITURE "It's wrong to take someone's money and not 

be accountable for it." Tina Moore says she's 

not normally publicly outspoken but an 

encounter with Ashley Furniture left her 

fired up. (Tina Moore, Ashley Furniture 

Customer) " I don't want a store credit, I 

don't want their furniture I don't want to 

ever have to deal with them again." 

0:02:22
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Special Coverage 11/08/17 11PM 11W OYS HOME NEEDED

Adorable happy baby poses but look below 

Samantha's bright eyes and radiant smile and 

see the ventilator, feeding and tracheal tubes 

her life depends on. (Jamie McCann - 

Samantha's Mom) 3:21:13 "Oh it hurts. It 

hurts because she can't come home. It hurts 

that she has this stuff hooked up to her. She 

can't run around and play like normal kids ....

0:01:57

Special Coverage 11/09/17 5:30PM 53PR TEEN DRIVING PROGRAM

It's not a typical drivers ed course. This is 

next level, by design. Meant to put your kids 

in scary situations on the road, while they 

have help, and are protected. 11:47:18 

Steven Rivera, Street Survival Event- "In the 

morning, there's a lot of eye rolling from the 

kids and they don't want to be there ...

0:01:14

Special Coverage 11/09/17 5:30PM 53PR 12 ABOUT TOWN HOPS

Hi, I'm Tracy Lynn for 12 About Town. I'm at 

Henricus Park in Chester. This weekend it's 

the third annual Hops In The Park. I'm in the 

VIP section right now and we'll talk about 

that in a few minutes. I'm joined by Caitlin 

Sunderland with the park. Can you tell us 

what's on the itinerary for this year? Hops in 

the Park is a Virginia focused event...

0:01:20

Special Coverage 11/09/17 5:30PM 53PR MERCY MALL NEEDS COATS i really, truly am grateful, kelvin Hodges has 

four children--with another due this month. 

And For the last six months--the family was 

homeless. for a while we were staying here, 

there, hotels, with friends. the last stay was 

in a hotel where basically the hotel was 

taking all of my disability .

0:01:59

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/09/17 6PM 6PR STONEY ANNOUNCEMENTS "This is going to be a highly competitive 

process, guys." Richmond Mayor Levar 

Stoney calling for developers across the 

country to submit designs ... reinventing the 

area surrounding the coliseum, north of 

broad street... "Maybe we need a fresh start, 

because with all that's been going on, it's 

been crazy." 

0:01:33

Crime & Public Safety 11/09/17 6PM 6PR WENDYS OVERDOSE DAD Brassler: "we have to start talking aboutthis 

It's a crisis... tearing through the hearts of 

our community. Paul Brassler:" because we 

cant talk about it afterwards." Brassler: "this 

is a medical disorder with a behavorial 

component." Paul Brassler sees the 

devastation of OPIOD struggle each and 

everyday...

0:01:40

Special Coverage 11/09/17 6PM 6PR BACHELORETTE PARTY

Becky White: "I mean everyone thinks we are 

crazy but it is OK got to find something 

different." One of Becky White's best friends, 

Shelly, is getting married in April. When the 

idea for a Bachelorette party was being 

kicked around...Shelly's sister had an idea. 

0:01:32

Special Coverage 11/09/17 6PM 6PM MERCY MALL NEEDS COATS each day we're open we see ten to 11 clients 

and each one of them represents five people 

in their home so when you just do the math, 

if you'ren ot getting enough coats in to 

supply that need, you're going to run short 

Mercy Mall is also accepting donations for 

household goods... like pots, linens and 

pillows. 

0:01:05

Special Coverage 11/09/17 6PM 6PM MERCY MALL NEEDS COATS

A Chesterfield non profit needs your help! 

It's starting to feel like winter-- and they have 

already run out of winter coats for kids! 

Mercy Mall V-A showed us--they're closets 

are almost bare. They say the demand has 

been so high-- when a child's coat is donated-- 

it immediately goes to somebody in need.

0:01:04
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Special Coverage 11/09/17 6PM 6PR OYS VAN ASSISTANCE G-ericka is 24 and has cerebral palsy. It's 

exhausting but Cassandra takes care of her 

daughter and works outside the home as a 

nurse. Throw in transportation issues and 

helpless is how feels. (Cassandra Winston - 

Needs A Wheelchair Van) 

0:02:08

Crime & Public Safety 11/09/17 11PM 11W MWW TYVON SMITH The call came in for a domestic assault on 

October 25th. 6:37:39 "Mr. Smith and his 

girlfriend were in an altercation." Stemming 

from the pain of rejection. 6:37:53 "Mr. 

Smith's girlfriend basically told him she didn't 

want to see him anymore." Violence erupted 

at the home on South Battery Drive in 

Henrico county.

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 11/09/17 11PM 11W CFIELD STRANGULATION

Plenty of questions: Frank Julien: "I don't 

know where it happened or who it happened 

to." Javaun James: "I don't really understand 

why that would be going on around here." 

But very few answers: Frank Julien: "I'd be 

anxious to find out more about it myself?" 

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 11/09/17 11PM 11W HENRICO TRAFFIC ALERT Now to a traffic alert in henrico -- several of 

you called us about major delays on hungary 

road during rush hour tonight. we checked in 

with police -- they tell us a disabled train 

shutdown traffic for a time. it took crews 

almost two hours to fix the train at the 

hungary road rail crossing.

0:00:55

Special Coverage 11/09/17 11PM 11W ESSEX VILLAGE SOLD (colonel doug middleton - henrico deputy 

manager) 1715 "It is in the words of HUD, 

not the worst complex that they have to deal 

with." Voices of frustrations as county and 

state leaders met in Henrico Wednesday - all 

over Essex Village. (show photos from 

screen) 

0:01:41

Special Coverage 11/10/17 11PM 11R MERCY MALL NEEDS COATS

A Chesterfield non profit needs your help! 

It's starting to feel like winter-- and they have 

already run out of winter coats for kids! 

Mercy Mall V-A showed us--they're closets 

are almost bare. They say the demand has 

been so high-- when a child's coat is donated-- 

it immediately goes to somebody in need. 

0:00:59

Crime & Public Safety 11/12/17 6PM 6Y CFIELD MAN SHOT IN HEAD

David Daniels had a shocking wakeup call 

Sunday... "especially for right before 

church!" He and his wife awoke to a busy 

street filled with flashing red lights and 

squad cars. "Lined up all the way down. 

People couldn't get out if they wanted to get 

out." Chesterfield police responded to a call 

in the 3800 block of Beulah Rd around 2 

0:03:35

Crime & Public Safety 11/12/17 6PM 6Y REALITY STAR CHARGED FOLO Dill was laid to rest on Saturday. He'd spent 

11 years in the Coast Guard. Tonight, 25-year-

old Melissa Hancock is out on bond, but faces 

charges of "D-U-I" and "driving the wrong 

way." T-M-Z reports Hancock was featured in 

the show, "Little Women: Atlanta." She'd 

reportedly moved to Virginia Beach just four 

weeks ago.

0:01:11

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/17 5PM 5PM CHURCH FIRE SIDEBAR 16:35:05 People I spoke with say the church 

community here is more like a family. A 

family who is coming together after their 

sanctuary burned to the ground. 16:35:16 

16:41:45 if you wanted to come to a close, 

homey, loving country church cetenary was 

the one to come to. 16:31:50 Ramona Jacobs 

has been a member of centenary united 

methodis...

0:01:00
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Crime & Public Safety 11/13/17 5PM 5PM CHURCH FIRE

Rob Stoltz : "to even see whats standing here 

is amazing I didnt think there'd be that much 

left of it the way the flames were going this 

morning." From his home, Rob stoltz could 

see a red sky early monday morning, so he 

drove towards Centanry united methodist 

church.. his eyes met with flames and smoke, 

so he called for help.. 

0:01:03

Special Coverage 11/13/17 5PM 5PM DENISE GORONDY 17:05:24 where is purple mousE? There he is 

Denise Gorondy is a wife, mother, 

veternarian, an avid runner... 16:28:17 it's 

rewarding, something that it's going for my 

soul. and a survivor. 16:54:36 She made that 

choice to survive. She fought for over an 

hour in the field. 

0:03:20

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/13/17 5:30PM 53PM BATTERY LAWSUIT If you've ever bought a cell phone, tablet, lap 

top or powertool that runs on a lithium ion 

battery odds are good you could get in on a 

piece of a class action lawsuit. Several 

battery makers agreed to the 45 million 

dollar settlement to end a lawsuit that 

claimed they conspired to fix the price of 

those lithium ion batteries ...

0:01:19

Special Coverage 11/13/17 5:30PM 53PM ANGEL TREE 1 Angel Tree is a Christmas tradition for 

thousands of families in Central Virginia. For 

many families, adopting an Angel is a 

wonderful way to share the spirit of the 

season with others in our community who 

are less fortunate. Each Angel represents a 

real child right here in our community who 

needs your help. 

0:01:52

Special Coverage 11/13/17 5:30PM 53PM COATS NEEDED UPDATE if you can remember, i showed you how the 

girls closet was empty for almost three 

weeks. But take a look at it now! some of the 

coats are brand new *and* we were able to 

give coats to the former marine who we 

featured in my story last week. I'm just 

saying that a coat miracle happened! That's 

what Mercy Mall of VA is calling the blessing 

...

0:02:03

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/13/17 6PM 6PM TO BE HONEST APP

you need to know about an app called "t-b-

h"! While the app claims to be all about 

positivity experts say "t-b-h" is one parents 

need to watch very carefully! Head into any 

high school and it doesn't take long to spot a 

kid using "tbh", short for "To be honest". 

0:02:23

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/17 6PM 6PM CHURCH FIRE LATEST INFO

Flames tearing through a house of worship. : 

"centenary united methodist church the roof 

is gone." Less than mile away, looking up at 4 

in the morning...rob stotlz knew a RED sky 

wasn't a good sign. "we followed the red sky 

and the building was on fire, it was a bit eerie 

because no one was around." 

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/17 6PM 6PM CHURCH FIRE SIDEBAR 16:36:50 This is all that's left of this church 

that's been in this area for decades. It's a 

tragedy that has this small knit community 

reeling. 16:37:00 16:18:27 disbelief i just 

couldn't believe it happened 16:18:30 

16:32:05 when i got the phone call this 

morning i was just shocked.

0:01:45

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/17 6PM 6PM HOPEWELL TRAIN COLLISION That's what were working to determine. 

Since our last report at 5, it seems even more 

crews arrived on scene. Within just the past 

20 minutes they were able to finally remove 

the train cars some 4 hours after they 

collided. Here's what I''ve learned.... A 

Norfolk Southern train somehow crashed 

into a CSX railcar.

0:00:48
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Special Coverage 11/13/17 6PM 6PM TRAUMA CENTER 11PM TEASE The rate of violence in the city of Richmond 

is up--- It seems like we're telling you about 

the shootings in the city almost daily. Now--- 

we're going to give you a part of the story 

you've never seen before. Unprecedented 

access to the doctor and nurses who are on 

the front lines-- saving these young lives 

every day. 

0:01:33

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/14/17 6PM 6PT RIC SPIRIT AIRLINES Frequent travlers tell us what's important in 

an airline ... comfort, safety and on time 

Martha Javinsky flies from Florida to Virginia 

regularly to see her children and knows what 

she likes. assigned seats for one thing and 

just good personal service She could soon 

have another option---Spirit Airlines is 

coming to R-I-C.

0:02:44

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/14/17 6PM 6PT OYS PROPERTY FIGHT

Sharon has spent a large amount of money - 

about two thousand dollars she says for perk 

tests and application fees only to get turned 

down for a request that's far from 

controversial. (Sharon Traylor - Called 12 For 

Help) 2:14:28 "I want to have a son next door 

to me so as I get older I can still live in this 

community and not have to leave."

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/17 6PM 6PT FORT EUSTIS SOLDIER A fort eustis soldier is not on post tonight. 

he's in a florida prison-- accused of raping a 

senior citizen nearly ten years ago. and 

investigators believe he may have committed 

similar crimes in several states-- including 

virginia. d-n-a links timothy epps to the 2-

thousand-9 attack in florida. 

0:00:50

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/17 6PM 6PT CFIELD NO HYDRANTS Jasmine: "Only parts of the foundation 

remain at cententary united methodist 

church.. an intense fire taking over the 

building, it took nearly 2 hours to control the 

blaze... this church is in a rural area, so you 

WONT' find fire hydrants neaby, that's why 

we asked chesterfield fire, HOW they STOP 

fires like this one from burning.

0:02:22

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/14/17 11PM 11W OYS RYAN HOMES (Jamie Carter, Home Owner) "We purchased 

a brand new house and the reason we 

purchased a brand new house is because we 

wanted something where we wouldn't have 

to worry about fixing any kind of issues." 

Jamie Carter and his wife closed on this 

brand new Ryan home in Eastern Henrico 

back in June and immediately noticed a 

drainage problem ...

0:02:42

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/17 11PM 11M VCU TRAUMA CENTER PT 1

When the call to 911 comes in... "Be advised 

we're receiving multiple shootings." The 

team at VCU's trauma unit knows--they have 

just minutes "there are three victims," ...to 

save a life. "Be advised we also got a call 

from MCV that another male drove up there 

at the location that was shot." 

0:03:34

Education 11/14/17 11PM 11M HOPEWELL SCHOOL ASSIGNMENT (brent solomon - hopewell) IN 1846 "Should 

your middle school child learn from their 

school what a boy toy is? How about a 

mistress? Apparently a teacher here at 

Woodson Middle had no problem with it." 

(tara sample- parent) 2642 "Do you see 

anything wrong with it? Yeah I do. It doesn't 

need to be taught in school." 

0:01:43
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Politics 11/14/17 11PM 11M ROY MOORE LATEST

SOT :44 " i can tell you without hesitation 

this is absolutely false" REPUBLICAN SENATE 

CANDIDATE ROY MOORE ADDRESSED THE 

MEDIA HOURS AFTER AN EMOTIONAL PRESS 

CONFERENCE DURING WHICH BEVERLY 

YOUNG NELSON HER ATTORNEY, GLORIA 

ALLRED , BY HER SIDE DETAILED HOW SHE 

SAYS MORE SEXUALLY ASSAULTED HER 

WHEN SHE WAS A 16 YEAR OLD WAITRESS. 

0:01:42

Special Coverage 11/14/17 11PM 11M CHURCH FIRE PRAYER SERVICE

"There's a familiar feeling inside of a church, 

sitting in a pew behind the hymns resting 

voiceless on the back of the pew before you. 

The gospels inside are only given voice by the 

people." "Just as the word of God." 

"Centenary United Methodist Church lost a 

building today -- but not faith." 

0:01:52

Special Coverage 11/14/17 11PM 11T OYS MEDICAID NOT PAYING

25:23 "This court summons says that 

Theodora and her 84-year-old mother will be 

forced out of their home in a week... 

Theodora says it's all because of an insurance 

glitch that hasn't yet been corrected." 22:37 

"1, 2, 3" Theodora Harris lifts her mother 

Celestine in-and-out of a wheelchair ... 

assisting her with everyday tasks...

0:01:54

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/15/17 5:30PM 53PW PULSE RVA PROBLEMS

4:30:37 "I'm very happy to be your dentist, 

you know that?" In Dr. Randy Adams' 28 

years at his pediatric dental practice on 

Broad Street, he says he's never seen traffic 

here, this bad... 4:19;57 "it's been a 

nightmare. And we've had a lot of problems 

and a lot of parents are complaining." 

0:01:54

Special Coverage 11/15/17 5:30PM 53PW BAD WASHING MACHINE

(Yvette Rustin, Customer) "We have a brand 

new washing machine, we paying our bill on 

time and we still have to go to laundramat." 

That's why Yvette Rustin and her husband 

are frustrated. She says they bought a brand 

new GE washing machine from Conns home 

plus back in July. But she says it hasn't 

worked properly since they got it home.

0:02:29

Special Coverage 11/15/17 5:30PM 53PW TONY JACKSON LAS VEGAS

00:10;47 out on that old old old porch swing 

It's going to be a homecoming, for country 

singer Tony Jackson. 00;05;38 it just feels like 

you are surrounded by family. (more nats) 

With his new single..old porch swing, 

climbing the charts, and just coming off a 

country wide tour.. jackson is back in R-V-A 

for a performace at the National...

0:02:08

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/17 6PM 6PW CAR THEFTS

You can almost hear a pen drop in the middle 

of the day in this chesterfield cul-de-sac. 

Viola Hendricks: "6 years, nothing, its been a 

quiet neighbor." but in recent weeks-- Viola 

Hendricks: "the kids laptop was stolen from 

his car." the watermark neighborhood has 

been on the lookout for THIEVES. 

0:01:23

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/17 6PM 6PW HENRICO KID SOLICITORS Police say Jarrell Pate has also been charged 

with sodomy --and the victim was underag.e 

But police say that case *is not* related to 

the children he was watching sell things 

illegally at this shopping center. There are 

several locally owned businesses at the 

Merchant's Walk Shopping Center on Broad 

Street... Including RVA Cafe...

0:01:35
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Crime & Public Safety 11/15/17 6PM 6PW CVILLE RALLY COMMISSION You name it. The review was put together for 

a state Task Force. Police officers interviewed 

for the review, say Charlottesville did not 

have a plan and the officers didn't know at 

what point to intervene in the violence. 

Despite all of that, the state told me today 

that it's not going to blame the city for that 

negligence.

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/17 6PM 6PW CVILLE RALLY COMMISSION "Looking down at the way the city handled 

its portion of this?" "and we're not here to 

point fingers." "But if a locality ignores the 

help the state is offering it, should that 

locality be held responsible?" "uh ... well ... 

uh ... with respect to making preperations for 

the state, we need to make sure there is 

training...

0:01:03

Special Coverage 11/15/17 6PM 6PW TERRACOTTA ARMY

8:48:33;00(Alex Nyerges- nats only)"it was 

buried for two thousand two hundred years, 

and no one even knew it existed. it's the 

largest burial mausoleum in the world." 

you're looking into the faces of an elite 

group. Although they are thousands of miles 

away from home and thousands of years 

old... these warriors remain on guard...

0:02:17

Special Coverage 11/15/17 6PM 6PW MARATHON DISQUALIFICATIONS

The final Richmond Marathon runner crossed 

the finish line late Saturday afternoon, but 

the results not final until five days later... 

Three elite athletes disqualified for being 

represented by a banned agent. The race 

prohibits competitors from using agents who 

have had two or more athletes suspended 

for performance enhancing drugs ...

0:01:26

Health 11/15/17 11PM 11T SAWYER FUNDRAISER (nat sound of sawyer) 1429 "I love cutting." 

She's committed to the cause. (nat sound of 

sawyer) 1252 "Let me get it off." 7 year old 

Sawyer Perkins volunteering to wrap dontion 

boxes for sick children. Even though she's not 

feeling her best either. (Jamie Perkins - 

Sawyer's mother) 656 "She couldnt go to 

school.

0:01:24

Racial Issues 11/15/17 11PM 11T MONUMENT AVE MEETING "People who want to see the monuments 

torn down have gotten much louder since 

this disgusting August weekend. BUT so have 

people who support Richmond's monuments -

- and actually -- they've been even more 

vocal." "For those who are confederate 

heritage, truly confederate heritage, to see 

people donning Nazi parraphernalia 

offended them...

0:01:49

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/17 5PM 5PR RICHMOND ALLEY REPAIRS The original plan was to re-pair 13 hunrdred 

alleys by the end of september. Just hours 

ago Mayor Stoney recognized the 

Department of Public works success. They 

not only reached that goal... but exceeded it 

and fixed nearly 300 more alleys than 

originally planned. 

0:00:50

Health 11/16/17 5PM 5PR KOMEN LADY TOUCHING HEARTS (Kimberly Delaney, Breast Cancer Survivor) 

"It has made me more empathetic, I pray for 

people more fervently now." From her 

Midlothian home, Kimberly Delaney 

describes what life has been like since she 

was diagnosed with breast cancer about a 

year ago. We first met Kimberly during the 

Susan G Komen race for the cure back in 

May.

0:02:56
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Special Coverage 11/16/17 5PM 5PR AMTRAK BUSY TRAVEL SEASON

We when arrived today the parking lot was 

jammed pack and we had to actually park on 

the curb. This is just a regular travel day. 

Next week you can expect parking to be a 

nightmare. Right now construction is going 

on to increase the number of parking spaces. 

This project started a few months ago and its 

not expected to finish until next summer...

0:00:55

Health 11/16/17 5:30PM 53PR DISPATCH HEALTH Need a doctor? How about opening an APP 

on your phone-- filling out your symptoms 

and hitting send. a doctor at your door in less 

than an hour.... Bon Secours is teaming up 

with Dispatch Health to change health care in 

R-V-A. Think of it- like Uber for health care. 

You reach out over an app, online or on the 

phone.

0:02:16

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/17 6PM 6PR HENRICO HOMICIDE he was happy that he was about to be a 

father. In just a couple of weeks Raquan 

Mayo was supposed to welcome a little girl 

into the world. he was with the love of his 

life, they were middle school sweethearts. 

Loved ones say the 21 year old was a 

graduate of Highland Springs High School.

0:01:24

Health 11/16/17 6PM 6PR OYS DENTURES ((piano playing) The skilled pianist has 

written songs and even played in area 

churches. Now a days though Ted doesn't 

share his musical gift publicly. He mostly 

plays for himself and avoids smiling he says. 

(Ted Mills - Called 12 For Help Getting 

Dentures.) 8:35:59 "I turn to the side or I 

don't laugh or try not to laugh. 

0:01:58

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/17 11PM 11W VCU RAPE REPORTS There were 15 rapes reported on VCU's 

campus in 2016 -- according to the school's 

most recent security and fire safety report. 

that's up from eight in 2015 and just five the 

year before that. While the most recent 

number sounds staggeringstudents say they 

think the national conversation around 

sexual assault is compelling victims to come 

forward...

0:01:47

Health 11/16/17 11PM 11W DIY SURGERY

(from Eric's Wed. 5:30 pkg) TC - :11 (from 

YouTube video) She calls herself the 

Dutchess of Dermis, and youtube is full of 

videos of people just like her ..... showing 

consumers the tricks of the trade to perform 

minor procedures, usually done by plastic 

surgeons - in the privacy of their own home - 

and - at a fraction of the cost. ...

0:02:53

Health 11/16/17 11PM 11R RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting) Yes, the list of 

problems was long at both of these 

restaurants. Violations ranged from a roach 

on the wall in one place... to food sitting on 

the floor, according to the reports. Here's 

where it happened. nats Phoenix Garden 

Vegetarian Restaurant at 7103 Brook Road in 

Eastern Henrico ...

0:01:55

Racial Issues 11/16/17 11PM 11W OFFICER HALLOWEEN COMPLAINT

The york county N-double-a-c-p branch says 

it was "outraged" over the costume -- which 

shows deputy jean browning in black face -- 

dressed as florida congresswoman frederica 

wilson. here's a photo of the deputy in her 

costume. n-double-a-c-p officials say they 

met with york county officials to discuss the 

costume back on November...

0:01:02
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Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 5PM 5PF GROPER AT VCU THIS alert was sent out to the VCU 

community..Thursday night... giving them 

more information about the crime that 

happened about TWO blocks from campus. 

while police search for a suspect, they are 

also offering important safety reminders... 

and some VCU students tell me, staying 

vigilant is just part of their DAILY routine.

0:01:17

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 5PM 5PF JONES AND JONES INVESTIGATION

18:02:56 More than 100 people live here at 

Jones and Jones, according to these census 

reports obtained by NBC12. We spoke to one 

resident about the conditions inside. We are 

choosing to keep that person anonymous, as 

they fear retribution for speaking out. 

18:03:12 7:38:18 Everyday, I live is agony. 

0:03:10

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/17 5:30PM 53PF BE A SUPERSAVER (Anjie Kay)I never, ever, ever pay full price I 

will wait until there's a sale or a coupon or a 

deal or a second hand item Surveys, mystery 

shopping Class action suits. I check all the 

different websites. I do trades, I do a lot of 

bartering. I might get a paypal payment from 

Mr. Rebates or Ebates or mystery shopping, 

so I've paid for a meal...

0:02:12

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 5:30PM 53PF FF TARIAN TAYLOR It was a firearm charge that most recently 

put Tarian Taylor behind bars. 11:01:20 "He 

was in on the gun charge, got out, did his 

supervised release and failed miserably at his 

supervised release and then the warrant was 

issued." Tarian was relased on probation in 

January and within a few months had run 

afoul of the law again. 

0:01:16

Special Coverage 11/17/17 5:30PM 53PF ANGEL TREE Hi I'm Tracy Lynn. I'm at the Chesterfield 

Towne Center to promote our Angel Tree 

program. Can you believe its already started. 

Its amazing how fast the year goes by. This 

year you can make a child's holiday 

spectacular by picking up one of these 

angels. I'm with Captain Donald Dohmann 

with the Salvation Army. 

0:01:34

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/17 6PM 6PF WHATS APP WARNING Google was hit by a phony- infected app 

that's duped more than a million people. 

That APP--- a fake version of the popular 

"What's APP". More than a million people 

downloaded the phony version which was 

infected with ad-ware BEFORE Google 

figured it out and dropped the APP from the 

Google Play Store. 

0:01:39

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 6PM 6PF GROVE AVE GROPER the sexual assault happened just two block 

from V-C-U's campus. V-C-U sent out an alert-

- warning students to keep safe. and talking 

to students today... SAFETY isn't something 

they take lightly while navigating through the 

CITY. Anita Szlenker "I'm walking by myself, 

but I have her for protection or streer 

strangers way." 

0:02:53

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 6PM 6PF BUCKINGHAM SUSPICIOUS DEATH Deputies in Buckingham County are now 

calling the death of a 74-year-old man 

"suspicious". Last Friday- they found the 

body of Marshall "Peter" MacArthur Newton 

in his home on Bridgeport Road. State Police 

is also assisting with this investigation. If you 

saw, or had any contact with Mr. Newton in 

the past two weeks, or saw anything 

suspicious..

0:01:10
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Health 11/17/17 6PM 6PF AMELIA PRAYING CONTROVERSY Parents have been reaching out to NBC12 all 

day... One mother posting that her son is 

being punished and she "will not stand for 

this." That mother's post... going viral locally, 

shared more than a hundred times. The 

incident happened yesterday at Amelia High 

School... A group of 8 or 9 students gathered 

to pray ...

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 11PM 11R ALBEMARLE GANG MURDER FOLO two men now face charges in an albemarle 

county murder investigators say, involves 

members of the m-s-13 gang. 23-year-old 

jose umana and 18-year-old eduardo zelaya 

were in court today -- on second degree 

murder charges. investigators say they, along 

with two other men, killed 24-year-old 

marvin rivera geuvara back in july. 

0:01:04

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 11PM 11R CHURCH SAFETY MEETING ON CAM: The station that housed the 

meeting was packed tonight with concerned 

church goers. They were naturally curious 

about active shooter situations But police 

also addressed simple safety concerns like 

locking church doors and keeping parking 

lots well lit. 

0:02:23

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 11PM 11R PBURG ROBBERY caught on camera -- petersburg police say 

this man robbed a dollar general at gunpoint -

- and they need your help finding him. 

investigators say he went into the store on 

south crater road around six p-m -- bought a 

pack of gum -- and when the clerk opened 

the register -- he pulled out a gun and 

demanded cash.

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 11PM 11R WAVERLY MAN KILLED FOLO

(brent solomon - waverly) IN 1823 "I'm 

standing at the intersection where the 47 

year old was struck and killed by a police car. 

Here you can see a memorial is growing at 

the site. Relatives say they've yet to see a 

police report or even the results of an 

autopsy to answer their many questions." 

0:01:11

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/17 11PM 11F JONES AND JONES PART 2

Officer Patrick Ripley --- a 17-year veteran 

with with the Richmond Police Department --- 

says he was inundated with complaints, 

daily. Issues with trespassing --- loitering --- 

begging for money --- and he says it all 

centered around this part of Forest Hill 

Avenue. 7:56:23 I was tasked with trying to 

come up with a way to curb the complaints...

0:01:49

Education 11/17/17 11PM 11R TEACHER RIPS OFF HIJAB

New at 11 -- a fairfax county high school 

student is accusing her teacher of pulling her 

hijab off her head during class. The student 

at lake Braddock High school tweeted "So my 

hijab was ripped off my head By a teacher I 

appreciated and valued.

0:00:53

Crime & Public Safety 11/20/17 5:30PM 53PM OYSA LOTTERY LETTER

The letter came in the mail. With a check for 

72 hundred dollars. 3:20:34 "Saying that I 

had won a second prize on mega millions. So 

I take it to the bank and call the police." :04 

Bob Walsh was immediately suspicious- 

because the "prize" asked him to pay money 

in "closing costs". 

0:01:01

Special Coverage 11/20/17 5:30PM 53PM ANGEL TREE ERIC Angel Tree is a Christmas tradition for 

thousands of families in Central Virginia. For 

many families, adopting an Angel is a 

wonderful way to share the spirit of the 

season with others in our community who 

are less fortunate. Each Angel represents a 

real child right here in our community who 

needs your help. 

0:01:37
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Politics 11/20/17 6PM 6PT COX ON SEX OFFENSES

Over the past month-- we've seen a whirl-

wind of sexual harassment allegations 

against prominent figures such as movie 

mogul Harvey Weinstein, Senator Al Franken 

and Roy Moore. Now the incoming speaker 

to the House of Delegates in Virginia wants 

to make sure the General Assembly is a safe 

place to work. 

0:00:54

Special Coverage 11/20/17 6PM 6PM SECRET SAMARITAN NO 5   (MATTRESS BEING SET UP) At first glance, 

Ben Hatcher looks like a strapping, healthy 

guy - but he's not. Every morning when he 

crawls out of bed, he awakes to a new level 

in pain.... part of the reason, was the old bed 

he'd been sleeping on, but the main problem 

is his back. 

0:01:47

Special Coverage 11/20/17 11PM 11Y PINT SIZED PILOTS VO Before you can be a pilot, you have to 

look the part. nat from boy This is cool, this is 

heavy VO You have to know what a 

parachute does. nat from boy So they don't 

go boom air force guy: so they don't go 

boom, that's right VO And you have to ask 

the right questions. nat from boy Excuse me, 

why is there CDs up there? 

0:01:43

Politics 11/21/17 5:30PM 53PT DACA LAWSUIT LOCAL STUDENT

It's Gloria Oduyoye's last year in law school-- 

her hope--to practice immigration law. my 

heritage is Nigerian, so my that's where my 

family is originally from. The 25-year-old at 

William and Mary Law School is not just 

trying to pass the bar-- she's also fighting to 

save the only life she's ever known. Gloria is 

an undocumented immigrant...

0:02:13

Special Coverage 11/21/17 5:30PM 53PT HOLIDAY TRAVEL "steve greenstein: I-95 though virginia, 

always traffic wherever you go... also 

washington." THAT'S WHY Steve Greenstein 

IS GETTING A JUMP ON HOLIDAY TRAVEL- 

LEAVING TODAY INSTEAD OF TOMORROW. 

HE'S HEADED TO PENNSYLVANIA FOR THE 

HOLIDAYS. AND HE'S NOT ALONE. *TRIPLE-A 

ESTIMATES 1.4 MILLION VIRGINIANS WILL 

TRAVEL 50 MILES OR MORE THIS WEEKEND 

...

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/17 6PM 6PT MISSING MAN MIDDLEBROOKS That breaking news --- a call to action to help 

find this missing Colonial Heights man. 38-

year-old Mark Anthony Middlebrooks 

disappeared on Friday, but was spotted 

briefly in Essex County on Saturday. Police 

are concerned because Mr. Middlebrooks 

has medical issues. He may be driving a 

white, 1996 Lexus with the tags on your 

screen.

0:01:31

Education 11/21/17 6PM 6PT MODERNIZING RICHMOND SCHOOLS

RPS interim Superintendent Tommy Kranz... 

presents his 20-year vision for overhaulilng 

aging richmond schools... Entirely new 

schools would be constructed for Greene and 

George Mason Elementary's, Elhardt-

Thompson Middle and George Wythe high... 

a slew of other buildings would be renovated 

or expanded... 

0:01:56

Special Coverage 11/21/17 6PM 6PT NATL PARKS SEXUAL HARASSMENT

A recent employee survey reveals nearly 40 

percent of park employees have experienced 

harassment or discrimination in the past 

year. It goes on to say that the quiet, remote 

locations of our national parks is one of the 

reasons that 15 years of sexual harassment, 

even assault, have gone on for so long. It was 

chilling testimony before Congress...

0:03:14
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Special Coverage 11/21/17 6PM 6PT CARYTOWN SHOE CRAZE CHAOS

Check it out this is the shoe that hundreds of 

people were dying to get their hands on early 

this morning. A select few were able to 

purchase a pair today- and they tell me it was 

well worth the wait. 19:44:07 We got the 

shoe, we got the shoe! Roberto Graham 

could barley contain his excitment..walking 

into need supply company in carytown.

0:01:46

Special Coverage 11/21/17 6PM 6PT OYS DENTAL PROBS Ted's honesty and straight forwardness 

touched the hearts of many who watched 

the story of his dilemma - having what he 

calls an ugly mouth and not enough financial 

resources to do anything about it himself. 

8:37:35 "Sometimes when I'm eating, 

because my teeth are not there I jut bite my 

tongue .... it gets in those spaces and I just 

bite my tongue...

0:02:20

Education 11/21/17 11PM 11M RPS SCHOOL BOARD

(nat sound of dawn page - school board 

chair) 455 "The new Superintendent of 

Richmond Public Schools, Mr. Jason Kamras." 

A warm reception for an energetic new 

leader. (jason Kamras - incoming 

superintendent) 1421 "Ensure that all 

children achieve at the highest levels."

0:01:32

Special Coverage 11/22/17 5:30PM 53PW ESSEX VILLAGE TURKEY GIVEAWAY Lots of food... lots of folks.. and lots of fun 

filled this tight room here in Essex Village... 

21:24:54;25(Dorothy)"I had turkey, stringed 

beans, seafood salad, and creamed 

potatoes." However, in addition to all of 

that...these seniors were treated to 

something that filled more than their 

stomachs. 

0:01:19

Health 11/22/17 6PM 6PW PARKING LOT BABY

"And this is where that unexpected delivery 

happened, right in front of the Patient 

Discharge, here at Chippenham Hospital. 

Baby Aveleen was delivered in just seconds." 

8:30:43 "Are you going to open your eyes?" 

A perfect, precious... and eager Aveleen Rose 

Bragg... nestles in her mother Melissa's arms, 

after insisting on entering...

0:02:03

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/22/17 11PM 11T LITTLE LEAGUE TEAM MONEY

(brent slomon - petersburg) IN: Should we 

even try? That's the question orgnizers asked 

themselves when they learned the team 

qualified to participate in the championship. 

That's because they knew money could get in 

the way. But they quickly realized, they've 

come too far to give up now. (Kevin Williams - 

13 years old) ...

0:03:04

Special Coverage 11/22/17 11PM 11T LIGHTS GO OUT IN STAUNTON New at 11 -- A display in a central virginia 

holiday lights show goes dark after 

complaints about its political motivation. 

Organizers of the "Celebration of Holiday 

Lights" in staunton pulled the plug on the 

"coexist" display last night. the group behind 

the display used religious symbols to form 

the letters...

0:00:55

Special Coverage 11/22/17 11PM 11T HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR Some of you may recognize *this man... Jay 

Ipson, an activist, educator and the co-

founder and former executive director of the 

Virginia Holocaust Museum here in 

Richmond. A committed member of the 

Richmond community... one whose journey 

to the river city ... was tumultuous to say the 

least.

0:03:52
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Special Coverage 11/23/17 5PM 5PR AOK REWIND DOROTHY DOROTHY WHIPPLE HAS MASTERED THE ART 

AND JOY OF BAKING SOT: 12:28:28 "I love 

doing , i love doing it" SHE SAYS IT'S 

THERAPEUTIC SPENDING HOURS IN HER 

KITCHEN PREPARING A VARIETY OF 

DELICIOUS DESSERTS. LIKE MOST PROS HER 

RECIPES ARE COMMITTED TO MEMORY SOT 

13:15:56 "it's supposed to be a teaspoon but 

i never measure" 

0:02:57

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/17 5:30PM 53PR HANOVER FIRE FAMILY SPEAKS

this family was only on vacation for three 

days. When they came home, everything was 

destroyed. But they're hopeful and thankful 

for the community that's been there for 

them. For 13 years--- the Jacksons called 8 

acres in Beaverdam --home. BUT In just a few 

hours-- everything was gone. it wasn't real 

and then I got here and I saw it ...

0:01:55

Special Coverage 11/23/17 5:30PM 53PR APPLE PIE RECIPE TC - :01 AT THE FERRELL'S HENRICO COUNTY 

HOME, MOST NIGHTS THERE'S A SMELL OF 

APPLE AND CINNAMON IN THE AIR. NO - IT'S 

NOT ONE OF THOSE FRAGRANT PLUG-

INS....IT'S A PIE IN THE OVEN. FOR THE PAST 

FEW WEEKS, COURTNEY HAS BEEN ON A 

MISSION TO RE-CREATE HER LATE 

GRANDMOTHER'S APPLE PIE IN TIME FOR 

THANKSGIVING: 

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/17 6PM 6PR BEAVERDAM FIRE FAMILY

This family is just looking towards the future 

and trying to rebuild. Their home is 

completely gone. It's believed the fire started 

in the back bedroom, but we still don't know 

what caused it. What the Jackson family does 

know however--- there is a community of 

people who are going to help them through 

this. It took us 24 hours to get home ...

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/17 6PM 6PR COLONIAL HEIGHTS ARSON FIRE

(nat sound) Dramatic moments as neighbors 

panic while recording this cell phone video 

from their upstairs window. (nat sound) A 

family worried this man -- Shannon Johnson -- 

might be trapped in the blaze. The 54 year 

old was last seen talking to Danielle Burnett's 

daughter Wednesday night.

0:01:33

Special Coverage 11/23/17 6PM 6PR THANKSGIVING COMMUNITY FEAST

JASMINE: "their hands are busy preparing 

thousands of plates for a thanksgiving 

tradition in the city, a chance to fellowship, a 

moment for people to come together and 

remember what this day is all about." Alfreda 

Cheatham: "we're bringing people together" 

A blessing over this food, and each pair of 

hands as they prepare to SERVE thousands.

0:01:52

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/23/17 11PM 11W BLACK FRIDAY RETAIL SECRETS The first thing you need to know is that those 

amazing doorbuster deals are in short 

supply. Last year Sears offered a huge 

discount on a doorbuster with only four of 

the items in each store! Instead look for 

doorbuster guarantees where as long as you 

arrive by a certain time you are guaranteed 

that product at a specific price.

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/17 11PM 11W HENRICO MURDER VIGIL Eddie Wyatt 06:52:17- 52:32 (wimpers) My 

heart is broken *So many* friends and family 

remembering not one but two loved ones 

gone too soon. Memories of 32- year old 

Renita's voice and her 15-year-old son 

Jaishaun's style(shot of shirts)  drew a crowd 

so large it couldn't help but swallow 

mourning family members up with love. 

0:01:30
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Crime & Public Safety 11/23/17 11PM 11W FAMILY OF HUSBAND SPEAKS 08:30:54 again -- police have *not* charged 

Derrell with murder -- But he is accused of 

leading police on a chase through New Kent. 

and police are *not* saying if there's a 

connection between the two cases.

0:00:49

Racial Issues 11/23/17 11PM 11W GUN SHOP VIDEO CONTROVERSY (sound from video) :04 "I said I'm not going 

to sell you a gun." It's the viral video that's 

gained 4.5 million Facebook views this 

month. (sound from video) :05 "And why is 

that? I don't have to have a reason not to sell 

you one." Igniting a firestorm inside Hopkins 

Gun and Tackle.

0:01:56

Special Coverage 11/23/17 11PM 11W APPLE PIE RECIPE TC - :01 AT THE FERRELL'S HENRICO COUNTY 

HOME, MOST NIGHTS THERE'S A SMELL OF 

APPLE AND CINNAMON IN THE AIR. NO - IT'S 

NOT ONE OF THOSE FRAGRANT PLUG-

INS....IT'S A PIE IN THE OVEN. FOR THE PAST 

FEW WEEKS, COURTNEY HAS BEEN ON A 

MISSION TO RE-CREATE HER LATE 

GRANDMOTHER'S APPLE PIE IN TIME FOR 

THANKSGIVING: 

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/17 4PM 4PF HANOVER FIRE FAMILY SPEAKS this family was only on vacation for three 

days. When they came home, everything was 

destroyed. But they're hopeful and thankful 

for the community that's been there for 

them. For 13 years--- the Jacksons called 8 

acres in Beaverdam --home. BUT In just a few 

hours-- everything was gone. it wasn't real 

and then I got here and I saw it.

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/17 6PM 6PF COMMUNITY REAX JASMINE: "It's an unthinkable tragedy for this 

quiet community, neighbors on dogwood 

ridge road are trying to grasp what happened 

here after three lives were taken on 

thanksgiving night *deep breath* stuggling 

to understand. Larry Patton: "It's just tragic 

and I'm just shocked, I don't even know what 

to say." 

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/17 6PM 6PF TRIPLE MURDER LATEST

Christopher Gattis is facing three counts of 

first degree murder and firearms charges. He 

was arrested at his home--which is only a 

couple miles away from where these 

murders happened. At Grace luthern Church 

on Harrowgate Road--- Christopher Gattis is 

in charge of youth ministry. Now-- he's in jail-- 

accused of killing two family members...

0:01:29

Special Coverage 11/24/17 6PM 6PF TEAM GETS THE MONEY (brent solomon - petersburg) 6 IN 2226 "To 

think the team had only raised some $400 

when we first told you about this obstacle on 

Tuesday. It's only been a few days and your 

genorosity has made a huge difference." 

(Tarique Granderson, Tri-City Flames) 1016 "I 

was thankful that we actually made it to 

Florida and we could go now because people 

help...

0:01:56

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/17 11PM 11R GRTC BUS SHOOTING "A Thanksgiving Day shooting on a GRTC bus. 

It happened here on Brookland Park Avenue 

near North Avenue. As soon as the shooting 

happened, the bus driver pulled over right 

here where you see the other GRTC vehicle 

now. As soon as the bus driver pulled over 

everyone on the bus ran, scattered, including 

the shooter. 

0:01:06

Health 11/24/17 11PM 11R TGIVING RESTAURANT REPORT 24:45 (John Chandler/J and K's Mobile 

Munchies) that's awesome. thank you guys 

very much. We had to give our Hall of Fame 

Award to J and K's Mobile Munchies, serving 

VCU students and anyone who walks down 

West Main Street in Richmond for nearly 25 

years. 27:00 (John Chandler/J and K's Mobile 

Munchies) grilled chicken.

0:01:55
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Crime & Public Safety 11/25/17 11PM 11F TRIPLE MURDER LATEST "Just a couple of miles from the chruch, 

police say Grace Lutheran's youth pastor 

murdered his wife, his wife's daughter, and 

the daughter's boyfriend." "i got one male 

subject on the ground he's got two gunshots 

to the stomach" "Gunshot victim is not 

responding" "That was 36 year old Andrew 

Buthorn found lying lifeless outside of a 

home ...

0:01:46

Special Coverage 11/27/17 5:30PM 53PM ANGEL TREE Hey everyone! I'm sarah bloom over at 

Regency Mall and we have a really important 

message for you. We are by the Angel Tree 

and there is still a lot of work to do. There 

are well over a hundred angels and senior 

bells that still need to be adopted. We have 

about a week left- we know you can do this. 

Come out to the mall, see if you can help us 

out....

0:01:39

Crime & Public Safety 11/27/17 6PM 6PM TRIPLE MURDER LATEST

Heartbreak and shock are just some of the 

words loved one are using to describe the 

sudden loss of Jeannet Gattis-- her daughter 

Candice Kunze and Candice's boyfriend 

Andrew Buthorn. They were gunned down 

on Thanksgiving. The suspect-- Jeannet's 

husband Christopher Gattis.

0:01:39

Crime & Public Safety 11/27/17 6PM 6PM DEADLY XBOX EXCHANGE p Brown: "that should have never happened 

its an xbox." broadcastify: "we have reports 

of a richmond officer that was shot in the 

stomach." Brown: "It shouldn't end in 

violence." Heather Brown and her boyfriend, 

heard the sirens, and drove by the flashing 

lights EARLY Monday morning. 

0:00:47

Special Coverage 11/27/17 6PM 6PM HOLIDAY HOME IN MEMORY OF MOM Four decades of tradition... 14:56:31 this 

started when i was a little kid 14:56:33 

Thousands of lights... 14:59:58 every year we 

want to have something big and new 

15:00:01 A Christmas display in Richmond-- 

well known for its size and beauty. One that 

may not be around, much longer. 

0:02:14

Special Coverage 11/27/17 6PM 6PM HOPEWELL TEACHER KILLED IN CRASH

In a statement to NBC 12 -- Hopewell 

Superintendent Melody Hackney said.....Our 

hearts are so heavy in Hopewell today. She 

went on to say the school system was lucky 

to find her as Reed made it her mission and 

purpose to make a difference in the lives of 

students at Dupont Elementary. Reed leaves 

behind a husband. 

0:01:24

Special Coverage 11/27/17 6PM 6PM HOPEWELL TEACHER KILLED IN CRASH

I just finished speaking with a parent here 

whose daughter was in Reed's class. I asked if 

reed was a good teacher. The parent 

responded - no - she wasn't a good teacher - 

she was a great teacher who motivated her 

students to learn. That's the legacy school 

officials say Leah Reed will leave behind. 

0:01:04

Crime & Public Safety 11/27/17 11PM 11Y HENRICO DOUBLE SHOOTING FOLO

"sobs" A family in shambles and shaken to its 

core. "my daughter was a hard worker" 

That's Rachelle Wells. She and her family are 

banning together tonight begging police to 

file murder charges. "she didn't deserve 

this." Police responded to this home on 

Fayette Circle just before 1am Saturday.

0:02:01
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Special Coverage 11/27/17 11PM 11Y FRIENDS RUN FOR CANCER In Richmond, two childhood friends, just 

finished running 50 miles for a cause very 

close to their hearts. =============== 

PAUSE FOR NATS =============== In 2009, 

Pat Kearney's teenage sister Becca passed 

away from leukemia. To honor Becca and 

raise awareness about childhood cancer, Pat 

and his friend, Dave Robinson, organized a 

run...

0:00:58

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/28/17 5:30PM 53PT SUBS AND BLOOD GIVING TUESDAY The man who owns this Firehous Subs in 

Innsbrook says if it wasn't for blood 

donations, he wouldn't be standing here 

today. Now he's giving back, telling 

customers if they give blood, he'll give them 

a free sandwich. got a dine in for jamar The 

lunch break is always busy at this shop- 

everything tasting okay? 

0:01:46

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/29/17 6PM 6PW MALLARD GREEN NO WATER 12:26 "Nobody deserves this... no running 

water." The lines run dry for over 24 hours 

on the Richmond side of the Mallard Greens 

Townhome complex... The units spanning 

into Henrico, still had running water... 3:01 

"You're scared to eat because you know you 

got to go to the bathroom. I mean it's a 

shame. it's terrible.

0:01:31

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/17 6PM 6PW FLOURNEY THEFT a reminder of the GOLDEN RULE will greet 

you, : "hello" BEFORE you even walk into C.S. 

Flournoy Incorporated. : "can I have an 

application?" "an application?" "yes." "she 

got a bad feeling because they just seemed 

sketchy" Steve Flournoy, doesn't think this 

couple, understands the concept. 

0:01:43

Politics 11/29/17 6PM 6PW PBURG BUDGET "7 point 2 million dollars to the good -- the 

year prior -- the city lost 7 point 7 million. 

Petersburg made a near 15 million dollar 

swing in just one year and the mayor hopes 

this starts to win back the people's faith in 

the City." "Petersburg is starting to rise out 

from under the crippling money problems of 

the last decade."

0:01:55

Special Coverage 11/29/17 6PM 6PW MABEL JONES

20:48:52 This document by a state agency 

who oversees all healthcare professionals in 

Virginia reveals that Mable Jones, the Jones 

and Jones administrator, had her license 

suspended back in June and is *NOW* on 

probation. 20:49:07 The Virginia Board of 

Long Term Care Administrators made their 

decision based on *these* alarming finds. 

0:02:49

Politics 11/30/17 5:30PM 53PR VCU PROFESSOR TESTIFIES

Dr. Abubaker points out Virginia 

implemented new laws limiting the number 

of opioid tablets the can be prescribed... and 

increased the availability of naloxone to treat 

overdoses. The Senators heard from other 

experts from across the country on ways to 

prevent and reduce opioid addiction.

0:00:50

Special Coverage 11/30/17 5:30PM 53PR BENEFIT FOR HOMELESS SHELTER

JASMINE: "in two weeks the doors of the old 

towne civic center will open and if you drive 

by you might here music playing. Thats 

because musicians are coming together to 

show the city of petersburg love and theyre 

hoping to save the salvation army mens 

shelter." "we're worried about keeping the 

power on for these people." 

0:01:59
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Special Coverage 11/30/17 5:30PM ANGEL TREE FRIDAY TRACY Hi I'm Tracy Lynn at Virginia Center 

Commons to promote the Angel Tree 

program that's going on. As you can see this 

tree still have quite a few angels on it. This is 

the last weekend you can shop for your 

angel. I'm joined by Captain Donald 

Dohmann with the Salvation Army. What is 

the need this weekend? 

0:01:30

Special Coverage 11/30/17 6PM 6PR OYS WHEELCHAIR VAN FOLO

Cassandra is a hard working Mom. She 

provides for her own child and works as 

nurse to another girl who has cerebral palsy 

like her daughter. When we arrived today of 

G-Erica was waiting to greet us. A habit her 

Mom has of including her in anything related 

to the family. 2:47:24 "Look. Ha Ha Ha" We 

came bearing gifts from viewers...

0:02:02

Special Coverage 11/30/17 11PM 11W MATT LAUER FORMER ANCHOR 3128 "They used to call us Barbie and Ken." 

They were the match that brought you 

feature news from Richmond in the 80's - on 

the nationally syndicated tv show - PM 

Magazine. 3143 "He was always very very 

good, could always adlib very well. He was 

wonderful to work with becuase you never 

had to worry. Never missed a beat."

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 12/01/17 5:30PM 53PF CHRISTMAS DESTROYED VA

Robert Boyd Virginia Beach 21:52 22:10 "well 

walking along aquamarine drive, house after 

house, it is Christmas carnage, inflatables like 

frosty, santa, even the nativity scene slashed 

by vandals and these victims say it is ruining 

the holiday season" "they cut him very good, 

its very big and I don't like it" 

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 12/01/17 5:30PM 53PF FIRST ALERT CENTER Police arrested 45 year old Dennis Wade 

Tooley... this is his picture... about 1:30 this 

afternoon. they say he set his house on 

Thomas Nelson lane on fire about 2:30 this 

morning. When fire crews pulled up... there 

was a significant fire in the garage... but they 

had it out in about 25 minutes. The garage is 

a total loss...

0:00:53

Special Coverage 12/01/17 5:30PM ANGEL TREE FRIDAY TRACY Hi I'm Tracy Lynn at Virginia Center 

Commons to promote the Angel Tree 

program that's going on. As you can see this 

tree still have quite a few angels on it. This is 

the last weekend you can shop for your 

angel. I'm joined by Captain Donald 

Dohmann with the Salvation Army. What is 

the need this weekend? 

0:01:45

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/01/17 6PM 6PF OYS PROOF . EVER SINCE OUR STORY AIRED ABOUT 

CASSANDRA WINSTON - CHECKS HAVE BEEN 

TRICKLING IN FROM VIEWERS. Cassandra has 

a daughter with special needs - and the 

family's 2006 van has a power steering 

problem, needs a door motor, has two flat 

tires, a dead battery, and the wheelchair lift 

doesn't work. 

0:01:47

Crime & Public Safety 12/01/17 6PM 6PF TRAFFIC LIGHT SYNCING

"This is the city's traffic control center where 

all of the intersections are monitored and 

timed. Now, the last time a comprehensive 

traffic flow study was done, was back in 

2009. Operators here are looking to update 

all of that traffic flow information and retime 

the signals." Stop-and-go traffic can add 

significant time-- and frustration...

0:02:01
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Crime & Public Safety 12/01/17 6PM 6PF CVILLE REPORT The report was critical of everyobyd, from 

the bottom to the top-- if they played a role 

in preparing for that weekend this past 

August. The attorney who put the report 

together answered questions for two 

hours...both from the media and from anygry 

citizens. Everyday ---people walk by the 

memorial to Heather Heyer in 

Charlottesville. 

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/01/17 11PM 11R KEESHAE JACOBS LATEST

Intro: Keeshae Jacobs mother is anxiously 

awaiting answers and begging anyone with 

information about her daughter's 

disappearance to step forward. She says 

anything can help. Take PKG A desperate 

plea from a devastated mother: 52:50 I just 

pray that somebody finds it in their heart 

that if they see something to say something

0:02:21

Crime & Public Safety 12/01/17 11PM 11F TRAFFIC LIGHT SYNCING

"This is the city's traffic control center where 

all of the intersections are monitored and 

timed. Now, the last time a comprehensive 

traffic flow study was done, was back in 

2009. Operators here are looking to update 

all of that traffic flow information and retime 

the signals." Stop-and-go traffic can add 

significant time-- and frustration...

0:02:06

Education 12/01/17 11PM 11R RVA SCHOOL PLAN

(brent solomon - richmond) IN 5934 "The 

consensus here tonight is something has to 

be done to fix richmond's aging schools but 

arriving at an action plan, well that seems to 

be taking some time." (Dawn Page - school 

board chair) 5326 "It is not our responsibility 

to shortchange our children because this has 

been goin on far too long." ...

0:02:08

Health 12/01/17 11PM 11R RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting) According to 

these inspection reports ... one restaurant 

had a written policy but wasn't following it... 

another was told to put a plan in writing. Up 

first, Eastern Carry Out at 9024 West Broad 

Street in Henrico. The Chinese take-out 

restaurant usually earns better health 

inspection scores. 

0:02:28

Crime & Public Safety 12/02/17 11PM 11F PBURG ROAD REPAIRS

(brent solomon - petersburg) 3214 IN: It's a 

project that will bring much needed drainage 

improvements to this area but people who 

live here never imagined it would take this 

long. So Im talking with the city official who 

heads up this project to get answers." 

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/02/17 11PM 11F CONVENIENCE STORE ATTACK (Take PKG) Maced in the face while on the 

job. Police say they're looking for this man 

who stole from a Chamberlayne Avenue 

convenience store Tuesday. You can see him 

here pretending to pay for a candy bar and 

waiting for the cashier to open the register --

before spraying the clerk *right in the eyes* 

and getting away with money. 

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 12/04/17 5:30PM 53PM FIRST ALERT CENTER Karla- police say it started when the deputy 

responded to a disturbance call around 11-15 

Friday night... investigators say when the 

deputy got to the back parking lot of the 

Cavalier Family Skating Center on Jefferson 

Davis Highway- he approched a group of men 

standing by a dumpster and asked them to 

leave. 

0:00:50
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Special Coverage 12/04/17 5:30PM 53PM HARVEY TOY COLLECTION

21:16:21 "I got this"... sound of tape 

21:16:26 Madie and Cloe Knuckles seal boxes 

of toys ... 21:60:30 tape sound - 33 Place 

them on a flatbed... 21:17:32 got it ... place 

box on flatbed -35 Walk them outside of 

Kersey Creek Elemetnary School... 21:18:40- 

walking 45 ...and pack a trailer. 

0:02:08

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/04/17 6PM 6PM OYS MAIL PROBLEMS : "I should be able to trust this box and 

person who comes up to the box." but living 

in the Deer Run area, Heather Wrenn says 

MAIL mix-ups happen TOO often. "We have 

gone up to the post office, we have written 

letters." and shes not the only one. through 

emails, text messages, and social media, 

homeowners are asking for HELP...

0:01:53

Special Coverage 12/04/17 6PM 6PM CHRISTMAS KIDS TOY DRIVE Volunteers unload a trailer full of toys... 

From dolls to race cars-- each one will go to a 

child whose family is struggling this 

Christmas. the success of this event is based 

on the kindess of everybody's heart, The non 

profit, "Williams Christmas Kids" says they 

help about 175 children each year. Each child 

gets to pick three toys...

0:01:42

Crime & Public Safety 12/05/17 5:30PM 53PT ARMED ROBBERY CHESTERFIELD Jasmine: "Some neighbors I spoke to woke 

up to findout someone was robbed at 

gunpoitn on this street their shocked by the 

situation and hoping police catch whoever is 

reponsible." leaf blower nat on a rainy 

tuesday....you'll find the sound of yard 

work... leaf blower nat and neighbors in 

shock, asking questions...

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 12/05/17 6PM 6PT ROUNDABOUT PROPOSAL

if you drive on Laburnum Avenue on 

Richmond's northside-- you can jump onto I-

64 and 195. It makes this part of town very 

busy., traffic is busy that can be real heavy 

morning and evening rush hour is very heavy 

George Chamberlin has lived off of Laburnum 

for more than a deacade. He says you need 

to pay extra attention near the entrance ...

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/05/17 6PM 6PT CH OFFICER ARREST Immediately after the offender's attorney 

informed police, they took the officer off of 

the streets to investigate. Shortly after that 

investigation, he resigned. Drake is charged 

with embezzlement and obstruction of 

justice. A special prosecutor in Dinwiddie has 

been assigned to the case. 

0:02:54

Special Coverage 12/05/17 6PM 6PT NEW BISHOP

Bishop Barry Knestout says he is looking 

forward to making Richmond his new home. 

During his tenure here, he hopes to unite 

those who are divide and help the next 

generation find faith. 00:02;00 Christmas has 

arrived early It was a morning of celebration 

for the Catholic Diocese of Richmond 

0:02:31

Special Coverage 12/05/17 6PM 6PT VCU TEXAS Emotions running high here among the fans 

and no doubt in the locker rooms as well... 

Most fans appreciative, some still feeling 

betrayed, but no matter how the fans 

welcome him, everybody in Black and gold 

hoping shaka smart loses tonight once the 

ball goes up at 7:00. T

0:01:01

Special Coverage 12/05/17 6PM 6PT HOLIDAY TIME AND ADDICTION

New at 6-- The holidays can be difficult time 

for anyone struggling with addiction. Just last 

year in Virginia, more than 14-hundred 

people died from a drug overdose-- a 38 

percent increase from 20-15. A new 

addiction treatment center in Richmond, 

Calyx Recovery, says those battling addiction 

need to make a plan for the holidays...

0:01:04
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Crime & Public Safety 12/05/17 11PM 11M CVILLE CITY COUNCIL MTG

that's right. While city council questioned the 

team behind the report -- the public - got a 

chance to express their feelings. and they did 

not hold back. what you just heard was an 

exchange between mayor mike signer and a 

woman in the crowd, who said she was hit 

with tear gas during the rally.

0:00:53

Education 12/05/17 11PM 11M PETERSBURG BULLYING (brent solomon - petersburg) IN 446 "As we 

were talkign tonight, at one point he simply 

looked down and said 'I bet you didn't have 

to go throught this as a child.' (dometrius 

lucas, jr.) 3429 "I don't really think you had 

to go through this when you were little." In a 

way, 1st grader DJ Lucas feels helpless. 

(dometrius lucas, jr.) 

0:02:02

Crime & Public Safety 12/06/17 6PM 6PW I95 HEAD ON CRASH That's right... drunk driving fatalities across 

the state are down by 67 compared to this 

time last year... and there have been half as 

many drunk driving deaths in chesterfield... 

But this morning's crash... will add to those 

numbers…

0:02:06

Health 12/06/17 6PM 6PW CHILD RARE CANCER When Jaydn Zach wasn't busy saying his A B 

C's... 22:16:01 W X Y and Z 22:16:04 He was 

trying to take my cameraman's job. 22:15:39 

Do you want to be a camera man? yeah... 

haha 22:15: 42 BY LOOKING AT HIM- You 

wouldn't know this spunky 5-year-old is in 

the scariest battles of his YOUNG life. 

0:01:43

Health 12/06/17 6PM 6PW RADIOTHON

"High blood pressure runs in the family -- 

running to the refrigerator was a habit. 

Jeremiah Howie's weight got out of control 

and as he entered high school, he was having 

serious problems. He bled when he went to 

the restroom -- and he couldn't control when 

he went." "One day I was at school and I felt 

it coming and I had to take my jacket...

0:01:22

Crime & Public Safety 12/06/17 11PM 11T CH OFFICER ARREST LATEST (captain william anspach - colonial heights 

police) 1925 "It is absolutely not the 

expectation." 2033 "Were just not going to 

stand for this kind of behavior." Colonial 

Heights Police being candid about the alleged 

criminal activity that cost former officer 

Bryan Drake his job.

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/06/17 11PM 11T CFIELD ARMED ROBBERY JUST IN --- Chesterfield Police are on scene of 

an armed robbery at *this* Subway off 

Midlothian Turnpike. Moments ago --- 

officers released this surveilance image of 

the suspect. We know a perimeter has been 

set up --- and officers are canvassing with a 

canine unit. The GOOD NEWS --- we're told 

nobody was hurt, but the suspect is still on 

the run...

0:00:53

Special Coverage 12/06/17 11PM 11T HOLIDAY TIME AND ADDICTION

New at 11 -- The holidays can be difficult 

time for anyone struggling with addiction. 

Just last year in Virginia, more than 14-

hundred people died from a drug overdose-- 

a 38 percent increase from 20-15. A new 

addiction treatment center in Richmond, 

Calyx Recovery, says those battling addiction 

need to make a plan for the holidays...

0:01:25

Special Coverage 12/06/17 11PM 11T VIGIL FOR HOMICIDE VICTIMS "I tie this ribbon for .... I tie this ribbon for ..." 

"Dozens of stories. All unique and all so 

personal. Some of these families have been 

coming to the Henrico Homicide Vigil for 

years, to gather around this tree. The 

holidays are hard for many of us -- missing 

those who we've lost through the years. 

0:01:28
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Special Coverage 12/06/17 11PM 11T VCU PLAYED A BASKETBALL GAME You could not have asked for a better total 

package of basketball -emotion, noise, great 

atmosphere, and a heck of a game all 

highlighting the return of Shaka Smart. Smart 

spending some time pregame meeting with 

old familiar faces, and entering to the tune of 

a standing ovation just before the game 

starting. 

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 12/07/17 5PM 5PR JOHN GIBBS VERDICT YES... they say the last three and a half years 

have been difficult, but they feel justice was 

served today. The decision comes after a 

nearly 10 day trial and about 9 hours of jury 

deliberations. The court room full of 

emotion, today Pabons family crying once 

that guilty verdict was read, the jury was 

unanimous in their decision. 

0:01:02

Crime & Public Safety 12/07/17 5PM 5PR HENRICO FOOT CHASE

It all happened suddenly at this WaWa on 

Staples Mill near Parham Road. The suspects 

got in and got out but they didnt make it far. 

Take a look at the flood of police cars on 

Hungary Road - where officers were forced 

to re-direct traffic. This is where the scene 

ended after the robbery suspects took off in 

a car.....then ditched that car.....

0:01:27

Crime & Public Safety 12/07/17 5PM 5PR LOUISA ANIMAL CRUELTY CASE Prosecutors say Clara Collier genuinely 

thought she was taking care of the animals 

on her West Old Mountain Road property. 

With 525 animals --they say she became 

overwhelmed--and didn't ask for help. 

prosecutors say this was a case about neglect-

-not malice. as we started looking at the 

locations where the animals were...

0:01:10

Special Coverage 12/07/17 5:30PM 53PR HOLIDAY HOMES

I'm Tracy Lynn for holiday homes. I'm in the 

West End on Wistar Court and I am joined by 

Mr. Christmas. It's so good to see you. So 

good to see you. It's been a year , Wow! No 

matter how hard I try, I keep getting older 

and you don't Thank you very much. I'll take 

that as a compliment. It's Christmas magic. 

0:01:46

Special Coverage 12/07/17 5:30PM 53PW NATIVITY PAGEANT CANCELED (NATS TRUMPETS) It's a tradition dating back 

93 years 00;00;05 let everyheart prepare him 

room. The Richmond Nativity Pageant. (nat?) 

for one night BYRD PARK iS TRANSFORMED 

inTO THE LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM, as 

RICHMONDERS DRESSED AS ANGELS, AND 

SHEPHERDS RE-LIVE THE BIRTH OF JESUS 

CHRIST 

0:01:57

Crime & Public Safety 12/07/17 6PM 6PR LOUISA ANIMAL FARM SUSPECT all of these animals will soon be up for 

adoption and the prosecutor says it's 

happening because the property owner 

turned the animals over to the county 

quickly. Ducks-- chickens-- geese--and goats 

are enjoying a better life on the Louisa 

Fairgrounds. that's where the animal rescue 

organization Louisa CART has been taking 

care of them.

0:01:57

Crime & Public Safety 12/07/17 6PM 6PR GIBBS TRIAL Yalitza Soba: "my sister is always with me the 

reason I stayed strong is because of her." 

This is a day Zulma Pabon's family has waited 

YEARS to see. Soba: "Knowing that hes going 

to be locked up for many years makes us 

happy honestly its been a long run and 

justice is served." 

0:01:28
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Crime & Public Safety 12/07/17 6PM 6PR HENRICO ROBBERY Things are back to normal here at the Wawa 

on Staples Mill. That wasn't the case earlier 

today when Im told the robbers showed up -- 

took off and attempted to get away from 

police. It didn't work. Our cameras were 

rolling as a flood of police cars gathered on 

Hungary Road - officers were forced to re-

direct traffic. 

0:01:01

Politics 12/07/17 6PM 6PR MCAULIFFE EXIT INTV

You can see the scaffolding is already up for 

next month's Inauguration of a new 

Governor. Today we sat down with outgoing 

Governor Terry McAuliffe... to take a look 

back on the last four years ... and his plans 

for the future. 18:00 I'm going to start off 

with the question everyone wants to know.

0:02:11

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/07/17 11PM 11W DECORATING DANGERS

FALLING AND FIRES THOSE ARE THE TWO 

MOST COMMON HOLIDAY HORRORS TO TRY 

TO PREVENT WHILE YOU DECORATE. 

HENRICO FIRE CAPTAIN TAYLOR GOODMAN 

SAYS MANY PEOPLE FALL THIS TIME OF YEAR. 

THAT'S BECAUSE THEY'RE CLIMBING TOO 

FAR UP LADDERS. 13:51:58 "ONLY USE THREE 

QUARTERS OF THE LADDER. THEY'RE NOT 

INTENDED FOR YOU TO USE THE TOP PART. 

0:01:14

Politics 12/08/17 5:30PM 53PF TRAVEL BAN HEARING

"A lot has changed since the last time this 

court heard ruled against the President's 

Travel Ban. The Ban itself is different and the 

Supreme Court ruled this week that the ban 

can take effect while it's being heard in 

court. But are those enough to sway these 

judges who ruled 10-3 against the President's 

travel ban earlier this year?" 

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 12/08/17 11PM 11R HENRICO THEFTS FROM CARS

(brent solomon - henrico) IN 3524 "We're 

talking about theives getting the goods from 

multiple cars in one day. In one case, they 

even stole the car." (amber harvey - 

surprised at uptick in thefts) 3153 "Oh wow." 

Thats the reaction from shoppers learning 

someone out there is targeting your 

valuables when you get out of your car. 

0:02:19

Racial Issues 12/08/17 11PM 11R RACIST MAN AT VCU Intro: All that ruckus happened here hours 

ago. Hundreds of students stopped in aw, 

listening to A man yell hateful things. But it's 

the emotional speech coming from the 

officer who stood in between the man and 

the crowd that has people talking long after 

the commotion. HALTED BY GAWKERS (shots 

of crowd)

0:01:53

Special Coverage 12/11/17 5PM 5PM SOCIAL MEDIA PRESSURE Courtney Crutcher is fed up with all of the 

sales pitches cluttering her Facebook feed. 

She doesn't like feeling like friends and 

relatives are more interested in making a 

sale than making a real connection! But the 

social media/sales explosion has been an 

opportunity for people like Leah Brady. 

0:02:29

Special Coverage 12/11/17 5:30PM 53PM ANGEL TREE DISTRIBUTION 23:18:26 oh no, no, no you did some good 

picks Ms. Emily haha 23:19:29 This is Renee 

Jackson's second year picking up Christmas 

presents for her three boys-- here-- at the 

Salvation Army. 23:15:35 I love this place, it's 

good. 23:15:37 Jackson, like many others 

here, depend on this program. 

0:01:38
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Crime & Public Safety 12/11/17 6PM 6PM HENRICO WOMAN STABBED A woman faces charges in Henrico- after 

police say she stabbed another woman... On 

Saturday, police responded to the 7600 block 

of Beth Road for a vandalism. When they got 

there, officers said a woman came up to 

them- and said she was stabbed after an 

argument with this woman- Jabria Cousins. 

Cousins now faces malicious wounding 

charges...

0:01:30

Special Coverage 12/11/17 6PM 6PM RPS AT CITY HALL You're listening to some talented students 

from thomas jefferson high school - caroling 

at City Hall. All week- students from 

Richmond Public Schools will be spreading 

holiday cheer. You can see despite the cold, 

the students are having a great time! 

Richmond Public Schools will post more 

videos on its facebook page.

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/12/17 4PM 4PT FAC COLD CASE This all surrounds an incident which 

happened back on July 19th, 1991 at 

Hubbard Auto Sales on Brook Road. Take 

another look at these sketches... Police say 

this man bludgeoned and robbed Walter 

Hubbard and his daughter before running 

away. Both victims were brutally beaten. 

However, they survived. 

0:01:10

Crime & Public Safety 12/12/17 5PM 5PT FRANKLIN 4 TIME HOME BREAK IN WAIT A MINUTE AND YOU'LL SEE IT... A 

HARD DOOR KICK (nats) AND THEN A MAD 

DASH AROUND THE HOUSE... A PURPOSEFUL 

SEARCH... AND THEN A FIND... A SAFE. "It's 

right here." YOU DON'T SEE THE SAFE TAKEN, 

BUT SOON FROM ANOTHER CAMERA, YOU 

HEAR A LOUD NOISE. (nats) LATER YOU SEE A 

SAFE BROKEN AT THE BOTTOM OF THE 

STAIRS...

0:01:27

Special Coverage 12/12/17 5PM 5PT AOK TIFFANY AND LOIS NAT/SOT 12:01:33 "i hate y'all...screams...we 

have channel 12 here...screams...and i 

nominated you for the acts of kindness 

award...nah, you lying" LOIS JOLLEY, THE 

VISIONARY BUSINESS OWNER WHO SAYS 

NOTHING GETS PAST HER, WAS SHOCKED 

FAMILY AND FRIENDS PULLED OFF A 

SURPRISE NAT/SOT 12:05:07 "oh god, ok, i'm 

sorry y'all...it's ok...

0:03:06

Health 12/12/17 6PM 6PT CHIP PROGRAM When Kimberly Hassmer's husband 

unexpectedly lost his job -- the mother of 

three wondered--how will they get health 

insurance for their children? "There weren't 

too many options out there." One son with 

multiple medical issues is covered by 

Medicaid--but the other two children didn't 

qualify. The family ended up applying for the 

program 

0:01:46

Special Coverage 12/12/17 6PM 6PT CHRISTMAS FOOD DRIVE YUM

the families that come out here today are 

going to get 30-35 pounds of food, including 

a load of potatoes, and a big bag of greens. 

08;19;19 Here we go with the big boy! 

Alphonso Jones was practically overwhelmed 

by the spread in front of him. 08'19;06 oh 

wow this is something All the fixings for a 

holiday meal donated by Feedmore-- ...

0:01:46

Special Coverage 12/12/17 6PM 6PT YMCA BUILDING BIKES FOR KIDS (***STING OFF TOP***) How many of you 

remember your first bike? It's often one of 

the most-requested gifts from kids this time 

of year... And today, the YMCA of Greater 

Richmond helped make that wish come true --

- with "70 bikes for 70 kids!" In fact, that 

surprise is happening --- right about now. But 

it was earlier today...

0:01:26
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Education 12/12/17 11PM 11M SHORT PUMP TRANSPARANCY (brent solomon - short pump) IN 4335 

"Those parents tell me they believe this is 

the silver lining in an unfortunate situation 

that caused so much hurt." (Ngozi Ibe - 

calling for school accountability) *702 "In a 

sense, do you think this incident has brought 

people together? Definitely. I mean, I didn't 

know her before this.

0:02:16

Racial Issues 12/12/17 11PM 11M RVA MONUMENT VOTE FAILS "This resolution wouldn't have meant much 

in the short term -- but still plenty of 

passionate debate about Richmond's 

confederate monuments." "I appreciate the 

fact that they exist because they allowed me 

the opportunity to research history and to 

find out about the people that were 

represented here." 

0:01:40

Special Coverage 12/12/17 11PM 11T HEATHER HEYER MOM NORFOLK

FROM SPEECH, SIGNS AND ATTACKS, HATE IS 

ALL AROUND US. 12:17:21 - :26 people can 

lapse into incivility very quickly SUSAN BRO 

KNOWS FIRSTHAND HOW DESTRUCTIVE IT IS. 

HER DAUGHTER HEATHER HEYER WAS 

KILLED WHILE PROTESTING AGAINST THE 

"UNITE THE RIGHT" RALLY IN 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, BACK IN AUGUST. 

0:01:27

Special Coverage 12/13/17 4PM 43AW HANOVER SHOP WITH A COP Nat Pop Shopping Carts Nwoko Little Trinity 

is a Christmas miracle maker on a mission 

Nat Pop Little Trinity To help make this 

season extra special for her family Nat Pop 

Littler Trinity And she's got a big list too Nat 

Pop Little Trinity Nwoko And she's not the 

only child. 

0:01:52

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/13/17 5PM 5PW DREW UPS PACKAGES BEHIND

"UPS says this coming Monday will be the 

busiest shipping day of the holiday season so 

we came to the UPS store in Carytown to 

make sure you have all of the information 

you need, to make sure your gifts get where 

they're going on time." "You can track your 

package until it's delivered (beep)

0:01:16

Special Coverage 12/13/17 5PM 5PW INJURED PUPPY RESCUED FROM THE 

COLD JASMINE: "behind these doors doctos are 

working to save Kenzie Raes life RACC says 

she was fouond on a bitter cold morning 

dumped in a church hill neighborhood now 

theyre hoping with surgery and love and care 

she'll get a new start." Christie Chipps Peters: 

"this little girl we're grateful a citizen saw 

her, she was driving down the drive way...

0:01:29

Special Coverage 12/13/17 5PM 5PW ERIC OYS TEETH FOLO (Patricia Smith, Customer) "God is still 

working, praise the Lord!" Patricia Smith is so 

thankful for something that many of us might 

take for granted -- teeth. (Patricia Smith, 

Customer) "It's so hard when you're used to 

having teeth and then they're gone I mean 

you miss them so much."

0:02:01

Special Coverage 12/13/17 5PM 5PW CALL 12 ADOPTION SOCIAL SERVICES While teaching for Richmond Public Schools, 

Laverne Johnson often brought children who 

needed help to her home. ( Laverne Johnson) 

This teacher said, "Johnson! You're always 

keeping kids." She said, " You need to 

foster." When her grandchildren left for 

college, she jumped at the opportunity for 

more children...

0:01:17

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/17 5:30PM 53PW VA OFFICER STABBED a virginia beach officer is out of the hospital- 

after being stabbed this morning. Police say 

they were flagged down by someone who 

says they had been attacked and robbed. 

Officers found a teenager that fit the 

description of the suspect, and tried the 

individual. That's when some type of struggle 

broke out...

0:00:56
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Special Coverage 12/13/17 5:30PM 53PW WOMAN SEARCHING FOR KID On the surface, 59-year-old Pamela Williams' 

life is good. She is a mother of four, a 

grandmother and an active member of the 

Richmond community. But beneath the 

surface-- Williams is in termoil. 11:20:23 I 

have to take one day at a time 11:23 

Williams is searching for a piece of her that's 

missing...

0:01:44

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/13/17 6PM 6PW DELIVERY COMPLAINTS "Those deadlines are approaching quickly so 

we want to unpack this for you." "We came 

to the UPS store in Carytown to give you a 

behind-the-scenes look with all of the 

information you need to make sure your 

packages get where they're going on time." 

"Before you get here." "

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/17 6PM 6PW DOG LEFT TO FREEZE Jasmine: "RACC says its one of the worst 

cases of abuse theyve seen this year, a dog 

dumped in a church hill neighborhood but 

behind these doors doctors are working 

tirelessly to save her life." : "do you know 

how to sit?" Consider it their love language 

hey! *bark!* Maybe they were surrendered 

or rescued... 

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/17 6PM 6PW HANOVER ARREST

The Navy Junior ROTC instructor at Patrick 

Henry High is awaiting a court date after 

Hanover deputies say he commited felony 

offenses againt children whom he had some 

type of custody over. Authorities have 

charged 45 year old Walter Summerfield 

with 4 counts of taking indecent liberties.

0:01:14

Racial Issues 12/13/17 6PM 6PW CURTIS HARRIS

Before he marched beside Dr. Martin Luther 

King Jr. Or fought to desegregate Hopewell 

schools and shops... Or became the first 

African american mayor of Hopewell... the 

Reverend Doctor Curtis Harris worked as a 

janitor. He was a husband and father. Above 

all-- he wanted change. I think what drove 

him was the passion to help somebody....

0:01:23

Special Coverage 12/13/17 6PM 6PT OYS DOG CUSTODY FIGHT

The little diva named Olivia - aka Livi - named 

after the lead actor on the TV drama Scandal 

vanished from her Church Hill yard and 

owner Kelsey has been on a two month long 

search to find her. 3:18:11 " Livi. Come here 

Livi. (snapping tongue sound) Livvie." There 

are amazing stories of how micro-chips 

helped dogs return to their owner....

0:02:41

Special Coverage 12/13/17 6PM 6PW HOPEWELL CELEBRATES It may be cold out here, but that's not 

keeping people away, as family, friends, and 

fans gathering in front of city hall to 

celebrate the state champion blue devils... 

hopewell winning the class three title this 

past Sunday with a 20-14 win over Heritage, 

the Blue Devils' first since 2003...

0:01:21

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/13/17 11PM 11T DELIVERY PHISHING SCAMS Scammers know we're all keeping track of 

online gift orders right now, which is why 

delivery notice scams work so well! When 

you order a package, you usually get an email 

from that retailer, letting you know it's 

shipped! But what if you got an email from a 

retailer or shipper that said there'd been a 

problem with your order? 

0:01:18

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/17 11PM 11T NAKED MAN ON RT 28 "Honk if you see a naked man riding atop a 

snow covered truck!" "Just when you 

thought you'd seen it all on the highway in 

Northern Virginia there goes the buck naked 

buckaroo trailblazing through Fairfax County 

on Tuesday. Social media finds it hilarious 

now but this was very serious for people on 

the road today." 

0:00:56
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Special Coverage 12/13/17 11PM 11T SHOP WITH A COP Nat Pop Shopping Carts Nwoko Little Trinity 

is a Christmas miracle maker on a mission 

Nat Pop Little Trinity To help make this 

season extra special for her family Nat Pop 

Littler Trinity And she's got a big list too Nat 

Pop Little Trinity Nwoko And she's not the 

only child. 

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/14/17 5PM 5PR COLLEEN SHOOTING NUTS AND BOLTS I'm standing on the corner of 4th and 

Pollock, and behind me is the dead end 

where that police chase came to a screeching 

halt, and we're told those suspects got out 

and took aim at an officer. The violence 

began at 8:24 AM 00;03;16 gilpin court for a 

shooting. Person shot.

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/14/17 6PM 6PR HIGHLAND PARK SHOOTING in broad daylight...A shooter opens fire in 

gilpin court, injuring a man, and taking off.. 

richmond police officers soon spot a vehicle 

matching the suspect's description. ... 

instead of stopping....a chase with RPD 

begins... "at about 8:29 in the 3300 block of 

4th avenue, the vehicle comes to a stop due 

to it coming to an end." 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 12/14/17 11PM 11W MWW JERROD QUARLES

It was the early evening hours of September 

14th here in the 17-hundred block of 

Rosecrest avenue when gunshots rang out. 

14:15:40 "Mr. Quarles shot two people, a 

male and a female." Police reports indicate 

the female victim was Jerrod's girlfriend -- 

and emotions boiled over into violence. 

14:15:56 "We feel it was a jealous rage." ...

0:01:29

Crime & Public Safety 12/14/17 11PM 11W HOLIDAY SHOPPING SAFETY

(TAKE PKG) Police say these two snatched a 

purse from an 83-year-old woman leaving a 

Kroger bathroom Wednesday morning 

16:52:47 strong praying on the weak and at a 

terrible time. Holidays make people 

desperate but picking on an old lady like that 

that's not in the holiday spirit, that's for sure. 

0:00:58

Crime & Public Safety 12/14/17 11PM 11W HANOVER SEX CRIME ARREST (brent solomon - hanover county) IN 4209 

"Were talking about allegations here that are 

leaving this close knit community stunned 

tonight. Now, experts want you to know 

victims don't have to suffer in silence." 

(Johanna Schuchert -Prevent Child Abuse 

Virginia) 

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/17 5PM 5PF HENRICO COUNTERFEITER

Right now- Henrico police are looking for this 

men- who they say tried to buy something 

with counterfeit money. It happened last 

thursday at a business in the 1400 block of 

North Parham Road. Police say the employee 

knew the money was fake- and wouldn't let 

him buy anything. If you know who this man 

is, call crime stoppers ...

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/17 5PM 5PF GOOCHLAND DEATH INVESTIGATION

The victim's social media describes a young 

lady who loved horses and dogs. I'm told she 

was near her family's home when going on a 

walk with her dogs took a turn for the worst. 

You're looking at 22 year old Bethany 

Stevens. The investigation began Thursday 

night when her father called authorities 

saying he believed she was injured ....

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/17 5PM 5PF FF KATLYN HARTLESS It's Fugitive Friday in our Call 12 Center. 

Central Virginia's finest are manning the 

phone lines -- hoping to hear from you, to 

get the most wanted men and women off the 

streets. Fugitives like Katlyn Hartless. She's 

wanted in Hanover County for residential 

burglary and grand larceny.

0:00:54
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Politics 12/15/17 5PM 5PF FIRST ALERT CENTER

Sabrina- M. Reese Everton says back in 2013- 

Scott touched her leg and body without 

permission. She says Scott then offered to 

advance her career if she would let him have 

his way with her. Everton is a lawyer who 

specializes in sexual misconduct advocacy. 

0:00:46

Special Coverage 12/15/17 5PM 5PF KID GIVES XMAS TO HOSPITAL KIDS "I think we did better than last year david, 

what do you think!" with a truck full of 

treasures... nat pop from the hells angels 

nomad chapter...to child life specialists at 

VCU...EVERYONE IS getting ready for Santa's 

debut. "we start getting the boxes ready in 

the summer!" "give a little push!"

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/17 5:30PM 53PF FF WILLIAM MARTIN Originally William Branson Martin was 

convicted of aggravated sexual battery in Isle 

of Wight county. 14:20:31 "So this is a cold 

case for us, he's actually been missing for 

almost 18 years." After serving his prison 

sentence, Martin vanished.

0:01:28

Special Coverage 12/15/17 5:30PM 53PF FAMILY TRAINS TOGETHER AT FT LEE

00;26;34 haka In Samoa music and dance 

ARE a big part of life 00;11;19 singing and 

military service is tradition. that's why 41 

members of this Samoan family have all 

enlisted in the Army. together. 00;14;31 I'm 

the youngest. I'm currently 17. Feiloaiga (fe-e-

lo) Filivaa (fill-e-va) 's older brother served in 

operation Iraqi freedom...

0:01:47

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/17 6PM 6PF POLICE RECRUITMENT

"left" The newest recruits to Chesterfield's 

police force start training at sun-up. It's a job 

that takes an incredible amount of service 

and sacrifice. But local departments are 

struggling - to not just attract recruits--but 

chiefs say there are not enough minorities to 

reflect the growing communities. whether 

it's racially or ethnic...

0:02:13

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/17 6PM 6PF GOOCHLAND DEATH (sheriff james agnew - goochland) 125 "It was 

an absolutely grizzly mauling." Sheriff James 

Agnew recalling the tragic scene Thursday 

night when deputies responded to this 

wooded area off Manakin Road. (sheriff 

james agnew - goochland) 5854 "There were 

various articles of clothing, underclothing 

scattered about the area...

0:01:58

Special Coverage 12/15/17 11PM 11F VB POINSETTIA BOY

(Nats train) The holidays aren't the same 

(nats) Without a train. (nats) And 10-year-old 

Brady Grese has a good one. (nats) But no 

toy stands up to the feeling he got just a 

couple weeks ago. O"Did you just plan it out 

ahead of time or split decision? More like a 

split decision." Brady was out shopping with 

his mom Darla for Christmas ...

0:02:13

Crime & Public Safety 12/16/17 11PM 11F GOOCHLAND DEATH FOLO "It appears she was taken to the ground, lost 

consciousness, and the dogs then mauled her 

to death." That's Sheriff James Agnew. He 

says 22-year old Bethany Stevens' dogs 

fatally attacked her while she was walking 

them. "no strangulation marks, puncture 

wounds in the scull and this was not a 

homicide." 

0:01:31

Crime & Public Safety 12/16/17 11PM 11F CHESTERFIELD MURDER FOLO We're learning new details tonight about the 

36 year old who was found dead in a 

chesterfield neighborhood near the 

Boulders. Investigators say Basheed 

Boatwright was killed yesterday morning. 

and tonight -- 18-year-old James Williams 

faces murder charges -- as Boatwright's 

family mourns their loss. 

0:00:45
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Crime & Public Safety 12/17/17 6PM 6Y SETTLERS LANDING VANDALS Andrew Young just paid off his first car And 

now with just a week before Christmas 

(Andrew Young/ Vandalism Victim) "this is 

one of those things that you can't control" 

He's dealing with this. (Andrew Young/ 

Vandalism Victim) "I found my window 

broken, shattered but still in tact but a spot 

where a bb hit it. 

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 12/17/17 6PM 6Y I95 TRACTOR TRAILER AX

And right now, part of I-95 now back open in 

Henrico following an early morning tractor 

trailer crash. Take a look at this tractor trailer 

on it's side near the mile marker 85, not far 

from the I-295 interchange. State Police say 

just before 4-30 a-m this semi carrying fruits 

and vegetables ran off road and overturned. 

0:00:55

Politics 12/18/17 5PM 5PM KAINE AND DACA DREAMERS Senator Kaine says there are more than 13 

thousand dreamers in the Commonwealth.. 

many who came to this country as young 

children even babies, and tell me, Virginia is 

the ONLY home they have truly known. 

thousands fear deportation, if they are 

unable to renew their DACA status and it 

runs out... 

0:00:45

Politics 12/18/17 5PM 5PM KAINE AND DACA DREAMERS Senator Tim Kaine: some proposals have 

suggested requiring rigorous background 

checks, and a commitment to working, 

studying or serving the U.S. speaking with 

Dreamers today, they're hoping people will 

be open to learning about the issues, and 

learning from those who say they just want 

to positively co...

0:00:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/18/17 6PM 6PM GOOCHLAND DOG MAULING FOLO "while we were ting about stratgies to catch 

the dogs, we had turned and looked, the 

dogs had gone back over to the body and i 

observed along with four other deputi 

sheriffs observed, the dog eating the rib cage 

on the body. we were able to shoo them 

away" "she would come home maybe five 

times to her father's house a week on 

average ...

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/18/17 6PM 6PM GOOCHLAND DOG MAULING FOLO Sheriff Jim Agnew says he wants to be 

completely transparent in this case. just 

before the press conference he showed 

journalists--photos from the crime scene and 

what his detectives saw. He's releasing new 

information tonight after getting the blessing 

from Bethany Stephens' family.

0:00:51

Crime & Public Safety 12/18/17 6PM 6PM MURDER ARREST

Richmond police have arrested a man in a 

homicide that happened back in September. 

The case almost seems like "street justice." 

21-year-old malik gary is charged with 

second-degree murder in the death of 28-

year-old marvin eley. his body was found on 

west federal street september 10th. only an 

hour before his own murder...

0:01:03

Politics 12/18/17 6PM 6PM STATE BUDGET 29:47 "My budget will expand Medicaid for 

the Commonwealth of Virginia." One last try 

before he leaves office. Governor McAuliffe 

again proposes expanding Medicaid to 400 

thousand more Virginians, using federal 

funds and hospital fees. 43:06 (Gov. Terry 

McAuliffe/(D) - Virginia) I put in the budget 

421 million dollars.

0:01:48

Politics 12/18/17 6PM 6PM DACA FIGHT "we're here because of opportunities we 

didnt have in our county better education, a 

house a car a tv---I think people take us the 

wrong way honestly." the fear of the 

unknown, brings on a flood of emotions for 

Berta Yepez. "give us the opportunity to be 

here that's it."

0:01:39
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Racial Issues 12/18/17 6PM 6PM CVILLE COUNCIL PERMITS TONIGHT Also in about an hour-- Charlottesville City 

Council will discuss revaming the city's 

permit rules because of the deadly "unite the 

right rally." The city wants stricter guidelines -

-- and is even considering making those who 

request a permit to *pay* a lump sum as 

insurance. 

0:00:56

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/17 5PM 5PT HENRICO SEX TRAFFICKING

In Room 29 at the Broadway Motel in 

Henrico-- court documents say a young 

woman was selling her body on Backpage dot 

com. She's underage and her ad caught the 

attention of an undercover Henrico detective 

investigating posts on the controversial 

website. When he questioned her-- she said 

that "...a person named "Khadejahs" told her 

how to make money...

0:01:09

Racial Issues 12/19/17 5PM 5PT LEE DAVIS NAME DEBATE

the two sides of this continue to garner 

support, taking their concerns to the hanover 

county school board... there are two 

petitions online right now, one started by a 

2010 grad who says the recent tension and 

division seen over confederate symbols 

pushed him to push for a change...

0:00:52

Special Coverage 12/19/17 5PM 5PT AOK CLAUDIA BOB

SOT (andy) 13:59:45 "I had a great career and 

then voila, i get ms, why me well, why not 

me...and i favor people like bob who helps, 

because i can't do it without him" ARCHITECT 

TURNED PAINTER ANDY STUART LOOKS 

FORWARD TO WEEKLY VISITS FROM RETIRED 

NURSE BOB ALEXANDER. 

0:03:06

Special Coverage 12/19/17 5:30PM 53PT BLOOD DRIVE PREVIEW Molly Baer is making her list 01;40;51 nat of 

marker and checking it twice. 01;41;01 santa 

is pretty impressive, isn't he? I'm on his list. 

But there is one very important thing molly 

needs-- blood donations. 01:27:49 I go to 

children's hospital and get a blood 

transfusion. 

0:01:52

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/17 6PM 6PT HENRICO SEX TRAFFICKING

About a month ago-- Room 29 at the 

Broadway Motel on Brook Road became the 

center of a human trafficking investigation. 

This is where court documents say an 

underage woman-- sold her body on 

Backpage dot com. Her ad-- caught the 

attention of an undercover Henrico officer 

investigating the controversial website.

0:01:50

Education 12/19/17 6PM 6PT HANOVER SCHOOLS RENAMING

Nannie Davis: "It's been on my heart since I 

entered Lee-Davis, that the name should not 

be Lee-Davis." 1967 is the year, Nannie Davis 

graduated from Lee Davis High School Davis: 

"my graduation ring had confederate flags, 

general lee and jefferson davis on it, so you 

know when you graduate you want to show 

off what you have? 

0:01:56

Special Coverage 12/19/17 6PM 6PT OYSA DMV SCANDAL This all started with anonymous calls to the 

state's fraud, waste and abuse hotline. 

Multiple whistleblowers have come forward 

to NBC12--- to break down what was 

happening with your tax dollars inside ONE 

division of the DMV. you pass weigh stations 

on the highway all the time. 

0:01:01
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Crime & Public Safety 12/19/17 11PM 11M DOG SHOT DURING BREAK IN THIS 3 YEAR OLD PIT-BULL DOG IS A 

WOUNDED HERO TONIGHT. ZULU HERE WAS 

DOING HIS JOB PROTECTING HIS HOME - 

WHERE A VIRGINIA BEACH POLICE OFFICER, 

HIS DAUGHTER WHO IS IN A WHEELCHAIR, 

AND AND COUSIN LIVE. "that's kind of scary 

because if they were home and she was 

there she can't move because she's in a 

wheelchair."

0:00:52

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/17 11PM 11M BRIDGE KIDNAPPING SENTENCE the man accused of kidnappning his 

girlfriend in maryland -- then driving her to 

virginia beach, will spend five years in jail. 

phillip timmons plead guilty to abduction and 

a weapons charge -- and was sentenced to 

today. this happened in 20-15 -- and police in 

virginia beach arrested timmons after he his 

truck was stopped...

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/17 11PM 11M GOOCHLAND DOG MAULING FOLO New Monday -- investigators revealed they 

witnessed Bethany Stevens two pitbulls 

eating her ribcage when deputies discovered 

her body. (james agnew - hopewell sheriff) 

2913 "At that time we had to decide whether 

or not we were going to take care of the dogs 

then and there by shooting them or whether 

we would continue to try to capture them." 

...

0:01:42

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/17 11PM 11M JEFF DAVIS ROBBERY

Yeah, the good news --- that victim wasn't 

hurt. But, that suspect is still out there --- 

and may be armed. So, let's put those photos 

back up on the screen... We know it's tough 

to see much... His face is covered... But, 

officers are hoping these images will inspire 

someone to come forward with tips that 

could help lead to an arrest....

0:00:46

Racial Issues 12/19/17 11PM 11M CVILLE FOLO "Another chaotic council meeting here in 

Charlottesville. As I was walking out of City 

Hall Monday an elderly woman walked out 

just behind me and she asked me if these 

meetings are always such a disaster. I told 

her, 'ma'am, I've only been to a few -- all 

since August 12th, but yes.' 

0:02:30

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/20/17 5PM 5PW RD NEW PASSWORD RESEARCH A new study from an I-T firm finds women 

may be savvier when it comes to protecting 

their accounts! The study from Houston-

based E-P-C group, found men are nearly 

three times as likely as women to use 

"password" as their password on online 

accounts! Women, though, were more likely 

to use their partner's name as a password, 

also not a great idea...

0:01:34

Politics 12/20/17 5PM 5PW DELEGATES RECOUNT LATEST

9:59:57 "I thought it was awesome. I mean, 

like I said before, it's democracy working at 

its best. I was like one vote... that's amazing." 

So, which party controls the house... 

democrats or republicans... will now weigh 

on this upcoming drawing... meantime, the 

recount of the local House District 68 race.... 

0:01:04

Politics 12/20/17 5PM 5PW DELEGATES RECOUNT LATEST Let's start with yesterday's recount... where 

Republican Delegate David Yancey had led 

Democrat Shelly Simonds by ten votes going 

into the recount... During the process, a 

disputed ballot was thrown out... The race 

was then declared 'a win' for Simonds-- by 

just one vote.

0:00:58

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/17 5:30PM 53PW XMAS TREES DESTROYED It's the time of year when people are putting 

up the tree, wrapping presents, and hanging 

stockings. But firefighters say your 

chrristmas tree can a big hazard if it isn't 

handled properly... (NATS) Forcing 

firefighters to spring into action..

0:01:55
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Crime & Public Safety 12/20/17 6PM 6PW SECRET SHOPPER SCAM If something doesn't seem right. Brad Beatty: 

"this doesn't look like a real check to me, 

there's no watermark." asking questions, 

could SAVE you from LOSING money... Bread 

Beatty: "nobody's going to send you 2900 to 

do them a favor." It showed up at his front 

door... 

0:01:39

Special Coverage 12/20/17 6PM 6PW OYS DAWN PACKARD

DAWN PACKARD IS A PROUD MOM RAISING 

A BRILLIANT LITTLE MATH GENIUS SHE SAYS. 

12:16:28 "He's in 5th grade and has always 

had perfect attendance and until this report 

card which I have not seen yet, he has had 

straight A's" 12:18:22 "He does need some 

winter clothes. He needs some jeans. Some 

shoes. Coat. Winter boots maybe.

0:01:59

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/17 11PM 11T VA BEACH DOG SHOT UPDATE

THIS WAS THE LATEST PICTURE WE SAW OF 

PIT BULL ZULU. HOOKED UP TO 

TUBES...AWAITING SURGERY. HIS MOM AND 

DAD...ANXIOUSLY WAITING. (13;51;55;20) "I 

know he's strong enough that he's going to 

pull through.." THE THREE YEAR OLD DOG 

WAS SHOT ONCE SUNDAY NIGHT -- 

WARDING OFF BURGLARS 

0:01:23

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/17 11PM 11T CFIELD DECORATION SLASHER "Out here in the Settler's Landing 

neighborhood, there isn't any snow for 

packing but -- Frosty's packin'? Yes, we 

realize we're talking about some holiday 

inflatables but to the kids in this 

neighborhood, it's so much more than that." 

"Early this morning someone came through 

Sabine Sanderson's yard, and tried to steal 

her Minions inflatable."...

0:02:11

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/17 11PM 11T HOLIDAY COLD CASE (karen norwood - son killed) 4804 "I wanna 

know why you killed my baby. I wanna know 

why." It's been one year and one month. 

(karen norwood - son killed) 3809 "My heart 

as a whole, it's just empty." And still no 

answers in the death of Karen Norwood's 

only son, William. 

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/17 11PM 11T SPOTSY HOME INVASION ARREST New tonight -- a Spotsylvania man behind 

bars, accused of attacking a woman, during a 

violent home invasion. deputies say on 

sunday, 30-year-old Lamont Doss, held the 

homeowners at gunpoint -- and when the 

woman tried to call 9-1-1, he attacked her. 

he then stole cash, jewelry, and medication 

before leaving. 

0:01:36

Politics 12/21/17 5PM 5PR BRENT FBURG RACE RECOUNT It took some 5 and a half hours to go ballot 

by ballot. After election officials determined 

Bob Thomas beat challenger Joshua Cole, it 

was then up to a judge here in Circuit Court 

to make it official. We watched from behind 

closed doors as election staff members got to 

work. Take a look at the results of that 

recount. 

0:00:48

Politics 12/21/17 5PM 5PR BRENT FBURG RACE RECOUNT Bob Thomas' win gives the GOP a 50 to 49 

advantage with one race still undecided. 

Next Wednesday, the winner of the 94th 

district delegate race between Republican 

Delegate David Yancey and Democrat 

Democrat Shelly Simonds will be chosen 

from a drawing since that recount resulted in 

a tie. 

0:01:13
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Politics 12/21/17 5PM 5PR KELLY STONEY'S FIRST YEAR 13:21 "B+ this year. I don't believe in your 

first year you can be A+ perfect. I think we've 

done a great job in terms of getting city hall 

ope rational again, making it a high 

performing place. WIth 25,000 potholes 

filled, 1600 allies have been repaired. we've 

cut the grass. we plowed the streets on time 

when the snow storm hit."

0:01:25

Politics 12/21/17 5PM 5PR KELLY STONEY'S FIRST YEAR The mayor tells me he believes he's done a 

good job so far... But of course, he says 

there's still so much work to be done... and 

he has some big aspirations for 2018. One 

area the mayor says he's proud to have 

improved is restoring efficiency to city hall... 

Mayor Stoney replaced multiple top ranking 

officials, 

0:00:50

Special Coverage 12/21/17 5PM 5PR J&J ABUSE ON CAMERA

Melina Smith lived here at Jones and Jones 

for two years. She says she was tired of 

watching her roommate being abused, which 

is why she says she recorded this video. 

23:34:14 it's unbelievable the way people get 

treated... I wouldn't wish this on anybody 

0:02:53

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/21/17 5:30PM 53PR SECRET WINE EXCHANGE

The pitch sounds good: You buy a $15 bottle 

of wine and send it to a secret wine lover, 

and then you get anywhere from 6-26 bottles 

of wine yourself! What could be wrong with 

that? Well, plenty, actually! Facebook is now 

full of these pitches from friends looking for 

participants for a "Secret Wine Bottle 

Exchange" over the holidays.

0:01:07

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/17 5:30PM 53PR RVA PARENTING It's one of the hottest toys of the year- 

fingerlings. But finding one at a normal price 

this time of year- can be tough! 14:35:02 

Barry Moore, BBB - "The problem today is 

Sarah, they are almost nowhere to be found. 

And that causes problems." What kinds of 

problems?

0:01:32

Health 12/21/17 6PM 6PR DSS RESPONDS

Jones and Jones Assisted Living, tucked away 

on Forest Hill Avenue, has been home to 

people with disabilities, the elderly, and 

people who suffer from mental illness, for 

over a decade. But for those we spoke to 

who lived or still live there -- the facility 

hasn't felt like much of a home, at all.

0:03:26

Politics 12/21/17 6PM 6PR FBURG RECOUNT  "Despite Cole's loss today, he tells me this is 

far from over. He's meeting with a federal 

judge next month to request a special 

election. While he gained some votes in 

today's recount, his challenger Republican 

Bob Thomas came out on top." 

0:02:02

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/21/17 11PM 11W DULLES AIRPORT STRIKE ON ONE OF THE BUSIEST TRAVEL WEEKS OF 

THE YEAR -- WORKERS AT DULLES 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ARE WALKING OFF 

THE JOB AND PROTESTING OUTSIDE THE 

DEPARTURE TERMINAL. "We don't think that 

the work we put in is being appreciated the 

way it should be." 

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/17 11PM 11W MURDER VIC KIDS GET TOYS (Take PKG) 5-year-old Paris and 2 year old 

McKenzie are busy lugging gifts (nat) like 

teddy bears, baby dolls and ponies. That's 

mom, Quadeja James' goal keeping daddy's 

little girls giddy while they spend their first 

holiday without their father. "It's 

overwhelming. It's been a lot."

0:01:28
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Special Coverage 12/21/17 11PM 11W HELP FOR INMATES It's not uncommon to see 60 year old James 

Lee riding his bike from Point A to Point B. 

While getting a handle on life, he admits he 

hasn't always made the right choices. (james 

lee - real life program) 4908 "I did have a 

relapse. Substance abuse." That resulted in a 

parole violation after he served 15 years in 

prison for burglary...

0:02:56

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/17 4PM 4PF CARD SKIMMERS OYS More travelers on the road (nat if we have 

one) Means more people at the pump. (nat) 

And among the many holiday scams are 

credit card skimmers. 07:40:05 Normally I 

don't think about it but I did think about it 

just now only because I'm traveling and I was 

thinking about how bad it would be if I got 

my card wiped out. 

0:01:26

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/22/17 5PM 5PF KELLY HOLIDAY SHOPPING

"With the countdown to Christmas, 

Carytown is buzzing. In fact, Chop Suey Books 

here has been packed with customers all day 

long." The line has reached the back of the 

bookstore most of the day, with people 

checking off last minute gifts... 7:03:01 "The 

last week has really picked up. 

0:00:55

Special Coverage 12/22/17 5PM 5PF JASMINE LADY STARTS NON PROFIT

JASMINE: Blaize'n Awareness Against 

Drugs..or BAAD is a community of GOOD 

people.. hoping to honor the life of a young 

man whose legacy won't be forgotten.. 

Losing her son is one the most painful 

experiences for Jennifer Tolson, but she 

knows forging ahead in a newfound purpose 

is EXACTLY what her son would want. 

0:01:30

Special Coverage 12/22/17 5PM 5PF BRENT HOLIDAY TRAVEL LATEST (brent solomon - ric airport) 5 IN 3233 "No 

major issues at Richmond's airport today. 

We've been speaking with passengers all day 

long, many tell us flying is their preference." 

(Lonell McDonald - flew to see family) 2235 

"It's just faster. It's just faster. Driving would 

take hours." (Fred Meade - returning to 

richmond today) 

0:01:20

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/22/17 6PM 6PF LAST MINUTE SHOPPING "If you think it's busy now, wait until 

tomorrow, Super Saturday. More than 53 

percent of shoppers say they'll be out buying 

gifts." 7:00:53 "Knick-knacks, cards for gift 

cards because I shop really late so that's 

about all I got." 7:01:30 "Do you always shop 

late? Yes." 

0:01:51

Special Coverage 12/22/17 6PM 6PF OYS LAURA MACRI ((( DO "NOT" SHOW PIC OF GRAND SON 

ANYWHERE))) Great Grandmother Laura 

Macri says she cannot provide a decent 

Christmas for her grandchildren on a fixed 

income. She can only provide the basics. One 

grand son lives with her and the other with 

his grandpa. 2:13:28 "I am the same as his 

mother.

0:02:15

Special Coverage 12/22/17 6PM 6PF HOLIDAY TRAVEL (brent solomon - ric airport) 6 IN 3220 "Of 

course were just days away for Christmas 

and that finds a whole lot of folks right now 

rushing to either get home or to their loved 

ones." (Benjamin Emerson - flew to see 

family) 1851 "Enjoying family and good 

food." It's why Benjamin Emerson hopped on 

a plane from Atlanta -- 

0:01:56

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/17 11PM 11F TRIPLE FIRE FAMILY SPEAKS They say an angel is someone who helps you 

believe in miracles. Linda Johnson never 

asked (nat of laughter) But she says this past 

julygod gave her three. 12:39 I was the 

gramma that was right there with them. 

They were like my best friends.

0:02:40
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Special Coverage 12/23/17 11PM 11F DERMYER BILLBOARDS (nat pop) (cars driving by) DAY AFTER DAY 

(nat pop) WE DRIVE BY BILLBOARDS ON THE 

HIGHWAY. (nat pop) BUT THIS ONE HAS A 

SPECIAL MESSAGE. Michelle "It's very bitter 

sweet." IT'S A MESSAGE RECOGNIZING 

POLICE OFFICERS. "The Dermyer family 

would like to thank you for what you do 

every day, Merry Christmas." 

0:01:25

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/17 5PM 5PT LBURG CHURCH VANDALISM

IT'S NOT THE KIND OF CHRISTMAS THIS 

CONGREGATION WAS anticipating. "Oh 

heartbroken that's what it was we were 

heart broken to think that someone full of 

that much evil in their heart would go out 

and destroy things like that" JUST DAYS AGO - 

DOZENS OF THESE OLD TOMBSTONES WERE 

DESTROYED... BROKEN... KNOCKED OVER.

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/17 5PM 5PT SPOTSY CHASE A South Carolina man is facing a long list of 

charges tonight-- after leading Virginia State 

Police on a chase spanning multiple counties, 

that started in Henrico. 21-year-old Jerrell 

Richardson is charged with eluding police 

and assault on a police officer -- among other 

charges. 

0:00:46

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/17 5PM 5PT TREEMONT COURT SHOOTING (ricardo monge - next door neighbor shot) 

300 "You heard the gunshots? Yes. I was 

upstairs. My window was open. I hear 

everything." Ricardo Monge lives next door 

to the scene of a violent holiday night. 

Monge says he saw three women approach 

in a white car. (ricardo monge - next door 

neighbor shot) 233 "The start argument. 

0:01:06

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/17 5PM 5PT SANDSTON SHOOTING AND AX Jasmine: "It's been three months since 

neighbors say this stretch of La France Rd. 

was filled with police lights and crime scene 

tape... a car crashing rushing a little boy who 

had been SHOT to the hospital. He survived, 

but now his mother says she's still waiting for 

justice." 

0:01:34

Politics 12/26/17 5PM 5PT ELECTION RECOUNT Her legal team argues this vote shouldn't be 

counted because they didn't follow recount 

rules ... and they're concerned this decision 

could impact recounts in future elections 

throughout virginia. On the ballot in 

question, bubbles for both Yancey and 

Simonds were filled in ... with a line drawn 

through the Simonds bubble.

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/17 6PM 6PT TREEMONT COURT SHOOTING (ricardo monge - next door neighbor shot) 

438 "Everybody want to have a safe 

Christmas." But it felt like anything BUT that 

as Ricardo Monge sat in his own home. 

(ricardo monge - next door neighbor shot) 

300 "You heard the gunshots? Yes. I was 

upstairs. My window was open. I hear 

everything." 

0:01:24

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/27/17 5PM 5PW CONSUMER WORK TRENDS A game room with pinball machines and a 

break room with table tennis And a popcorn 

popperliven up a day in the office at 

"freightcenter." The company says all these 

new perks are a result of executives reading 

employees' anonymous reviews on job 

websites. The company also improved its 

401k and offered flexible schedules...

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/17 5PM 5PW RESTON MURDER BOUQUETS OF FLOWERS LINE THE 

SIDEWALK; A SIGN SAYS, HATE HAS NO 

HOME HERE... AFTER A devastating 

SHOOTING, THAT TOOK THE LIVES OF SCOTT 

FRICKER, AND HIS WIFE BUCKLEY: Janet 

Kuhn/Victim's Mother: "The reason I'm 

speaking out is because of the Nazi evil that 

was behind all this." THAT INFLUENCE, 

FAMILY MEMBERS SAY, LED TO GUNFIRE...

0:01:34
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Politics 12/27/17 5PM 5PW DIST 94 PROTEST

Nats protesters About 20 supporters for 

Democrat Shelly Simonds protested outside 

Republican Delegate David Yancey's office, 

protesting last week's court ruling ... 

accepting a disputed ballot for Yancey, tying 

the election. (Gene Magruder/Virginia 

Association of Democratic Chairs) 

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/17 6PM 6PW CHESTER BARRICADE (joseph williams - lives near crime scene) 

3006 "Oh man, it's kind of scary isn't it?" 

Especially since Joseph Williams had no clue 

why there was such an ordeal outside his 

front door. (joseph williams - lives near crime 

scene) 3021 "I was coming up this way about 

a quarter till 11, I saw about 5 or 6 police 

cars go by me.

0:01:31

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/17 6PM 6PW HENRICO KIDNAPPING SUSPECT TOnight, henrico police need your help 

finding this man accused of abduction. Police 

say 29-year-old Ralphael Fuller is wanted 

wanted on several charges. Police say he is 

known to frequent the Creighton Court area -- 

and has a tattoo of a tiger on his right arm. If 

you have seen Fuller, call Henrico Police or 

Crime Stoppers.

0:01:00

Education 12/27/17 6PM 6PW OVERBY SHEPPARD PREPS Jasmine: "it's moving week at Overby 

Sheppard Elementary school...renovations 

finished just in time for students to return 

after their break..I got a chance to take a 

look around, walk the halls as volunteers 

work hard to put it all together." A gift too 

big to unwrap. loud speaker: "as we show 

gratitude and appreciation for each other.

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/28/17 4PM 4PR HENRICO CAR WARNING Nwoko Lock up those doors Nat Pop Nwoko 

Even though the holiday season is winding 

down your guard should always be up... 

Nwoko And neighbors along the 6800 block 

of monument avenue are getting a much 

needed wake up call Carlton Hines Lives on 

Monument Avenue 

0:02:23

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/28/17 5PM 5PR GREYHOUND DELAYS

we spoke with nearly a dozen people here 

this morning all trying to get to New York, 

Baltimore or DC..many of whom were 

waiting for hours..only being told there were 

no drivers to take them were they wanted to 

go. 01;37;13 this is ridiculous. I'm so mad I 

don't know what to do. I'm angry. 

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 12/28/17 5PM 5PR I95 STAFFORD INCIDENT

Traffic is still backed up on Interstate 95 in 

Stafford County ... after police say a driver 

fired shots at police. Around 11:30 this 

morning -- officers were told to be on the 

lookout for an SUV that may be related to a 

fatal shooting. A state trooper saw that 

vehicle on I-95 and attempted to pull it over. 

0:00:47

Special Coverage 12/28/17 5PM 5PR CFIELD KNITS TO STAY WARM

Jasmine: "theres no denying its cold out side 

gloves hats warm coats essential when 

temperatures in the twenties or teens..but 

the reality is not everyone is able to stay 

warm or have a warm place to stay this 

season, that's why one chesterfield woman 

wants to do her part to give people comfort."

0:01:50

Special Coverage 12/28/17 5PM 5PR KOOL AND THE GANG

Good news if you did buy a ticket to see Kool 

and the Gang at Innsbrook After Hours for 

New Years Eve. They have moved the show 

to next summer and will honor your ticket. 

No date has been confirmed yet, but we will 

keep you posted. Make sure you hold onto 

you ticket. Even though the concert has been 

canceled there are plenty of events...

0:01:09
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Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/28/17 6PM 6PR GREYHOUND TROUBLE One traveler we spoke with was supposed to 

leave Richmond at 2:45 this morning-- he 

waiting through the night..finally hitting the 

road around 11am---all because they was a 

shortage of drivers. there's no place like 

home for the holidays..especially when 

you're stuck in transit at the greyhound 

station. 

0:01:54

Special Coverage 12/28/17 6PM 6PR CFIELD KNITS Jasmine "next wednesday a weekly stitch 

night at the broken tulip in carytown will be 

dedicated to keeping people warm this 

season, A chesterfield woman just wants to 

do her part and she's asking other people to 

join her." : "I just want to give back what 

people gave me." Each stitch...carefully 

crafted

0:02:05

Special Coverage 12/28/17 6PM 6PR KOOL AND THE GANG

Good news if you did buy a ticket to see Kool 

and the Gang at Innsbrook After Hours for 

New Years Eve. They have moved the show 

to Thursday, August 23rd and they will honor 

your ticket. Make sure you hold onto it. Even 

though the concert has been canceled there 

are plenty of events going on around town 

including the popular Ball Rise ...

0:00:56

Special Coverage 12/28/17 6PM 6PR OYS YEAR ENDER

When the 24 year old mother of two came to 

NBC 12 she was homeless and had been 

sleeping in a car on and off for months with 

her two babies. "If I can just get a place to lay 

my head to I can get stable." Downtrodden 

and scared Raijene was still determined not 

to be separated from her kid...

0:04:21

Crime & Public Safety 12/28/17 11PM 11W HENRICO CAR WARNING Nwoko Lock up those doors Nat Pop Nwoko 

Even though the holiday season is winding 

down your guard should always be up... 

Nwoko And neighbors along the 6800 block 

of monument avenue are getting a much 

needed wake up call Carlton Hines Lives on 

Monument Avenue 02:32:00-02:32:06 "It 

throws me off"

0:01:51

Crime & Public Safety 12/28/17 11PM 11W HENRICO DRUG ARREST

Now in henrico -- police arrest three people 

on drug charges, with a child in the car at the 

time... the day after Christmas. Sean 

McDonald, Jenavie Francis, and Eugene 

Brewington -- are all facing possession and 

other charges, right now. police were called 

to the 7-thousand block of west broad street 

for reports of "suspicious activity...

0:01:32

Special Coverage 12/29/17 4PM 4PF FREEZING PETS Nat Pop Olive may just be a dog, but she's 

ready for those sinking temperatures thanks 

to her thermal jacket... "Freezing 

temperatures are not something we are that 

accustomed to in Richmond, but for dogs it's 

definitely important to take that into 

consideration 

0:01:24

Special Coverage 12/29/17 5PM 5PF BIG LOTTO JACKPOTS We are here in Chesterfield at the Styles Bi-

Rite just off Hull Street and Genito where 

lottery fever is in full swing. We have the 

mega millions drawing tonight and the 

powerball drawing tomorrow and both 

jackpots are at least 300 million. Your chance 

of winning are not great at all. Odds of 

winning the mega millions are 1 ...

0:01:15



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Politics 12/29/17 5:30PM 53PF GOP RESPONDS TO LAWSUIT

Point and counter point. Republican David 

Yancey and Republican leadership filed this 

response, saying the court should not 

reconsider it's decision to accept a disputed 

ballot for him that tied the race. 2:19 (Del. 

Kirk Cox/(R) - Colonial Heights) The judges 

ruled, they're the final say in balls and 

strikes, they're the umpire. This a...

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/17 6PM 6PF SHOTS FIRED AT SENIOR LIVING HOME Behind me is the SAINT COSMA DAMIANOS 

HOUSE-- it's a subsidized housing for the 

elderly, disabled and handicapped. So that's 

why residents I spoke with here want to 

know who did this and why they targeted 

this community. Broken glass and bullet 

holes were an unwelcome sight at SAINT 

COSMA DAMIANOS HOUSE. 

0:01:43

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/29/17 11PM 11R 17TH ST FARMERS MARKET

"City officials tell me that these fences will be 

coming down sometime in the spring... the 

plaza open to the public. And that can't come 

soon enough for all the restaurant and shops 

here that have been inconvenienced by the 

construction." Planning for the revitalization 

of the 17th Street Market goes back to even 

before 2012... 

0:01:51

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/17 11PM 11R SHOTS FIRED AT TROOPER Bullets piercing A Virginia State Trooper's 

windshield And a Stafford County deputy's 

cruiser. -SOT AMANDA VICINANZO / 

STAFFORD SHERIFF'S OFFICE SPOKESPERSON 

*tbd - describing how the bullet went into 

the headrest Investigators say the bullet one 

of many fired from the man driving the now 

totaled SUV. 

0:01:24

Special Coverage 12/29/17 11PM 11R FREEZING PETS Nat Pop Olive may just be a dog, but she's 

ready for those sinking temperatures thanks 

to her thermal jacket... "Freezing 

temperatures are not something we are that 

accustomed to in Richmond, but for dogs it's 

definitely important to take that into 

consideration 

0:01:24

Health 12/30/17 6PM 6S DRUG OVERDOSE CEREMONY

Happening tonight... the McShin Foundation 

is holding a vigil at a Richmond church, to 

remember the thousands of lives lost to 

substance abuse in 2017. The "White Marker 

Project" at 'Celebration Church and Outreach 

Ministry' features 3,500 white crosses, 

representing the number of Virginians who 

died from substance abuse.

0:01:00

Health 12/30/17 6PM 6S PETERSBURG BOIL WATER Some neighbors in Petersburg are still 

making due without water... Crews have 

been repairing a broken water line on 

Sycamore Street, since yesterday. The city 

expects the work to be finished soon... 

Meantime, some people have low water 

pressure, or no water at all. Petersburg also 

issued a "boil water advisory" 

0:01:05

Politics 12/30/17 6PM 6S RICHMOND TREASURER

The city of Richmond's new treasurer was 

sworn in this morning. Nichole Armstead was 

elected on November 7th for her first term. 

The Richmond-native is a V-C-U graduate. 

She's also the daughter of former City 

Councilman, H-W "Chuck" Richardson.

0:01:05



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2017

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/17 11PM 11F WOMAN IN DUMPSTER ON CHRISTMAS EVE THE BURNED BODY OF A 

WOMAN , WAS FOUND IN A DUMPSTER AT 

AN APARTMENT COMPLEX IN LAS VEGAS. 

BUT THE STORY OF TESS HENRY GOES BACK 

MUCH FURTHER. IT'S THE STORY OF A 

YOUNG MOM... AND ADDICTION. A DISEASE 

THAT STARTED IN HIGH SCHOOL WITH A 

PRESCRIPTION AND RIPPED TESS FROM THE 

LOVING ARMS OF HER FAMILY IN ROANOKE 

....

0:02:07

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/17 11PM 11F STAFFORD SUSPECT FOLO

When you look at the deputy's cruiser Follow 

the bullet path From the windshield into The 

driver's seat. You can see the frayed headrest 

where the bullet pierced through. Incredibly 

the deputy sitting in that seat Alive and well. 

0:01:55

Health 12/30/17 11PM 11S PETERSBURG BOIL WATER Some neighbors in Petersburg are still 

making due without water... Crews have 

been repairing a broken water line on 

Sycamore Street, since yesterday. The city 

expects the work to be finished soon... 

Meantime, some people have low water 

pressure, or no water at all. Petersburg also 

issued a "boil water advisory" 

0:01:02

Special Coverage 12/30/17 11PM 11F BURSTING PIPES "Imagine coming home from work and seeing 

your entire living room and kitchen flooded 

with inches of water." "Took a step inside my 

front door, and felt a squish." Martha 

Freismuth's brand new wooden floors look 

much better now than they did just a couple 

hours ago... after this pipe behind the washer 

and dryer, burst

0:02:40

Politics 12/31/17 11PM 11S RICHMOND TREASURER ---lighter--- The city of Richmond's new 

treasurer was sworn in this morning. Nichole 

Armstead was elected on November 7th for 

her first term. The Richmond-native is a V-C-

U graduate. She's also the daughter of 

former City Councilman, H-W "Chuck" 

Richardson.

0:01:00

Special Coverage 12/31/17 11PM 11S DRUG OVERDOSE CEREMONY

--serious-- Tonight, the McShin Foundation 

held a vigil at a South Richmond church, to 

remember the thousands of lives lost to 

substance abuse in 2017. The "White Marker 

Project" at 'Celebration Church and Outreach 

Ministry' features 35-hundred white crosses. 

Those crosses represent the number of 

Virginians who died from substance abuse.

0:01:15



DATELINE NBC 
4th QUARTER 2017 TOPICS 

 

All-New ‘At the Bottom of the Pool’ airs Friday, October 13 at 9 p.m. ET  

When a model and up-and-coming YouTube celebrity is found dead, police question her husband to see 
if he can provide any answers. Keith Morrison reports on what could have led to her death.  

‘The Knock at the Door’ airs Saturday, October 14 at 9 p.m. ET  

After a young woman is found murdered, her mother searches for answers to help bring justice to a case 
that has gone cold. Keith Morrison reports. 

All-New ‘One Moment’ airs Friday, October 20 at 9 p.m. ET  

When Crystal Taylor was murdered, her sisters were determined to find the killer. Josh Mankiewicz 
reports on the unexpected source who turned the case upside down. 

All-New “The Prophet’s Daughter” airs Friday, November 10 at 9 p.m. ET  

Rachel Jeffs sits down with Megyn Kelly to talk about what it was like growing up as the daughter of 
Warren Jeffs, the self-proclaimed prophet of the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints (FLDS). The one-hour episode reveals dramatic new details and dark secrets about Rachel’s life in 
polygamy and her escape to freedom. The broadcast also features rare photographs and footage of 
several FLDS compounds, as well as never before seen home videos. 

All-New “Black Friday” airs Friday, November 10 at 10 p.m. ET/9 p.m. CT  

On Black Friday, Fort Worth, TX police are called to the scene of a brutal murder. The victim is beloved 
by her friends, girlfriends, and co-workers. She had no enemies - or did she? Keith Morrison reports.  

 “At the Bottom of the Stairs” airs Saturday, November 11 at 9 p.m. ET 

A young woman's body is discovered in the basement of her home in western Massachusetts. What could 
explain the horror that greeted first responders? Dennis Murphy reports. 

All-New “Unthinkable – The Menendez Murders” airs Friday, November 17 at 9 p.m. ET  

“Dateline NBC” will air a special two-hour episode on the Menendez brothers, who were convicted more 
than two decades ago of murdering their parents in Beverly Hills. During an interview with NBC’s Keith 
Morrison, the older brother, Lyle Menendez, argues from behind bars that despite admitting to the brutal 
shotgun killing of his parents, he believes he should have received a plea deal. Lyle tells him, “There are, 
like, two to three hundred parricide cases a year, where a parent is killed by a child. And they are almost 
all related to abuse. And they are almost all settled. This case, they picked out as different.” He added, 
“And I think that it was very easy, because it was Beverly Hills, and my father had a lot of money, to sort 
of sell this headline that these brothers killed for money. 

  



“Finding Sarah Goode” airs Friday, November 24 at 9 p.m. ET/10 p.m. CT  

When the youngest sister of a large, tight-knit family on Long Island goes missing, they go to 
extraordinary lengths to find her. Andrea Canning reports.  

 “The Silhouette” airs Saturday, November 25 at 10 p.m. ET/11 p.m. CT  

During an early morning in San Antonio, Texas, a husband shot his wife, saying he mistook her for an 
intruder. Was this a terrible accident or a case of deliberate murder? Andrea Canning reports.  

All-New “Poisoned” airs Friday, December 1 at 9 p.m. ET  

The unexplained death of a beloved chiropractor becomes a criminal investigation when authorities 
discover she’d been poisoned. Detectives focus on her own family before an anonymous letter leads 
them to the unlikeliest of suspects. Andrea Canning reports.  

 “The Knock at the Door” airs Saturday, December 2 at 9 p.m. ET 

Soon after a young woman is found murdered, her case turns cold. Will her mother’s search for answers 
bring justice? Keith Morrison reports.  

All-New “The Favorite Son” airs Friday, December 8 at 9 p.m. ET  

After a small business owner and his bride are murdered just a few months after their wedding, police 
start looking into stories about a nasty family feud. Josh Mankiewicz reports.  

 “While He was Sleeping” airs Saturday, December 9 at 9 p.m. ET  

When a successful luxury car dealer is murdered in his sleep, detectives shift their focus to one of the 
victim’s lovers. With a lack of hard evidence, the investigation stalls until a year later when one lucky clue 
breaks the case wide open. Josh Mankiewicz reports.  

“Under The Desert Sky” airs Friday, December 15 at 9 p.m. ET  

The murder of a Nevada teenager shakes the community to its core when the two most unlikely people 
make a shocking confession. Keith Morrison reports.  

 “Good & Evil” airs Saturday, December 16 at 9 p.m. ET 

When a woman's body is discovered at an Anaheim trash facility, a detective makes a promise to her 
mother to get justice. She doesn't know that search will bring her face to face with a serial killer. Keith 
Morrison reports. 

“The Carrollton Plot” airs Friday, December 22 at 9 p.m. ET  

While away on business in California, Frank Howard, a high flying accountant from Carrollton, Texas, 
learns that his wife has been brutally attacked in their home. Andrea Canning reports.  

“Before Dawn" airs Friday, December 29 at 9 p.m. ET  

Newlyweds Seth and Lisa Techel are expecting their first child, but a shotgun blast shatters their dreams 
on Memorial Day weekend, 2011. Dennis Murphy reports. 



 “A Cold December Morning” airs Saturday, December 30 at 8 p.m. ET/7 p.m. CT 

A mother of five is found dead in her Washington State home. But what leaves detectives the most 
shocked is the way she is found. Keith Morrison reports. 

 “Under The Prairie” airs Sunday, December 31 at 7 p.m. ET 

When a mother of three mysteriously disappears, the only clue is her abandoned vehicle on a lonely 
Montana highway. Josh Mankiewicz reports.  

 

 
 



2017 4th QUARTER MEET THE PRESS TOPICS 
AIRS SUNDAYS AT 10:00AM 

OCT. 1, 2017 – This morning in a live interview on “Meet the Press,” Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin defended 
the government’s response to the crisis in Puerto Rico as well as President Trump’s tweets about the island and 
the mayor of San Juan, telling moderator Chuck Todd: “When the president gets attacked, he attacks back, and I 
think the mayor’s comments were unfair given what the federal government has done.” 

Mnuchin also told Todd that the administration’s tax reform proposal’s “objective is not to give an income tax cut 
to the wealthy.” “With our plan, we actually pay down the deficit by $1 trillion,” he added. 

“The American public deserved to know how their money is being spent,” commented Mnuchin on Health and 
Human Services Sec. Tom Price’s resignation after the use of government-funded private jet travel. When asked if 
he regrets his own government aircraft requests, Mnuchin said, “I don’t.”  

Sen. Bob Corker (R-Tenn.), chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, exclusively spoke with Todd about 
North Korea: “Tillerson understands that every intelligence agency we have says there's no amount of economic 
pressure you can put on North Korea to get them to stop this program because they view this as their survival.” 

“If we don't ramp up the diplomatic side, it's possible that we end up cornered,” he added. 

On the administration’s tax reform proposal, Corker shared: “If it looks like to me, Chuck, we're adding one penny 
to the deficit, I am not going to be for it.” The senator also stood by his criticism of the president following the 
Charlottesville rally violence, telling Todd that he and the president “spent five minutes on this topic” when they 
met last week.  

Ta-Nehisi Coates, author of “We Were Eight Years in Power,” discussed his book, telling Todd that he 
“would argue that white supremacy is an indispensable factor” to the Trump presidency.  

The New York Times’ David Brooks, AEI’s Danielle Pletka, MSNBC’s Joy Reid and author Charlie Sykes analyzed the 
week in politics on the roundtable, including the president’s tweets on Puerto Rico.   

OCT. 8, 2017 – Budget chief Mick Mulvaney told “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd this morning that 
Senate Republicans’ takeaway from President Trump’s health care call with Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer 
(D-N.Y) should be to “keep your promises. You promised to repeal and replace. Do it.” 

“If the question is: Is the president interested in working with Democrats to repeal and replace? That would be our 
language, the answer is yes,” said Mulvaney. “The Democrats may use a different word for that.” The OMB 
director also addressed the use of government planes to fly from Washington to New York, telling Todd: “You're 
not going to see it again.” 

Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) also joined the program, hinting to Todd that when it comes to a possible re-
election run, she’s “ready for a good fight.” She commented on this past week’s Las Vegas shooting: “America is a 
gun-happy country, and I think there are many of us in growing numbers that don't want a gun-happy country. … I 
have seen over the decades is a growth of substantial improper use of weapons.” In an interview excerpt released 
ahead of air,Feinstein also addressed possible campaign contributions from Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein, 
who is accused of sexual harassment: ““I don't know that I've received any. I'll certainly take a look, and then I'll 
make a decision. … That’s the best I can do for you today.” 



Todd also spoke with House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-La.) for his first Sunday interview since the Las Vegas 
shooting. In an interview excerpt released on MSNBC’s “MTP Daily” Thursday, Scalise reacted to possible “bump 
stock” legislation: “A week ago … most people didn't know what a bump stock was. So to think that we're now all 
experts and know how to write some, you know, panacea law, it's fallacy. Let's focus on the facts.” He also 
addressed the administration’s tax reform plan: “All the rates are going to go down. The death tax will be 
completely repealed.” Additional excerpts released ahead of air include the representative on Hurricane Nate, on 
tax reform at the ballot, Trump’s deal with the Democrats and a possible purging of GOP lawmakers unsupportive 
of the administration.  

NBC News’ Carol Lee and Kristen Welker, MSNBC’s Hugh Hewitt and The Washington Post’s Eugene 
Robinson joined the show’s roundtable, where Welker broke the news that Bannon is planning a “full-on assault 
on the Republican establishment” beginning this week, targeting all incumbents excerpt for Sen. Ted Cruz (R-
Texas) in batches of three. 

OCT. 15, 2017 – UN Ambassador Nikki Haley addressed the Iran nuclear deal this morning, telling “Meet the 
Press” moderator Chuck Todd that “right now, you’re going to see us stay in the deal” and “the whole reason we're 
looking at this Iran agreement is because of North Korea … What we're saying now with Iran is don't let it become 
the next North Korea.” 

Haley also spoke about the palace intrigue surrounding the White House: “I am glad to be living in New York … I 
don't want to be near the drama and I don't want to be near the gossip.” She added that President Trump has full 
confidence in Secretary of State Tillerson and that “if there's a problem, that's really a question for Secretary 
Tillerson. That's not anything for the rest of us to answer.”  

Ohio Gov. John Kasich, who exclusively joined the broadcast this morning, told Todd that the Trump 
administration’s Friday announcement to end health care subsidies is “outrageous”: “These were payments to 
insurance companies to make sure that hardworking Americans, who don't make a lot of money, can have their 
copayments taken care of. It's a subsidy to do that.” 

The governor also didn’t rule out running for president in 2020: “I don't know what I'm going to do tomorrow. You 
know, I will tell you this. The other day, with all the chaos going on, my wife said to me one morning, she said, "You 
know, John, I wish you were president." That's how I knew the country was in trouble."  

The Washington Post’s Dan Balz, NBC News’ Kasie Hunt, Demos’ Heather McGhee and The Wall Street 
Journal’s Kimberley Strassel joined the program this morning for insight and analysis, including conversations 
on Congress’ relationship with the White House and if Hollywood will change its culture because of the Weinstein 
accusations. 

OCT. 22, 2017 – In an exclusive interview this morning on “Meet the Press,” Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) told 
moderator Chuck Todd that he “got a little insight” on why the fallen four American soldiers were in Niger: “I can 
say this to the families: they were there to defend America. They were there to help allies. They were there to 
prevent another platform to attack America and our allies.” 

“We don’t know exactly where we’re at in the world militarily and what we’re doing. So John McCain is going to try 
to create a new system to make sure that we can answer the question why were we there, we’ll know how many 
soldiers are there, and if somebody gets killed there, that we won’t find out about it in the paper,” the senator 
continued. 

Graham also addressed the administration not implementing Russian sanctions: “The Trump administration is slow 
when it comes to Russia. They have a blind spot on Russia I still can't figure out. But I can tell you what happened 
in '16.”  



Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) also exclusively joined the broadcast, echoing Graham: “No, I did 
not” know that we had a thousand troops in Niger. He spoke on the health care deal in Congress right now, telling 
Todd: “This is a good compromise. It took months to work out. It has a majority. It has 60 senators supporting it. 
We have all 48 Democrats, 12 Republicans. I would urge Senator McConnell to put it on the floor immediately, this 
week. It will pass and it will pass by a large number of votes.” 

Schumer also criticized President Trump: “This presidency doesn't get anything done. All he does is spend his time 
tweeting and degrading his so-called enemies. That doesn't work and demeans the presidency.”  

In the wake of the Harvey Weinstein allegations, “Meet the Press” reached out to every female U.S. senator, asking 
if any had #MeToo stories they were comfortable sharing with our viewers. Senators Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.), 
Mazie Hirono (D-Hawaii), Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.), and Heidi Heitkamp (D-N.D.) shared their stories – a 
powerful example of the prevalence of sexual harassment. Watch them share their experiences. 

Robert Costa of The Washington Post, Helene Cooper and Tom Friedman of The New York Times, and Danielle 
Pletka of the American Enterprise Institute joined this morning’s roundtable for insight and analysis, including a 
discussion on the week’s civility. 

OCTOBER 29, 2017 – In an exclusive live interview, Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) told “Meet the Press” moderator 
Chuck Todd that President Trump’s comments on the Russia investigation this week were “too defensive.” 

“I hope Congress will encourage that the Senate Intelligence Committee … complete their work,” said Portman. 
“And that we support this investigation that the Department of Justice has now appointed this special prosecutor. 
Let's let him get to the bottom of it.” 

He also addressed the factions inside the Republican Party right now, telling Todd: “I don’t think it’s new,” as well 
as how the tax reform proposal will “actually be reducing the deficit”. 

Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.) also exclusively joined the broadcast, and she addressed what she has in common 
with the president: “We have enough in common that he signed a number of my bills into law already. … We 
certainly agree on infrastructure.” She added: “I am anxious to work with him on those things. … My job’s not to 
fight him.” The Missouri senator also discussed leadership within the Democratic Party: “We have so many people 
that are trying to position themselves to run for president I think it's hard to say who is the leader.”  

New NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll numbers released this morning on the broadcast reveal that the 
president’s job approval rating is at 38 percent, his lowest since taking office and down five points since 
September.  

 After President Trump declared the nation’s opioid crisis a “health emergency” earlier this week, Huntington, 
W.V. Fire Chief Jan Rader spoke with Todd about her daily battle against the epidemic: “It's been years since we 
had a day where we didn't have an overdose.” Rader’s fight is chronicled in “Heroin(e),” a Netflix original film and 
an official selection of The Meet the Press Film Festival in Collaboration with the American Film Institute (AFI).  

 Republican strategist Al Cardenas, POLITICO’s Eliana Johnson, MSNBC’s Chris Matthews and The Cook Political 
Report’s Amy Walter joined this morning’s roundtable for analysis on the week in politics, including a discussion 
on the divide within the GOP. 

 

 



NOVEMBER 5, 2017 – Sen. Mark Warner (D-Va.), vice chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, told “Meet the 
Press” moderator Chuck Todd that George Papadopoulos, former Trump campaign adviser who pled guilty in 
Mueller’s Russia probe, “had been on our screen for a long time.” 

Though he wouldn’t address if the committee has interviewed Papadopoulos, Warner told Todd that they 
have “actually interviewed literally a couple hundred individuals -- many times without actually even the 
knowledge of the press. We’ve worked with a lot of these individuals cooperatively. We’ve got more to do.” 

On the Steele dossier, Warner shared: “I wish Mr. Steele would sit down and talk to our committee. We’ve reached 
out. He’s refused to do so, so far.”  

NBC News exclusively reported this morning that federal investigators have gathered enough evidence to bring 
charges in their investigation of Michael Flynn, Trump's former national security adviser, and his son Michael Flynn 
Jr. as part of the probe into Russia's intervention in the 2016 election, according to multiple sources familiar with 
the investigation.  

 Sen. James Lankford (R-Okla.), who also serves on the Senate Intelligence Committee, told Todd that “we’re going 
to try to ask and find out” the role of Mike Flynn, Jr. in the Russia investigation. When asked about the 
cooperativeness of the Flynns, Lankford replied, “I’m going to leave that up to the chairman and vice chairman to 
be able to determine how cooperative they’ve been in coming in and out.” 

The Oklahoma senator also said the House Republicans pushing for Mueller’s resignation are “not a threat at this 
point. Bob Mueller needs to be able to finish his investigation.”  

In an exclusive sit-down, Tom Perez, chair of the National Democratic Committee, responded to former interim 
DNC Chair Donna Brazile’s new claim that that health concerns drove considerations to replace Hillary Clinton as 
the party's nominee late in the campaign: “The charge that Hillary Clinton was somewhere incapacitated is quite 
frankly ludicrous.” 

On if Brazile fell for Russian propaganda: “I don't know what Donna Brazile fell for. But all I know is under the rules 
and bylaws of the Democratic National Committee, she couldn't have done this. Hillary Clinton was anything but 
incapacitated,” said Perez.  

 “Meet the Press,” the longest-running show in television history turns 70 years old tomorrow, and in this 
morning’s special anniversary edition, Todd recounts the broadcast’s interviews with 12 presidents, 82 heads of 
states and hundreds of distinguished journalists.  

 The Washington Post’s Eugene Robinson, The Wall Street Journal’s Peggy Noonan and NBC News’ Tom 
Brokaw and Kasie Hunt joined the show’s roundtable and with a nod to the anniversary, a look back on their first 
appearances. 

NOV. 12, 2017 -- In an exclusive interview, Sen. Pat Toomey (R-Pa.) told “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd 
that Alabama Senate candidate Roy Moore should “just step aside” after The Washington Post outlined stories of 
Moore’s relationships with teenage girls while he was in his early 30s, including a woman who said Moore initiated 
a sexual encounter with her when she was 14. 

“A write-in is something we should certainly explore,” the Pennsylvania senator said. “I think Luther Strange would 
be a strong candidate for a write-in.” 

“When someone waits 40 years before they make an accusation, you know, that raises a question itself. So it's 
probably not knowable. But there seems to be enough there that it's very disturbing,” Toomey added.  



White House Legislative Affairs Director Marc Short joined Todd live on set and addressed the Alabama Senate 
race: “The people in Alabama know Roy Moore better than we do here in D.C., and I think we have to be very 
cautious, as Senator Toomey said, of allegations that are 40 years old that arise a month before election day.” 

On Moore, Short added: “If more evidence comes out that can prove that he did this, then sure, by all means he 
should be disqualified. But that’s a huge if, and I think we have to allow that more facts come out.” When asked if 
President Trump would insert himself into the Alabama Senate race, Short said: “He did insert himself. He 
supported Luther Strange in the primary against Roy Moore. People are forgetting that.” 

Short also discussed Russia’s election interference: President Trump “believes that after a year of investigations of 
tens of millions of taxpayer dollars, there is zero evidence of any ballot being impacted by Russian interference.”  

Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), the lead sponsor of a bill instituting mandatory sexual harassment training for 
senators and their aides, exclusively joined the broadcast and said that the expulsion process is “one way we could 
do it” if Moore is elected to the Senate. When asked by Todd what responsibility “Democrats have in this culture 
of victim shaming that became pretty prevalent in the '90s,” Klobuchar replied, “We have a major responsibility.”  

Charlie Cook of The Cook Political Report, David Ignatius of The Washington Post, Elise Jordan of TIME and NBC 
News’ Kristen Welker joined the broadcast’s roundtable for insight, where Welker shared that Steve Bannon’s 
camp is likely going to pin the Moore accusations on the Republican establishment as a “hit job.” 

 

NOVEMBER 19, 2017 – White House Budget Director Mick Mulvaney told “Meet the Press” guest 
moderator Andrea Mitchell that Alabama Senate Republican candidate Roy Moore’s accusers are “credible.” “I 
don’t know who to believe,” he added. 

The budget chief also addressed the tax reform plan that passed the House this week and is now in debate in the 
Senate; when asked if President Trump would benefit from the tax cuts, Mulvaney replied: “I can't speak to the 
president’s taxes. I think that was sort of litigated by the American public during the election. I will say this, listen, 
the president's going to pay much higher taxes on a lot of his properties, excuse me, because he has properties in 
high tax states.” 

Reps. Barbara Comstock (R-Va.) and Debbie Dingell (D-Mich.) joined the broadcast in an exclusive joint interview 
to discuss sexual harassment on Capitol Hill and in politics. Comstock, who was the first woman in the House to call 
for Moore to step aside, told Mitchell that she still hopes “he will do that and do the right thing … For that matter, 
Al Franken can go hit the door with him.” 

When asked by Mitchell if Sen. Gillibrand was wrong when she said that Clinton should have resigned during the 
Lewinsky scandal, Dingell replied, “I have a thousand thoughts on all this… we've got to focus on what the future is. 
Doing “got you” questions to people like us isn't going to solve the problem. And we've got to start moving 
forward.”  

On Moore, Sen. Roy Blunt (R-Mo.) exclusively said: “The women's story was more credible than his response, that 
Alabama voters deserved a better choice. But they're going to have to make that decision. They know Roy Moore a 
whole lot better than I do. I've met him once.” And in terms of President Trump’s accusers, the senator said, 
“Whatever they had to say, people heard that. And they elected President Trump the president of the United 
States. So at some point I think you have to let the voters have a say here.” 

He also told Mitchell the tax reform bill will pass the Senate, and whether it’s with or without the repeal of the 
Obamacare individual mandate, “it depends on where the votes are.”  



The Washington Post’s Bob Costa, National Review’s Rich Lowry, MSNBC’s Joy Reid and The Cook Political 
Report’s Amy Walter joined the program’s roundtable for insight and analysis this morning, including a discussion 
on this defining moment in our culture on sexual harassment. 

NOV. 26, 2017 – On “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd,” House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) exclusively 
defended Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.) following accusations of sexual harassment, saying the 27-term 
congressman is “an icon in our country” who “has done a great deal to protect women.” 

When asked if she believes Conyers’ accusers, Pelosi told moderator Chuck Todd: “I don’t know who they are. Do 
you? They have not really come forward. That’s for the Ethics Committee to review.” 

Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) told Todd that he would support retroactively making all of Capitol Hill’s sexual 
harassment settlements public: “It’s outrageous that taxpayers are asked to pay these settlements in the first 
place, and yeah, we should make transparent what has happened.” 

On the Senate’s ethics investigation into accusations against Sen. Al Franken (D-Minn.), Portman said: “We ought 
to get to all the facts just as in the case of John Conyers, as we talked about earlier, I hope we see action on that 
even this week.”  

 Anita Hill, who alleged in 1991 when Clarence Thomas was nominated to the Supreme Court that he had sexually 
harassed her years earlier when she worked for him in various government positions, exclusively joined the 
broadcast this morning. Hill – now a professor at Brandeis University – shared that “26 years ago, Washington 
wasn’t ready to lead on this issue, and I’m afraid even today Washington cannot lead the country on this issue.” 
She added: “I can’t say that I was entirely surprised with the “Me Too” allegations and the stories that came out of 
“Me Too,” but I am just shocked that if we cannot look at those now and see that we have a widespread problem 
in this country.”  

The Washington Post’s Michael Gerson, MSNBC’s Hugh Hewitt, Demos’ Heather McGhee and NBC News’ Katy 
Tur joined the “Meet the Press” roundtable this morning for insight and analysis, including a discussion on sexual 
harassment, in which Tur notes: “We have a very different set of standards – very clearly – for everybody else and 
for politicians.” 

DECEMBER 3, 2017 – In an exclusive live interview, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) tells “Meet the Press” 
moderator Chuck Todd that “what we’re beginning to see is the putting together of a case of obstruction of 
justice.” 

“We see this in the indictments, the four indictments and pleas that have just taken place, and some of the 
comments that are being made. I see it in the hyper-frenetic attitude of the White House: the comments every 
day, the continual tweets. And I see it, most importantly, in what happened with the firing of Director Comey and 
it is my belief that that is directly because he did not agree to lift the cloud of the Russia investigation. That’s 
obstruction of justice,” shares Feinstein. 

On the Trump White House, the California senator notes: “The concern rises with the day. … There is a kind of 
instability, unpredictability. It’s one issue after the other.”  

Mueller is “making progress,” said Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine) exclusively to Todd. “What we do know is there 
were conversations during the transition period. During the transition period there’s still only one president and 
that was President Obama, so those conversations should not have confirmed, should not have been taking place.” 

“The president should have no comment whatsoever on either of these investigations. And the only thing that he 
should be doing is directing all of his staff and associates to fully cooperate,” said Collins.  



 Corey Lewandowski, former Trump campaign manager, and David Bossie, deputy campaign manager to Trump 
for the general election, joined Todd live on set exclusively to discuss their new book, “Let Trump Be Trump.” Todd 
asked both if Flynn references in the book were scrubbed out, noting “there are exactly two.” “He didn't even 
make acknowledgements. And you listed every other person in the campaign in the acknowledgement,” said Todd. 

On the Access Hollywood tape, Bossie says “it’s clear that it is” Trump on the tape.  

Eddie Glaude, Jr. of Princeton University, historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, GOP strategist Mike 
Murphy and Danielle Pletka of the American Enterprise Institute joined this morning’s “Meet the Press” 
roundtable to discuss the week in politics, including the future of the Russia investigation. On Trump, Goodwin 
asked, “How can he be happy? The administration has been under a shadow from the beginning.” 

DECEMBER 10, 2017 – In an exclusive interview with “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd, Sen. Bernie Sanders 
(I-Vt.) addressed calls from Tom Steyer and House members to impeach President Trump, telling Todd: “I don’t 
think we’re there right now. That’s what the Mueller investigation is all about.” 

“I think there is a process that has to be followed. I think Mr. Mueller is doing a very good job on his investigation. 
And if Mueller brings forth the clear evidence that there was collusion between the Trump campaign and the 
Russians, I think you have grounds for impeachment,” the senator said. “But I think jumping the gun does nobody 
any good” 

Sen. Tim Scott (R-S.C.), who also exclusively joined the broadcast, said that if Republican candidate Roy Moore 
wins the Alabama Senate race this Tuesday, “there will immediately be an ethics investigation.” He added: “As far 
as I can tell, the allegations are significantly stronger than the denial. And I'm going to let my decision be made by 
the breadth of information and evidence that I'm able to review during that process.” 

The senator told Todd that “the allegations or the accusations against the president were a part of the campaign. 
So most Americans, if not all Americans who voted, had the information before the election. So for us to try to re-
litigate the election is impossible.”  

 Todd visited Alabama this week to talk with voters about the state’s Senate race between Moore and Democratic 
candidate Doug Jones, which one voter said “will be really freaking close.”  

In an exclusive, on-set interview, Rep. Jim Himes (D-Conn.), a member of the House Intelligence Committee, 
discussed Donald Trump, Jr.’s testimony earlier this week: “He declined to answer a question about a conversation 
that he'd had with his father that may be relevant to the Don Jr. meeting at Trump Tower. Apart from that, I would 
say he was forthcoming.”  

Democratic strategist Cornell Belcher, David Brooks of The New York Times, NBC News’ Hallie Jackson and Peggy 
Noonan of The Wall Street Journal joined the “Meet the Press” roundtable for insight and analysis this morning, 
including a discussion ahead of Tuesday’s Alabama Senate race. Brooks noted: “To me, the big thing about this 
race is politics really matters. We care a lot about politics. But there are things that matter more: the state of your 
soul, the quality of your faith, the state of your character – and what this race is about are those things less 
important than politics. And what a lot of people are doing are seeing the Republican Party say, “Yeah, politics 
come before your faith and your character,” and a lot of people are appalled. 

DECEMBER 17, 2017 – In an exclusive interview this morning on “Meet the Press,” White House legislative affairs 
director Marc Short addressed speculation about President Trump firing Special Counsel Mueller, telling 
moderator Chuck Todd: “There’s no conversation about that whatsoever in the White House.” 



“Thankfully, I’m not in communication with the transition lawyer for the Trump team. The reality is that this 
administration has complied in every single possible way with the special counsel. Tax payers have spent millions 
and millions of dollars on this investigation that has not yet proven any sense of collusion with the Russians,” said 
Short. “We have continued to cooperate in every single possible way with that investigation.”  

When asked if Mueller’s investigation has been comprised, Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) exclusively replied, “I do 
not at all believe that Mr. Mueller has been compromised or his investigation. … He is the person, the right person, 
that when he finishes his investigation that we're going to have confidence it was done in a fair and balanced way. 
I truly believe that. And I'm not led to believe that anybody on Intelligence Committee thinks that he would not be 
the right person.” On the Democratic Party’s potential 2018 message to impeach President Trump, the senator 
told Todd: “I don’t think impeachment is something we should be talking about.” 

Gov. John Kasich (R-Ohio) also exclusively joined the program, telling Todd that when it comes to the Republican 
tax bill, “Do I think they could have done better for the middle class? I do. Do I think they could have done better 
for the working poor? I mean, Rubio tried to get something. He made some progress. But they could have 
increased the rates a little bit for big business. It wouldn't have mattered.”  

New NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll numbers debuted on this morning’s broadcast, revealing that Democrats 
now enjoy their largest advantage in congressional preference in nine years. The full poll will be released later this 
week. 

DECEMBER 24, 2017 –  This Sunday, a look back at one of the most extraordinary political years in our lifetimes: 
Year one of the Trump presidency. Featuring a roundtable of frequent Meet the Press guests: Hugh Hewitt, host 
on the Salem Radio Network and host of "Hugh Hewitt" on MSNBC. Amy Walter, National Editor of the Cook 
Political Report. Carol Lee, national political reporter for NBC News, and Gene Robinson, a columnist for the 
Washington Post. 

DECEMBER 31, 2017 – This Sunday, looking back at 2017 and ahead to 2018. President Trump, did he keep his 
promises? A look back at the past year and a look ahead to the next.  Featuring this panel of guests: Charlie Cook, 
editor and publisher of The Cook Political Report, NBC News White House correspondent, Kristen Welker, BBC 
anchor Katty Kay, who will appear on PBS’ Beyond 100 Days, and Rich Lowry, editor of The National Review. 

  

 



 
4th QUARTER 2017 

AIRS WEEKDAYS AT 4:30PM & 7:30PM 
 

OCTOBER 2, 2017 
 
VEGAS SHOOTING NEWS 
America is still trying to come to grips with the worst mass shooting in U.S. history, something the President 
called “an act of evil.”  You’ve heard the stats…scores are dead, more than 515 injured and there was only one 
gunman. The shooter opened fire from the 32nd floor hotel window onto the 20,000 people at the outdoor 
concert.  We’ve got the latest in a report that includes footage that could be upsetting to some viewers. 
 
PROFILE OF SHOOTER AND HIS GIRLFRIEND 
The shooter has been identified as a 64-year-old retired accountant who had a girlfriend and lived about 70 
miles from Las Vegas. His brother is speaking out saying the family is dumbfounded by what’s happened. 
 
HIDING IN FREEZER 
Concertgoers took cover anywhere they could during the massacre in Las Vegas.  In the case of one group of 
people, that safe place was a trailer that turned out to be a freezer. 
 
MANDALAY HISTORY 
The shooter positioned himself on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Hotel with a bird’s-eye view of the 
concert below.  The Mandalay Bay is one of the largest hotels in Las Vegas and ordinarily known for its 
outsized shows and over the top amusements. Now it’s known for something very disturbing. 
 
JASON ALDEAN PROFILE 
In the hours after the attack, Jason Aldean issued a message on social media saying he and his team were 
safe…and that his prayers were with the victims.  He summed up being onstage during the shooting as “beyond 
horrific.” 
 
HOW TO GET OUT ALIVE 
Survivors of the shooting say they first thought they were hearing fireworks.  However, as people fell wounded, 
they knew they were in danger.  Some hid under the stage, others behind cars…but what should one do in this 
situation? Steven Fabian has some answers. 
 
O.J. IN VEGAS 
On any other day…a different event might have been our top story from Las Vegas. O.J. Simpson is now out of 
prison and is spending his first hours of freedom not far from the massacre site. Les Trent has the report. 
 
MONTAGE OF VICTIMS 
We are learning more about the people who lost their lives during the mass shooting in Las Vegas.  Many of 
them were young concertgoers having a night of fun before the unthinkable happened. 
 

  



OCTOBER 3, 2017 
 

 
CAB RIDE FROM SHOOTING 
The story of the Las Vegas massacre is still being told…only now that story is one of selfless sacrifice.  New 
videos are emerging that show just how many regular people did extraordinary things to help victims get to 
safety and medical care.  In those terrifying moments, untold numbers of people stepped up to help. 
 
SHOOTER SLIP AND FALL 
The shooter, Steven Paddock was a retired accountant whose new profession was a professional gambler…and 
he was known among the Vegas casinos. One casino in particular was well aware of Paddock because he sued 
them.  Paddock claimed he fell and was injured because of their negligence. Surveillance video from the 
incident has now been released. 
 
HOSPITAL VICTIMS 
With more than 500 people injured, the trauma center in Las Vegas was inundated with the wounded.  Some of 
the injuries were very serious. Inside Edition spoke with several survivors from their hospital beds and they said 
they were very lucky to be alive. 
 
COUNTDOWN TO TERROR 
Investigators will be going over hours of hotel surveillance footage to try to retrace the shooter’s movements 
before the attack began.  However, for his victims, it was a happy time of celebrations and anticipation for the 
evening’s big event.  Megan Alexander looks at the moments leading up to the carnage. 
 
WORLD IN MOURNING 
The Las Vegas massacre has made headlines around the world…provoking both shock and sadness. Among 
those whose job it is to be funny, the killing’s resulted in late night shows that were short on laughs. 
 
VEGAS GAME CHANGER? 
40 million tourists come to Las Vegas every year.  However, in the wake of Sunday’s massacre, it’s a safe bet 
that security arrangements in the casino town will change.  As Les Trent reports, executives at some of the 
biggest venues are already reassessing their security protocols. 
 
CELINE CONCERT GOES ON 
The trauma from Sunday night’s shooting is still very raw…but in Las Vegas, the show will go on. 
 
HERO PROFILES 
Finally today, some people rise to the challenge in times of crises and when they risk their lives to do so, we call 
them heroes.  Inside Edition takes a look at one of the heroes. 
 

  



OCTOBER 4, 2017 
 

 
LAS VEGAS SHOOTER NEWS 
Investigators trying to unravel the Las Vegas mass shooting are hoping the shooter’s girlfriend can provide information 
that leads to his motive.  Marilou Danley returned to the U.S. from the Philippines overnight and police are calling her a 
“person of interest.” This means she hasn’t been charged or arrested. However, she might have information meaningful to 
the investigation. 
 
DRY RUN FOR MASSACRE? 
Authorities say Stephen Paddock has been planning the massacre for at least two months…but did he have another target 
in mind? Published reports say he first tried to get rooms earlier in the week…which would have given him direct line of 
sight on a different open air concert that had even a bigger crowd. 
 
TRAUMA TEAM SPEAKS 
130 people remain in the hospital today…48 of them are in critical condition and they are all battling to recover from 
wounds received in the hail of gunfire.  For some, it will take years…not weeks or months to recover.  Hospitals that 
typically receive only a handful of trauma patients were inundated.  Today the team at one hospital tells Inside Edition 
what that night was like. 
           
DO NOT DISTURB – LAS VEGAS 
Many people are asking how the shooter concealed what he was planning from the hotel staff.  As Steven Fabian tells us, 
the answer is incredibly simple…he put up a “do not disturb sign.” 
 
CELINE DION CONCERT 
The lights were back on and the shows were running Tuesday night in Las Vegas. However, the tragedy was very much 
on performers’ minds.  When Celine Dion opened her show, she admitted, she debated whether or not to perform. 
 
PRESIDENT TRUMP – LAS VEGAS 
President Trump and the First Lady flew to Las Vegas today and spent time with the survivors and first responders.  The 
President told reporters that it was a very sad day for him personally and the nation. 
 
O.J. SIMPSON’S NEW LIFE 
O.J. Simpson has been in Vegas since being released from prison last weekend…and new photos show that the place he’s 
calling home even has its own putting green. 
 
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS 
Every two minutes a case of breast cancer is diagnosed in the United States. October is of course Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month and in Philadelphia, they’re making sure the whole town is paying attention. 
 
CELL PHONE BATHTUB DANGERS 
The family of a 14-year-old girl who was electrocuted is hoping other people will learn from their tragedy.  She died when 
her cell phone fell into the bathtub as she was texting friends while in the water.  Inside Edition tested a bunch of small 
appliances to see what happens when they fall into a bathtub. 
 
MOVIE SHOOTING 
A man is counting his lucky stars after police opened fire on him because they thought he was a robber.  The officers had 
reasons to be suspicious…after all, he was wearing a ski mask and had a gun.  However, what they didn’t know is that the 
man is an actor. Megan Alexander explains. 
 
BORED ON A PLANE 
Inside Edition looks at some guys who made the most of a long flight delay. 
 
 
 



OCTOBER 5, 2017 
 

 
LOLLAPALOOZO SHOOTER 
It appears the Las Vegas shooter had concerts on his radar for quite a while.  A hotel in Chicago reveals Stephen 
Paddock had booked rooms with a view over that city’s huge Lollapalooza Music Festival – an event attended 
by former first daughter Malia Obama, but he never showed up.  
 
VIDEO POKER OBSESSION 
And, we’re learning more about Stephen Paddock’s time in Vegas.  We now know he spent hour after hour 
playing video poker. He was apparently obsessed with it…and, also reportedly very good at it.  
 
SHOOTING SURVIVAL TIPS  
The death toll of the massacre surely would have been higher if not for the extraordinary first aid given by 
concert goers and staff who helped people nearby.  Would you know what to do?  Steven Fabian has life-saving 
information in a story that’s a bit graphic, but very important.  
 
MYSTERY HERO REVEALED 
What’s helped everyone deal with the madness of the shooting are the stories of regular people who rose to hero 
status during the melee…many of them helping total strangers.  One photo in particular has captivated many…a 
man shielding a victim as bullets fly.  Now we know who he is. 
 
SELFIES WITH O.J. SIMPSON 
The iPhone had barely hit the market when O.J. Simpson was sent to prison.  So when the newly paroled former 
football star hit the phone store for some help with his new phone, other shoppers wanted a photo with 
him.  And, as Les Trent reports, Simpson was eager to oblige.  
 
MELANIA TRUMP 
They say imitation is the sincerest form of flattery…which means First Lady Melania Trump should feel very 
complimented by the woman you’re about to meet.  She’s a huge fan of Melania Trump…such a fan in fact, 
she’s having a host of cosmetic surgeries so she can look just like her!   
 
AHSLEY JUDD - WEINSTEIN 
Harvey Weinstein is one of the most powerful men in Hollywood. Now the Oscar winning producer is facing 
serious allegations of sexual harassment…Among his accusers? Actress Ashley Judd.  Weinstein denies the 
allegations and says he plans to sue the New York Times, saying the report is filled with “false and defamatory 
statements.” 
 
THERAPY DOGS VEGAS  
Charlie Brown used to say ‘Happiness is a warm puppy’…and that’s exactly what they’re using in Las Vegas to 
help people deal with trauma.    
 
  



OCTOBER 6, 2017 
 

 
DAD IN CAB/VEGAS 
Any parent will tell you they would do just about anything to protect their child…and when the bullets started 
flying at the country music concert in Las Vegas, one father commandeered a cab to rescue his daughter.  And 
since the cabbie was a father himself, they moved heaven and earth to get where they needed to be.  
 
SHOOTER HERO TRUCK  
Another person who’s being called a hero is the man who shot this video.  He used his pickup truck as a 
makeshift ambulance to ferry wounded people out of the kill zone to safety.   
 
FREEZER SINGER CONCERT 
It was just one of the dramatic videos to come out of the massacre…a country singer bringing a number of 
concert goers into a freezer for shelter.  Now, that singer is reuniting with one of the people he hunkered down 
with…it happened at a tribute concert being held to help with the healing process.   
 
TRUMP ON HIGH HEELS  
Speaking of the First Family, Melania Trump has gotten criticism for some of her wardrobe choices lately…but 
in a new interview the President defended her…saying she has received “tremendous abuse”…something he 
says is unfair. 
 
SERVICE DOG MELDOWN WOMAN 
The woman caught on camera yelling over a service animal in a restaurant is now speaking out…saying what 
the world saw on camera doesn’t tell the whole story.  She spoke exclusively with our Les Trent. 
 
HARVEY WEINSTEN WIFE 
After a New York Times article reported he’d settled with several women who had accused him of sexual 
harassment, Oscar winning producer Harvey Weinstein says he’s sorry for what he calls his ‘bad 
behavior’…but he also says his wife of ten years is sticking with him. Diane McInerney has details.  
 
SONG FOR PUERTO RICO   
It’s a time honored way of helping those in need.  Now “Hamilton” creator Lin-Manuel Miranda is gathering 
his celebrity friends to make a difference for hurricane victims in Puerto Rico.  
 
BIKE THEFT INVESTIGATION  
The FBI estimates about a million and a half bikes are stolen every year – roughly one every 90 seconds.  And 
these days, those high tech bikes with their hefty price tags are prime targets.  Our Lisa Guerrero used 
undercover cameras to show just how easily a bike can be stolen.  
 
BROTHER HOMECOMING  
It was an emotional moment at an elementary school in Pittsburgh.  A sixth grader is telling his class all about 
his real life hero…his big brother who has been stationed overseas for two years…then this happens.  
 
MOST BEAUTIFUL DORM ROOM   
Now from an elementary school…to a college…with one really decked out dorm room.       
 
PEANUT ALLERGY PROPOSAL 
After a very rough week where the news out of Vegas had many of us in tears, we are ending today with a piece 
of video that will hopefully make you smile.  



OCTOBER 9, 2017 
 
SCHOOL BUS INCIDENT 
A recent incident involved a man jumping on the front of a school bus upset, he says, over something thrown by 
one of the kids on board.  You may have seen the video and now there’s startling news that the man used to 
work as a teacher.  He defends his actions.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
HARVEY WEINSTEIN 
Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein is without a movie studio for the first time in decades.  The Oscar® 
winning producer was fired Sunday after rampant reports of sexual harassment.  Now, as Megan Alexander 
reports, more women are coming forward to say they too were accosted by Weinstein. 
 
IVANA VS. MELANIA 
President Trump's first wife Ivana is out promoting her new book, but something she said isn't sitting well with 
the President's current wife Melania.  Today, the First Lady's spokesperson is calling Ivana's comment 
‘attention seeking’.  
 
O.J. SIMPSON 
O.J. Simpson's a free man, but that doesn’t mean people aren't taking note of everything he does.... right down 
to what he orders in a restaurant.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HURRICANE WEDDINGS 
This weekend was the busiest of the year for weddings in America, but on the Louisiana gulf coast, those 
weddings had to contend with an uninvited guest: Hurricane Nate.  However, as Les Trent reports, the show and 
the weddings must go on! 
 
DEMI LOVATO VOICE CRACK 
There was a big oops moment for singer Demi Lovato who had a hard time hitting a high note.  However, as 
Inside Edition reports, her fans didn’t seem to mind one bit. 
 
VEGAS SHOOTER DEPOSITION 
It's your first chance to hear the Las Vegas shooter in his own words and Stephen Paddock was anything but shy 
and retiring when it came to his own assessment of his gambling skills.  Jim Moret has a look at a deposition he 
once gave in which he said he would sleep all day so he could gamble all night. 
 
HOMECOMING DRESSES 
Every teen looks forward to their homecoming dance, but a group of girls who were devastated by Hurricane 
Harvey have an even more special reason to be excited.  Inside Edition reports.    
 
MARINE SURPRISES MOM 
Inside Edition shows video of a mother who gets a big surprise. 
 

  



 
OCTOBER 10, 2017 

 
 
GWYNETH PALTROW AND ANGELINA JOLIE / WEINSTEIN 
Two of the biggest stars in the world, Angelina Jolie and Gwyneth Paltrow, have just come forward to say they 
too were victims of Harvey Weinstein.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WEINSTEIN AUDIO TAPES 
There are more explosive allegations against disgraced Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein.  Audio from a 
police undercover operation has just been made public and it shows how insistent Weinstein could be in trying 
to lure a woman.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
POOL SMACKDOWN COURT 
You may recall that shocking video Inside Edition showed of a grandmother who was body slammed and tossed 
into a pool by a teenaged boy.  The two are now face-to-face in court where the teen got quite an earful from the 
finger-wagging granny. 
 
MELANIA VS. IVANA DAY TWO 
Was the Ivana Trump/First Lady dust-up actually just a misunderstanding?  Some believe the comment that 
started the whole thing was a joke made by the first Mrs. Trump that didn't deliver as intended.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
FIRE WIDOWS 
At least 13 people are dead in those wildfires in California and 20,000 people have been evacuated.  It all brings 
back painful memories for some women whose husbands were killed while battling very similar 
wildfires.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
RATS IN PHILLY 
Inside Edition's been in Philadelphia shining some pretty bright lights inside some popular eateries and Lisa 
Guerrero found that, when people weren't there, a different kind of diner moved in. 
 
MCDONALD’S SAUCE 
McDonald's is out of its heavily promoted Szechuan sauce and people are going crazy to get it!  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
MASCOT DANCER 
Inside Edition reports on a mascot with moves. 
 

  



OCTOBER 11, 2017 
 
IS HARVEY WEINSTEIN LEAVING THE COUNTRY? 
With huge stars like Angelina Jolie and Gwyneth Paltrow joining the list of Harvey Weinstein accusers, the 
story continues to dominate the headlines.  Now there are reports that the disgraced movie mogul is considering 
leaving the country.  Megan Alexander has details. 
 
GEORGINA CHAPMAN SPLIT 
When the scandal involving Harvey Weinstein hit, he said his fashion designer wife Georgina Chapman was 
standing by him 100 percent…but Georgina has clearly had a change of heart as she has announced that she's 
leaving her husband.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
FIRES DOORCAM FOOTAGE 
In California, the other big story is the wildfires that are expected to get worse because of high winds.  At least 
21 have died and 20,000 have been evacuated including a couple who got quite a shock when they checked their 
home's security camera and saw firemen trying to bust down their door.  Inside Edition reports.     
 
IVANKA TRUMP AND JUSTIN TRUDEAU 
People are making a lot out of a photo that shows first daughter Ivanka Trump looking cozy with Canadian 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau...but as Steven Fabian reports, when you hear who else was at the table, it was all 
very innocent. 
 
ADOPTION VIDEO STORY 
You may have seen the video of a sixth grader from Utah jumping for joy after hearing she was being adopted 
by her foster family…but there's much more to this story than just that heartwarming video.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
VEGAS SHOOTING TRIBUTE 
There was an emotional moment at a hockey game in Vegas.  As Inside Edition reports, the new franchise team 
was playing their first home game and took time to honor the 58 people who lost their lives during last week's 
shooting. 
 
PUERTO RICO BABY HELP 
Relief efforts continue for Puerto Rico, which is still ravaged from Hurricane Maria.  Diane McInerney flew to 
the island as medical supplies were flown in and she met a sweet baby who suffers from potentially deadly heart 
disease.     
 
BEN AFFLECK 
Ben Affleck is among the major stars denouncing embattled movie mogul Harvey Weinstein...but now Affleck 
is apologizing for his own past behavior.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CLASSROOM SURPRISE 
A special group of kids at an elementary school in Los Angeles are getting a really big surprise. 
 

 
 



OCTOBER 12, 2017 
 
HARVEY WEINSTEIN SPEAKS 
Movie mogul Harvey Weinstein is speaking out saying he wants a second chance.  His comments come as more 
famous women join the list of accusers.  Inside Edition has the latest. 
 
FIRES LATEST 
The wildfires are still burning in California.  At least 23 people have died and now Inside Edition is getting a 
look up close at the devastation as a man drives through his neighborhood as the flames continue to burn.    
 
BOY AND DOG CORNFIELD 
They call them man's best friend, but dogs are clearly boy’s best friend too.  When a two-year-old boy got lost 
out in a vast cornfield, a helicopter from above, using a night vision camera, was able to spot him.  As Inside 
Edition reports, the boy wasn't alone as his dog stayed right by his side the whole time he was missing.   
 
DOCTOR THROWS OUT PATIENT 
We've all probably had an experience where we’ve waited at a doctor's office past our appointment time, but 
one woman says when she complained about the wait the physician lost his cool, eventually screaming at her to 
get out of his office.  The incident was partially caught on tape, but as Steven Fabian reports, the doctor says 
there's more to the story than the shocking video. 
 
MISS OREGON CONTROVERSY 
A beauty queen was all smiles last weekend as she was crowned Miss Oregon, but just months ago she 
competed in Miss California.  Diane McInerney reports. 
 
AIRPORT KARAOKE 
You've heard all those negative stories lately about airline travel and now Inside Edition reports on a viral video 
that serves as a kind of antidote. 
 
BEN AFFLECK NEW ACCUSER 
Yesterday, Inside Edition told you how in the wake of denouncing Harvey Weinstein Ben Affleck was 
apologizing for his own inappropriate behavior.  Now another woman is coming forward claiming the Batman 
star groped her at a Golden Globes party. 
 
IT HAPPENED TO LISA GUERRERO 
The Harvey Weinstein scandal is shedding the light on a problem that has always existed in Hollywood…the 
casting couch.  Now, Inside Edition’s Lisa Guerrero is sharing an upsetting experience she says she had with a 
man who was once one of the highest paid stars in Hollywood. 
 
MONEY GIVEAWAY 
A guy is going out of his way to make people smile.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

 
  



OCTOBER 13, 2017 
 
MAILMAN DELIVERS DURING FIRES 
The wildfires in California are now the deadliest in the state's history.  An incredible image has come out of the 
devastation.  It shows a guy who may be the most dedicated mail carrier in America…doing his job despite the 
apocalyptic inferno surrounding him.  Les Trent has details. 
 
COUPLE SURVIVES IN POOL 
The extent of the devastation caused by the fires is hard to comprehend and yet there are amazing stories of 
survival.  One story involves a couple whose only hope of saving their lives was by weathering the fire in their 
neighbor’s pool for an agonizing six hours.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WEINSTEIN REHAB DETAILS 
There are more accusations against disgraced movie producer Harvey Weinstein.  More than 30 women have 
stepped up with tales of inappropriate behavior and worse.  Meanwhile, Weinstein is expected to go to rehab 
this weekend…but on his terms.  As Jim Moret reports, that includes being able to keep his cell phone. 
 
ACTRESS VS. OLIVER STONE 
In the wake of the Harvey Weinstein scandal, a number of other women are coming forward with allegations of 
sexual misconduct against some very famous men in Hollywood.  An actress is speaking to Inside Edition 
claiming Oscar® winning director Oliver Stone inappropriately touched her at a party.  Diane McInerney has 
the details. 
 
BETTY WHITE AT 95 
In the world of television there is one woman who stands above all the rest even though she is very 
petite!  Inside Edition reports on a celebration of Betty White.  
 
DEBORAH NORVILLE / STEVE HARVEY 
This week Deborah Norville was anchoring Inside Edition from our bureau in Los Angeles and while she was 
there she was able to have a little fun with her friend Steve Harvey. 
 
GROOM IN TEARS 
Weddings are emotional events, but it’s kind of unusual when it's the groom who turns on the 
waterworks!  Inside Edition reports 
 
IN SEARCH OF HANNAH 
There is growing concern for a teacher who has been missing in the Virgin Islands since just before Hurricane 
Maria hit.  She suffers from a rare type of amnesia and she may not even know she's missing.  Diane McInerney 
went to the Virgin Islands to join in the search. 
 
ROSE MCGOWAN TWITTER 
Actress Rose McGowan has been one of Harvey Weinstein's most vocal accusers, but her Twitter account 
ended up being temporarily shut down and that's led to women everywhere boycotting the social media 
site.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SOCCER GIFT 
There was recently an auditorium of screaming kids and it was all because of a big surprise! 
 

 



OCTOBER 16, 2017 
 
PUSSYCAT DOLLS ALLEGATION 
When it comes to girl groups, The Pussycat Dolls rank as one of the most successful of all time…but one of the 
members of the now defunct group says all those moves and harmonies were really a mask for prostitution.  The 
Pussycat Dolls say that is ridiculous.  Steven Fabian has details on the shocking claim. 
 
SHARK TANK ENTREPRENEUR FOUND DEAD 
The body of a one-time contestant on TV's Shark Tank was just found floating in a river.  He'd been shot in the 
head.  The man who once pitched a security app on the show had had money troubles and, as Les Trent reports, 
cops are trying to determine if this was a suicide or something more sinister.   
 
CA FIRES ANIMALS 
After a week of out-of-control wildfires, firefighters in California believe they may be getting the upper 
hand.  Additionally, as Inside Edition reports, a dog named Izzy was found…somehow, she survived the fire.   
 
WEINSTEIN NANNY INTERVIEW 
The fallout continues for disgraced movie producer Harvey Weinstein.  On the heels of his dismissal from the 
Motion Picture Academy, more women are sharing their stories, including a woman who applied to be the 
family's nanny and ended up, she says, in a very uncomfortable situation. 
 
HILLARY CLINTON FOOT INJURY 
Hillary Clinton's having a tough time with the British leg of her book tour.  She's cancelled a number of 
interviews because her team says she's fallen and injured her foot.  Les Trent has details. 
 
KATE MIDDLETON DANCES 
Everyone loves Paddington Bear.  That includes Britain's Duchess Kate, who's now making public appearances 
after announcing she's expecting baby number three.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
O.J. SIMPSON SIGHTING 
O.J. Simpson is still precluded from leaving the state of Nevada, but that doesn't seem to be impeding his social 
life.  As Inside Edition reports, he's just been spotted having some fun at a Vegas wine bar. 
 
THROWN OFF CLIFF? 
It's a question that may never have an answer.  Was an up and coming model and mother of a baby girl pushed 
off a cliff for insurance money or the victim of a tragic accident?  The man who was there at the time returns to 
the site for the first time since her death after having pled guilty to criminally negligent homicide. 
 
STRUGGLING SHOPPING MALLS FIGHT BACK 
It's estimated a quarter of all malls will be closed within the next five years and mall operators are doing 
everything they can to get people like you into the stores.  Megan Alexander has a look at some of the creative 
things they're trying. 
 
COUGAR OR KITTY CAT? 
When a TV reporter is discussing possible sightings of a cougar in the area, a regular cat arrives on the scene. 
 

 
  



OCTOBER 17, 2017 
 
NATIONAL ANTHEM DELTA 
The politicization of the national anthem has now hit the skies.  A woman who was flying on Delta wanted to 
sing the national anthem when she realized the body of a fallen service member was being transported on her 
plane.  However, she says the flight attendant told her she couldn't sing.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
TRUMP GOLD STAR DRAMA 
President Trump has been criticized for waiting nearly two weeks to comment about the Green Berets who died 
in Niger and he opened a hornet's nest when he said he writes and calls the family of every service person killed 
on duty and that President Obama didn’t.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
REESE WITHERSPOON ME TOO 
“Me too” - two small words are increasingly being uttered by women across the country including some of the 
biggest names in the film business.  Thousands of previously silent women are now stepping up to say that they 
have been sexually harassed, humiliated, or worse on the job…including Oscar® winner Reese Witherspoon. 
 
PUSSYCAT DOLL INTERVIEW 
A former member of the girl group The Pussycat Dolls is causing waves with her claim that being part of the 
group was more like being in a prostitution ring than a musical group.  Now she is defending her comments in 
an interview with Steven Fabian. 
 
FIRES LATEST 
The deadly blazes in California have destroyed more than 6,000 homes including one woman's.  However, 
although her house is gone she was able to save the most important thing in the world: her dog.  Now she's 
showing us how she did it. 
 
WEINSTEIN EXECUTIVE SPEAKS 
His films garnered 300 Academy Award nominations and 80 Oscars®, but working for Harvey Weinstein was 
anything but a prized experience.  Inside Edition spoke with a woman who says it was a job from hell. 
 
NICOLE KIDMAN 
A kiss is just a kiss…unless your husband is watching!  Just ask Nicole Kidman.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ARIEL WINTER COVER 
Actress Ariel Winter's all glammed up and looking a lot older than her 19 years in a new cover shoot for a 
glossy fashion magazine.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
APRIL GIRAFFE BABY 
Last spring, millions watched and waited for a giraffe named April to give birth.  Now her little baby isn't so 
little anymore! 
 

  



OCTOBER 18, 2017 
 
TRUMP PHONE CALL UPROAR 
There’s a dispute between the President of the United States and a member of Congress who claims the 
President told a grieving widow her slain soldier husband knew what he was getting into.  As a result, a woman 
who has the unbearable task of burying her husband must also deal with the uproar over the Presidential 
call.  Ann Mercogliano reports. 
 
“ME TOO” STARS 
The chorus of voices speaking up about being sexually harassed continues to grow exponentially.  Well over a 
million women have posted "me too" when it comes to being victimized.  Sparked by the Harvey Weinstein 
scandal, many are sharing painful memories about what they say they endured.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
DONNA D’ERRICO SPEAKS 
A former star of TV's Baywatch has spent her entire adult life carrying a secret.  Now, inspired by the “me too” 
movement, she's speaking out.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HOME PARTY FROM HELL 
A homeowner says he feels violated after a group of teens broke into his home while he and his wife were at 
dinner and held what he calls the party from hell in the house.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY 
Oprah Winfrey went to prison to report for CBS’ 60 Minutes and explored what life in solitary confinement is 
really like.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BEATEN BY WAR MACHINE 
A young woman is lucky to be alive after being beaten by her ex-boyfriend....a man whose profession was 
mixed martial arts.  He was one of the stars of the MMA and the images of what he did to his ex are 
shocking.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MINDY COHN 
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month and a TV star from the 80's is making her fans aware that she too 
has battled breast cancer.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
FLOWERS GIVEAWAY 
Inside Edition reports on something called 'Random Acts of Flowers'. 
 

  



OCTOBER 19, 2017 
 
GOLD STAR CONTROVERSY 
The controversy over President Trump's phone calls to family members of fallen soldiers has put the spotlight 
on how difficult it is to find the right words during a time of loss.  What should one say to offer comfort when 
someone's heart is broken because of the death of a loved one?  Inside Edition went to an expert for some 
answers.   
 
TRUMP FAKE PAINTINGS? 
A work by one of the great impressionists has been seen in a number of TV appearances made by the first 
family…but as Les Trent reports, the painting might be a fake. 
 
FOOD TRUCK EXPLOSION 
The food truck business is growing at an explosive rate.  It's four times bigger today than just four years ago, 
but those on the go restaurants can be dangerous as patrons near one discovered when it literally exploded 
during lunchtime.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BRANDED WOMEN 
There are horrifying allegations against a group that purports to be a self-help organization.  Some who've left 
describe it as more like a secret society complete with rigid rules, mind control, and an initiation that includes 
being branded.  The group denies the allegations.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TEACHERS ANGER MOM 
A group of teachers are getting an 'F' in kindness and conduct after they were allegedly overheard in a public 
restaurant making fun of one of their students.  As Ann Mercogliano reports, someone recorded the educators 
and posted it online.  As fate would have it, the child's own mother heard the comments and thought they were 
cruel. 
 
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB 
The Mickey Mouse club is coming back.  Called Club Mickey Mouse, this go around it aims to be where 
youngsters will find them.  Steven Fabian introduces you to the new cast. 
 
STORAGE UNIT SAFETY 
People who put their extra stuff in public storage lockers are too often finding those lockers being broken into 
and their stuff stolen.  Is there anything one can do to make sure those units are safe?  Inside Edition went 
looking for answers. 
 
IVANKA MODELING 
She's said to be the most powerful woman at the White House, but once upon a time Ivanka Trump dreamed of 
being a model and now we are getting a look at some forgotten photos from her days on the catwalk. 
 
BOY HOSPITAL 
Inside Edition reports on a little boy who has an important message for his mother. 
 

  



OCTOBER 20, 2017 
 
WEINSTEIN/LUPITA 
The list of Harvey Weinstein accusers is getting longer.  Now Oscar® winner Lupita Nyong’o is coming 
forward saying that when she was an acting student at Yale University the movie mogul acted very 
inappropriately while she was visiting his home and the actress says the incident happened while Weinstein's 
young children were in the house. 
 
GOLD STAR CALL 
The he said/she said controversy between the President and a Congresswoman who says he was insensitive to 
the family of a fallen soldier goes on.  Now, video has emerged of the President making a different Gold Star 
call.  Les Trent reports on what it shows. 
 
CLOWN COLD CASE 
A cold case has baffled authorities for more than 25 years.  A woman was murdered after answering her door to 
find a clown holding balloons.  An arrest was finally made and now, as Ann Mercogliano reports, we're learning 
that the clown costume has far more significance than anyone ever knew. 
 
RODENTS IN NEW YORK 
Earlier this month, Inside Edition was in Philadelphia showing you that when the lights go out at some popular 
restaurants a different kind of diner moves in.  Now it's New York City’s turn and you may be surprised at what 
we found...even in "A" rated establishments!  In fact, one manager denied it was his restaurant.   
 
APPLE PICKING PROPOSAL 
A wedding proposal is usually remembered as one of the happiest moments of a couple's life, but a recent one 
had a little bit of an oops moment when the girlfriend threw an apple right at her boyfriend's head!  Inside 
Edition reports.    
 
LAKERS GAME STARS 
It was a star-studded lineup on the sidelines of last night's big Lakers game.  There was Wonder Woman herself, 
Gal Gadot, and Jack Nicholson, who had a little bit of a wardrobe malfunction.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BIKINI GRANNY TODAY 
An unforgettable video showed a grandmother being pulled over by police for a DUI in her bikini.  The story 
made national news and went on to be a viral video hit…but what ever happened to that granny?  Inside Edition 
caught up with her and found out that yes, she still has that infamous bikini. 
 
POPEYES CHICKEN AT ANOTHER RESTAURANT? 
Is a restaurant actually serving fast food chicken from Popeyes to its customers?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CUDDLE BABIES 
Studies show that cuddling has huge health benefits for babies and at one hospital when the moms aren't around 
the little ones still get plenty of TLC.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

 
 



OCTOBER 23, 2017 
 
O’REILLY AND MEGYN KELLY 
There’s big reaction today to the news that former Fox host Bill O’Reilly paid $32 million in a sexual 
harassment settlement. His former colleague Megyn Kelly is among those asking:  What happened that was so 
horrible to justify that kind of pay out? O’Reilly says the settlements were not an admission of guilt…adding he 
wanted to avoid trials that would hurt his family. Megan Alexander has the latest.  
 
TRUMP VS THE WIDOW 
The widow whose husband was one of four killed on duty in Niger says President Trump stumbled and sounded 
like he was reading notes when he made a condolence call to her.  She also says the President did not know her 
husband’s name, but today, the President took to Twitter to say that’s not true.  
 
HOT CAR KID  
It’s estimated 37 children die as a result of being left in hot cars each year.  One little boy could have become 
one of the statistics…he managed to lock himself in the car with his parents right there.   
 
SHAWN JOHNSON MISCARRIAGE 
Former Olympic medalist and Dancing with the Stars contestant Shawn Johnson is heartbroken today.  She 
shared the news on social media that she miscarried what would have been her first child. 
 
PAUL NEWMAN WATCH  
It is perhaps the most famous watch in the world.  It’s a Rolex…once worn and owned by Paul Newman.  A 
watch so famous, it’s actually called the ‘Newman’.  And for years no one knew what had become of it until 
now.  Steve Fabian tells the story.       
 
ANTHEM GIRL REDO  
How often do we get a re-do in life?  Well, one little girl did and she definitely made the most of it.  She had a 
bit of an oops moment while singing the national anthem, but when she met up with our Les Trent, it went off 
without a hitch. 
 
JAMES TOBACK ALLEGATION 
In the wake of the Harvey Weinstein scandal, there are now new sexual harassment allegations rocking 
Hollywood. 38 women so far have come forward claiming an Oscar nominated Director offered them a big 
break into the movie business in exchange for sexual favors. Toback denies all the allegations. None of the 
women accusing Toback went to police at the time of the alleged incidents. 
 
MOM DAUGHTER SURGERY 
Some moms and daughters get their nails done together.  But these women opt for something much more 
involved.   
 
GYM PROPOSAL  
Finally, a workout with a surprise. 
 

 
 



OCTOBER 24, 2017 
 
O’REILLY MAD AT GOD 
Bill O'Reilly is on the defensive after that bombshell report that he paid $32 million in a sexual harassment 
settlement.  On his podcast the disgraced former Fox News host says he's mad at God for what has happened to 
him.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BOY KILLED BY DOGS 
A 7-year-old boy was mauled to death by two vicious pit bulls.  15 people from the neighborhood watched 
helplessly as it happened.  Would you know what to do if you saw a dog attack in progress?  Inside Edition 
went to an expert to find out. 
 
TIMBERLAKE SUPER BOWL 
You've probably heard the news that Justin Timberlake is headlining the Super Bowl halftime show, but not 
everyone is thrilled about it.  In fact, there's a movement online that was started by people who were upset that 
after that halftime wardrobe malfunction seen round the world, Timberlake has been invited back but not Miss 
Jackson.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP VS. CORKER 
It was a day of drama in Washington today.  A man threw Russian flags at the President as he arrived to a 
policy luncheon with Republican senators.  Then moments later, the President was face-to-face with Tennessee 
Senator Bob Corker who was the target of more Twitter rants early this morning.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JERRY LEWIS SON SPEAKS 
When Jerry Lewis died in August, people were shocked to learn that he left nothing to all five of his living 
sons.  Now for the first time, one of Lewis' sons is speaking out to Inside Edition about why his famous dad cut 
him off. 
 
CARRIED OVER FINISH LINE 
Inside Edition reports on a race with a finish that teaches us all a thing or two about doing the right thing for a 
friend. 
 
SINGING SURGEON 
Inside Edition reports on a surgeon who not only operates, but entertains you as well!   
 
WEINSTEIN NEW ACCUSER 
The list of women accusing movie producer Harvey Weinstein of misconduct continues to grow.  Today 
another woman came forward to tell her story.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DENTIST FIXES SMILE 
For years a woman has been too self-conscious to smile, but now because of a good hearted dentist she's getting 
her smile back.  The video of her seeing herself for the first time is going viral.  Megan Alexander has the 
details. 
 
DANCING AIRLINE WORKER 
Inside Edition shows video of an airline worker with some smooth moves. 
 
 

 



OCTOBER 25, 2017 
 
SHERRI PAPINI 911 CALL 
Almost one year after a California mom named Sherri Papini was kidnapped while jogging, police are finally 
releasing sketches they hope will lead to a break in the case.  As Jim Moret reports, they're also making public 
the 911 call made by her husband who said he was totally freaking out after discovering she was missing. 
 
BUSH IMPROPER TOUCHING? 
The last several weeks have seen a staggering number of women accuse powerful men of inappropriate 
behavior.  Now, such a charge is being made against a former President of the United States and George 
Herbert Walker Bush, the 41st man to sit in the White House, doesn’t appear to be denying it.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
OVERPASS ROCK THROWN 
Five Michigan teenagers are being charged as adults in connection with the death of a father of four who was 
killed when a rock thrown from an overpass hit him in the face and chest.  It is not the first time such a heinous 
act has happened and, as Steven Fabian reports, the results are almost always unimaginable.  The teens have 
pled not guilty. 
 
HARRY CONNICK JR. WIFE CANCER 
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month and as it turns out entertainer Harry Connick Jr’s wife has quietly 
been battling the disease.  Ann Mercogliano has details. 
 
OFFENSIVE HALLOWEEN DISPLAYS? 
Halloween used to be about ghosts, goblins, and lots of candy but in some places it's gotten really gory and 
some say it’s gone too far.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY ON RACHAEL RAY 
Rachael Ray is celebrating a big milestone and Oprah Winfrey was there to celebrate it!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SCALPED BY CARS 
A woman's life has been irreparably changed because she didn't pin her long hair back before working on her 
car.  Her story is a warning to every woman, especially those who consider themselves handy around cars.  Ann 
Mercogliano has our report and be warned…some parts are very graphic. 
 
MEEKS EX DATING 
Her husband took the infamous impossibly gorgeous mugshot and she stood by him when he was 
imprisoned.  Then, he dumped her.  Now she's moving on...going on a first date.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
GUY IN MUSEUM 
Inside Edition shows video of a special effect at the Spy Museum in Washington D.C. 
 

  



OCTOBER 26, 2017 
 
ELLEN DEGENERES / KATY PERRY  
Today Ellen DeGeneres is getting slammed for what some consider a sexist tweet she made about singer Katy 
Perry.  It may have been meant as a joke between friends but, given today's charged atmosphere, not everyone's 
laughing. 
 
MAN CHOKES ON CHICKEN WING 
A father who was out to dinner with his little boy is lucky to be alive and might not be if not for a quick 
thinking State Trooper who was dining at the same spot.  When the dad started choking at a wings restaurant, 
the trooper knew what to do. 
 
O.J. SIMPSON BIKINI MODELS 
It's been almost one month since O.J. Simpson walked out of that Nevada prison and he's been popping up all 
over the Las Vegas area including, as Les Trent says, places where some people would rather not see him. 
 
SHERRI PAPINI WITNESS 
A woman found kidnap victim Sherri Papini in chains on the side of the road and while some have doubted the 
young mom's tale, this woman says the look of terror on her face has her convinced that she was taken and held 
hostage for weeks.  Jim Moret reports. 
 
JFK MOVIE HISTORY 
More than fifty years after the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, once classified government files on 
the killing are being made public and you can thank a controversial Oliver Stone movie for making that 
happen.  Inside Edition explains. 
 
JESSICA ALBA BABY REVEAL 
Jessica Alba let the world know what sex her third child will be and she allowed her little girls to help with the 
reveal. 
 
GIRL WITH HEART OUTSIDE HER CHEST 
A girl is a walking medical miracle.  She was born with a rare congenital condition and doctors weren't sure 
she'd even survive…but as Diane McInerney reports, today she is a happy second grader who’s a real 
inspiration. 
 
NEWSY HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
If you want inspiration for your Halloween costume this year, you just have to watch the news.  Inside Edition 
explains. 
 
SCARY RIDE PROPOSAL 
A guy proposes to his girlfriend while they’re on a scary ride. 
 

  



OCTOBER 27, 2017 
 
LOST AT SEA WOMEN 
The two women who were rescued after being stranded on a disabled sailboat for five months are talking about 
being lost at sea.  With their communications equipment broken they thought they were done for, but they now 
consider themselves the luckiest women on planet Earth.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
ROSE MCGOWAN SPEAKS 
The actress who first sounded the alarm about Harvey Weinstein is speaking out in her first public appearance 
since claiming the movie producer sexually assaulted her, allegations he denies.  Rose McGowan encouraged 
more women to tell their stories.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
KID CHASED BY POLICE 
You may have seen the heart-stopping video of police engaged in a high speed chase with a 10-year-old who 
had taken off in a car.  Now Inside Edition is learning that it wasn't just police in hot pursuit, but the boy's mom 
as well! 
 
CHLOE THE DOG 
A pooch became a big hit on Instagram, but the owners of Chloe the French Bulldog are heartbroken today after 
she died at an animal hospital.  Steven Fabian tells us what happened. 
 
NIK WALLENDA 
Daredevil Nik Wallenda calls it the most dangerous stunt ever performed.  Now he and his family are 
performing the seven person pyramid for the first time since it went terribly wrong.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TIGER WOODS IN COURT 
It's a victory for Tiger Woods as the golfer dodged jail time today in connection with an arrest for DUI.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
CHRISTIE PRODY TODAY 
She was the woman by O.J. Simpson's side during most of his high profile legal troubles.  He's now out of 
prison and enjoying life…but as Steve Fabian reports, Christie Prody's story is very different. 
 
PLAYBOY IMPLANTS 
Inside Edition reports on a cautionary tale from a group of models who turned to plastic surgery to enhance 
their figure.  They say their breast implants made them sick.   
 
SPIDER SCARE 
A woman knocks on her neighbor's door and gets the fright of her life thanks to some pranksters. 
 

  



OCTOBER 30, 2017 
 
KEVIN SPACEY / ANTHONY RAPP 
Oscar® winning actor Kevin Spacey is apologizing after being accused of making unwelcome advances 
towards a fourteen-year-old boy who grew up to be an actor on Star Trek: Discovery.  Steven Fabian has the 
latest. 
 
ADAM SANDLER  
A TV appearance by actor Adam Sandler has sparked a chorus of comment.  Sandler put his hand on an 
actress's knee and as Inside Edition reports, when she moved it the hand came back. 
 
BASEBALL THROWN BACK 
There are lots of traditions in baseball and apparently there is one tradition about which many fans were 
unaware.  Inside Edition has a look at the furor that resulted when a home run ball got tossed back onto the field 
during Sunday night's World Series game. 
 
PEYTON MANNING ACCUSER 
A woman says Peyton Manning sexually assaulted her years ago before he went pro.  He denies her allegations 
and says he was horsing around with a teammate and now in this exclusive interview she's revealing for the first 
time what she says happened.   
 
HIPPO EATS PUMPKIN 
Inside Edition shows video of a real-life hungry hungry hippo! 
 
O.J. REACTS TO DOWN AND OUT EX-GIRLFRIEND 
Last time, Inside Edition showed you how O.J. Simpson's former girlfriend is struggling to stay off drugs and 
get her life back on track.  What does O.J., now free from prison, have to say? 
 
HALLOWEEN - STARS POSE AS THEIR FAVORITE STARS 
This Halloween, some stars are dressing as other stars.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BRIDE UNICYCLE 
Inside Edition shows video of a bride on a unicycle. 
 

  



OCTOBER 31, 2017 
 
SURFER KID HERO 
An eighth grade boy who was just catching some waves is being called a hero today after he rescued a man 
whose boat had just swamped and sank in rough waters.  As if saving a life were no big deal, after he rescued 
the guy he went back to surfing.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SAILBOAT WOMEN STORY IN DOUBT? 
That remarkable tale of two women being rescued at sea is becoming even more remarkable because of its 
apparent inconsistencies.  Ann Mercogliano has a look at the questions being raised about the five months they 
say they were stranded.   
 
WENDY WILLIAMS FAINTS 
It might have seemed like a trick-or-treat stunt, but Wendy Williams really did faint on her show!  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
NINE-YEAR-OLD ARRESTED 
A lot of people are asking if it’s ever appropriate to place a nine-year-old child in handcuffs after an autistic 
child, who says he was being bullied, got into a schoolyard fight.  Inside Edition spoke with the child and his 
parents. 
 
TONYA HARDING MOM 
It's been more than 20 years since Tonya Harding made Olympic headlines, but she'll be back in the news with 
the upcoming movie I, Tonya.  The movie spends a lot of time on her rise to fame and the role her mother 
played in that.  Inside Edition sat down exclusively with Tonya's mother for her take on the movie. 
 
SELENA GOMEZ 
There was a big surprise for some school kids when a big star happened by!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
COFFEE MACHINE TEST 
Inside Edition's made it a habit to test for germs in places we all go, like hotels…but what about the office 
coffee pot?  We all use it…which may explain why you could be exposed to more than just caffeine when you 
pour a cup of java. 
 
ROSE MCGOWAN WARRANT 
Actress Rose McGowan is crying conspiracy in connection with an arrest warrant that’s been issued.  It’s in 
connection with traces of narcotics allegedly found on some of her possessions at an airport. As Les Trent 
reports, the actress says it’s no accident the charge comes after she spoke out against Harvey Weinstein. 
 
TOUCHING TOUCHDOWN 
Inside Edition reports on one of the most touching touchdowns ever. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 1, 2017 
 
TERROR ATTACK TRUCKS 
It is the worst terror attack in New York City since September 11th.  Eight people are dead and a dozen 
injured…mowed down by a rental truck.  As the investigation continues, many are asking if there’s more we 
can do to stop would-be terrorists from using trucks as weapons.  Jim Moret reports. 
 
BIKE PATH DANGERS 
FBI officials say the attack followed to a T the instructions put out some time ago by ISIS.  It was not high tech, 
but took advantage of the openness of New York's west side where a beautiful and popular bike path runs along 
the Hudson River.  Ann Mercogliano took a ride along what is now a path of destruction. 
 
SCHOOL BUS KIDS 
Whether planned or not, the assailant struck just as children were being dismissed from school and trick or 
treating was soon to begin.  The rampage ended as the rental truck struck a school bus with children inside who 
became the littlest victims of the attack.   
 
SUSPECT BIO 
It's now being revealed that the suspect had driven into New York City twice in a single day less than a week 
before his deadly attack.  Investigators want to know if he was making a dry run.  This information comes as we 
are learning more about his background.  The 29-year-old appears to be a so-called lone wolf who showed no 
remorse over what he did.  Les Trent has more. 
 
DEFIANT AMERICA 
Terror attacks are designed to do just that…incite fear and alter the way people go about their lives.  However, 
people are defiantly refusing to change the way they live.  From late night comics, to sporting events, to the 
New York City Halloween Parade the message is clear - we can't let terror win. 
 
WORLD SERIES MISS 
Baseball fans have gotten their money's worth with this year's World Series.  The match up will go into a 
seventh game, but what people are talking about is the ball that landed in the stands or, more specifically, right 
on a lady's stomach after her husband choked on the big catch. 
 
O.J. HALLOWEEN 
The house where O.J. Simpson's staying may have gotten more trick or treaters than usual.  That's because O.J. 
himself was manning the door handing out candy.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DUSTIN HOFFMAN ACCUSED 
Yet another big time Hollywood figure is being accused of sexual misconduct.  Oscar® winning actor Dustin 
Hoffman is being accused of acting inappropriately with a 17-year-old intern while shooting a TV movie back 
in the 1980's.  Megan Alexander has details. 
 
FLOATING HOUSE 
Imagine seeing your house literally floating away.  As Les Trent reports it was a reality for one family whose 
house was totaled in a raging river. 
 
STAR WARS COSTUME 
In the wake of the terror attack in New York, people went ahead with their Halloween festivities and one 
costume may be the coolest in the galaxy. 
 



NOVEMBER 2, 2017 
 
TERROR ATTACK LATEST 
Inside Edition reports on the latest news regarding the recent terrorist attack in New York City. 
 
VICTIMS OF ATTACK 
Inside Edition is learning more about the eight people who lost their lives in the terror attack in New York City. 
 
NEW YORK CLIMBER 
Security is tighter all over New York City in the wake of Tuesday's attack and it has consistently been strong at 
the city's iconic buildings…yet three years ago, a young man somehow evaded security checks and climbed 
One World Trade.  In fact, he's climbed a number of skyscrapers.  It's illegal, not to mention dangerous.  Les 
Trent asked him why he’s done it. 
 
ROOMMATE FROM HELL 
Inside Edition reports on someone who’s being called the roommate from hell. 
 
WORLD SERIES ROMANCE 
The World Series is now history and what a matchup it was!  Love was definitely in the air at Dodger Stadium 
as the Astros clinched their first World Series win ever! 
 
JIMMY KIMMEL HALLOWEEN 
Jimmy Kimmel pranked his three-year-old daughter for his annual tradition of tricking kids into thinking that 
their parents ate their Halloween candy.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LIAR FOR HIRE? 
Nearly 9 out of 10 consumers make their purchasing decisions based on online reviews and those video reviews 
can be really impactful…but how reliable are they?  Lisa Guerrero finds out. 
 
HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU CLEAN? 
We all like to think we're clean people, but are you cleaning everything as much as you should?  The other day 
we showed you how grossed out coffee makers can become if not cleaned.  Today, Inside Edition reports on the 
things you need to wash more often than you may be. 
 
VIDEO OF THE DAY 
Inside Edition shows video of a woman singing in the toy aisle of a store.  
 

  



NOVEMBER 3, 2017 
 
SON-IN-LAW KILLER? 
It should have been a joyous time planning a beautiful wedding.  Now the groom to be is in jail charged with 
murdering his future mother-in-law.  Cops say he killed her just four days before he was set to walk down the 
aisle.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP TWITTER ACCOUNT 
Before a Twitter employee told his boss ‘I quit', he managed to shut down the President's account.  He's not the 
first person to leave a job with lots of drama…but is that really the right thing to do?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PARIS JACKSON VS. WENDY WILLIAMS 
Days after TV's Wendy Williams fainted during her Halloween show she's finding herself in a war of words 
with none other than Paris Jackson.  Steven Fabian tells us what it's all about. 
 
MICHELLE PFEIFFER / KENNETH BRANAGH 
After all the talk lately about the mistreatment of women in Hollywood a photo is raising lots of eyebrows.  It 
appears to show Michelle Pfeiffer at a movie premiere being ogled by her co-star and the moment happened 
right after Pfeiffer spoke out about all the scandals rocking Hollywood. 
 
WHAT THE HECK IS THAT FOR? 
They're the little added features on things you use all the time like the pom pom on a ski hat.  As it turns out, it's 
not just to make it cute.  Why is it there?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BROKEN HEART SYNDROME 
A woman was rushed to the emergency room with all the signs of a heart attack, but she was actually suffering 
from something called broken heart syndrome which was brought on by the loss of her beloved dog. 
 
MAR-A-LAGO REOPENS 
President Trump is off to Asia for a state visit.  That means he's missing the first weekend of the winter season 
at Mar-a-Lago.  Steven Fabian has a look at what life is like at the posh resort. 
 
COAT GIVEAWAY 
Inside Edition reports on a coat giveaway. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 6, 2017 
 
CHURCH SHOOTING VIDEO 
Shockwaves continue around the country over the church shooting in Texas that left 26 people dead.  As details 
about the gunman emerge, Inside Edition is learning more about the horror that was going on inside the tiny 
First Baptist Church when shots erupted…it was clear worshipers had no way out. 
 
SARAH HUCKABEE SANDERS BODY SHAMED 
Saturday Night Live had some fun this weekend poking fun at White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee 
Sanders.  Their ribbing came as a Pulitzer winning columnist found himself under fire for describing Sanders as 
a slightly chunky soccer mom.  Now, in an interview with Inside Edition the columnist is apologizing.   
 
ASTROS PARADE HAT 
You've probably heard the expression 'it takes a village' and as Inside Edition reports it almost took a village to 
help a lady retrieve the Astros cap she dropped during the World Series victory parade.  Les Trent has a look at 
teamwork in action. 
 
MCGOWAN VS. BALDWIN 
There’s a Twitter war between Harvey Weinstein's most vocal accuser and actor Alec Baldwin.  After he 
seemed to blame Rose McGowan for not reporting her alleged abuser she fired back and called him a 'baby 
man' among other things. 
 
WAVE TO KIDS AT CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL 
Inside Edition reports on a moment at a college football game that sends everyone's hearts soaring and it has 
nothing to do with putting points on the board.  Les Trent explains. 
 
JOKER DELIVERS BABY 
Imagine a guy delivering your baby dressed as The Joker!  Inside Edition explains. 
 
TEACHER SEX SCANDAL 
We've all seen countless headlines about teachers accused of having inappropriate relationships with students, 
but we rarely hear from the husbands about what they go through…until now.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ELECTION ICONS ANNIVERSARY 
It's been a full year since the greatest political upset in history so we got to thinking…what ever happened to 
those everyday Americans who had their 15 minutes of fame on the campaign trail?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DANCING PRINCIPAL 
Inside Edition shows video of a principal dancing.    
 

  



NOVEMBER 7, 2017 
 
CHURCH SHOOTER PAST 
The head of the Air Force is apologizing that the domestic violence conviction of the man responsible for the 
Texas church shooting wasn't properly reported in a way that would have prevented him from purchasing 
guns.  Meanwhile, a woman he tormented back in high school says she tried to warn people about his volatile 
nature…but no one would listen.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MOM SACRIFICES LIFE IN CHURCH TO SAVE CHILDREN 
In the carnage of the church shooting there were examples of heroism.  One of the most heart-wrenching 
involves a mother who used her own body to try to shield her children from the gunfire.  It's the story of 
ultimate sacrifice.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ALEC BALDWIN / MELANIA TRUMP 
Alec Baldwin has helped Saturday Night Live get record ratings thanks to his portrayal of the President and he 
even claims Melania Trump is a fan of his impression…but now the First Lady is hitting back saying that's not 
true. 
 
MARIAH CAREY 
Did Mariah Carey have weight loss surgery?  A new report claims the singer decided to go under the knife after 
having difficulty dancing onstage and being body shamed online.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
ELIZABETH SMART MOVIE 
It's been 15 years since Elizabeth Smart, then a 14-year old girl, was kidnapped at knifepoint from her 
bedroom.  Now her story has been made into a television movie.  Inside Edition spoke with the young actress 
who took on the challenge of becoming Elizabeth Smart. 
 
SHERRI PAPINI VIDEO 
There’s one more piece in the puzzle over the Sherri Papini kidnapping.  Cops have released new video 
captured just minutes before the young mother was spotted and rescued.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PREGNANCY PACT: 10 YEARS LATER 
It was a story that shocked the nation - a group of high school teens allegedly vowing to get pregnant.  It was 
called the Pregnancy Pact.  18 students had babies, but was it really all planned?  Ten years later, Les Trent 
went back to where it all happened and spoke with one of the teens who found herself at the center of the 
scandal. 
 
PASSENGER STEALS FROM UBER DRIVER  
A barely dressed woman stole her Uber driver's tips and it was all caught on tape.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
FAWN STUCK IN FENCE 
A homeowner rescues a fawn who is stuck in a porch fence. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 8, 2017 
 
ANCHORWOMAN ACCUSES KEVIN SPACEY 
There are more serious allegations against actor Kevin Spacey.  A former news anchor says the Oscar® winner 
sexually assaulted her then 18-year-old son last year after plying the teen with what she calls 'drink after 
drink'.  The mom says she wants the Oscar® winner to go to jail.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MARIAH CAREY FORMER BODYGUARD 
There are more allegations of celebrity harassment in the news.  This time it's Mariah Carey's former bodyguard 
accusing her of inappropriate behavior.  Inside Edition reports.     
 
EX GIRLFRIEND OF CHURCH SHOOTER 
The list of people haunted by their contact with the Texas church shooter is a long one.  The latest is a young 
woman who dated the killer when she was 13 and, as she told Inside Edition, he continued to stalk her until just 
a few months ago. 
 
SOME UCLA ATHLETES ARRESTED IN CHINA 
Inside Edition reports on an embarrassing incident involving some American college athletes who are visiting 
China.  Three members of UCLA's basketball team are accused of shoplifting…a very serious crime in that 
country. 
 
BAD MOM BREAK INS? 
What kind of parent breaks into houses with their baby in tow and posts videos about it?  That's what cops are 
wondering after a series of YouTube videos led to the arrest of a mom for breaking and entering among other 
things!  Steven Fabian has details.   
 
ROY HALLADAY PLANE CRASH 
Was Roy Halladay hot dogging it before his small airplane crashed Tuesday in the Gulf of Mexico?  The plane 
was changing altitude so rapidly it attracted the attention of people who took cell phone video of it.  As it turns 
out, the baseball great's wife was very against his flying before he bought his plane. 
 
SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM INVESTIGATION 
It's been seventy years since soft serve ice cream first hit the scene.  Millions of us love it, but how can you be 
sure the machine dispensing it is sanitary?  Lisa Guerrero went looking for answers. 
 
AMAZON DELIVERY TEST 
Holiday shopping will soon be in full swing which means thieves will be out snatching packages left on 
doorsteps.  However, today Amazon is starting a new service called Amazon Key to stop them.  It lets delivery 
guys leave a package inside your home even if you're not there.  Inside Edition put it to the test. 
 
PINOCCHIO KID 
Inside Edition shows video of a baby dressed up like Pinocchio. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 9, 2017 
 
LOUIS C.K. 
There are now questions about another big name in Hollywood - comedian Louis C.K.  The premiere for his 
new movie has just been canceled and the word is it's because of a very damaging expose that has just been 
published by The New York Times similar to the one that brought down movie mogul Harvey Weinstein. 
 
KEVIN SPACEY  
There’s more fallout for actor Kevin Spacey.  In the wake of all the sexual assault allegations, the Oscar® 
winner has literally been erased from a big movie he's starring in.  The problem now is how to replace him with 
another actor in time, since the movie is weeks away from hitting screens.  Ann Mercogliano has details on the 
behind-the-scenes scramble. 
 
ROY HALLADAY CRASH LATEST 
There's uproar today over comments a radio DJ said about baseball superstar Roy Halladay who died Tuesday 
in a plane crash.  After video surfaced of Halladay seemingly hot dogging his small aircraft before it went 
down, the DJ said Halladay got what he deserved. 
 
MELANIA TRUMP CHINA 
The First Lady is dazzling people in China with her fashion choices...but the person who may really be helping 
diplomatic relations is the President's six-year-old granddaughter who is impressing everyone with her almost 
perfect Mandarin.   
 
“HELP ME” PARROT 
It was an unusual call to 911 after a UPS delivery guy heard someone calling for help from inside a home.  As 
Inside Edition reports, it wasn't really a human in distress - it was a parrot!  Jim Moret explains. 
 
BRIDE’S PROMISE 
Blended families are not uncommon in America, but rarely do families come together the way this one did at a 
wedding where there wasn’t a dry eye in the house.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ARIEL WINTER OUTFIT 
Modern Family star Ariel Winter is once again raising eyebrows on the red carpet.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
O.J. SIMPSON KICKED OUT 
A little more than a month after O.J. Simpson was released from prison he's reportedly been thrown out of a 
Vegas hotel.  Inside Edition explains what happened. 
 
LOCKER ROOM CREEPS 
Footage shows a woman discovering something shocking.  She found a camera hidden inside a locker 
room...but this isn't an isolated incident.  Creeps are setting up cameras in locker rooms across the country 
trying to capture women when they are most vulnerable.  Lisa Guerrero has our report. 
 
HOMELESS PROFESSORS 
Being a college professor is a very prestigious position, but as it turns out, not always a lucrative one.  Steven 
Fabian says around the country there are college professors who are paid so little that they can't afford a home. 
 
BABY CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 
A kid has wonder in his eyes as he hears the first holiday bells of the season.    
 



NOVEMBER 10, 2017 
 
LOUIS C.K. FALLOUT 
“These stories are true”.  That's the jaw-dropping statement from comedian Louis C.K. the day after The New 
York Times published an expose in which five women accused him of sexual misconduct.  His admission comes 
as his new movie is shelved days before it was set to hit screens.  Ann Mercogliano has the latest. 
 
ALY RAISMAN SPEAKS 
A gold medal winning Olympian is now stepping forward to say she too was the victim of sexual abuse.  Aly 
Raisman is speaking out to 60 Minutes saying she was taken advantage of by the U.S. gymnastic team's 
doctor.  Along with the pain of what she went through, Raisman also says she's angry.  Diane McInerney has 
details. 
 
MELANIA TRUMP AT GREAT WALL 
While the President headed to Vietnam for the next stop of his state visit to Asia, First Lady Melania stayed 
behind in China to do some sightseeing and that meant a stop at the Great Wall where she smartly opted for 
some comfortable footwear to stroll along the wall that stretches for more than five thousand miles.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
FACE TRANSPLANT MEETING 
A video is touching hearts across the country.  For the first time a woman meets a man who received her late 
husband's face in groundbreaking face transplant surgery.  She couldn't help but notice how much this stranger 
looks like the man she loved.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
VOLLEYBALL COACH ARRESTED 
Last time Inside Edition reported about a mom who found a hidden camera in a gym locker room used by her 
young daughter.  Today, Inside Edition has the story of a high schooler who says she was terrified when she 
learned a volleyball coach was allegedly peeping on her.  Lisa Guerrero tracked down the coach to get some 
answers. 
 
LUPITA NYONG’O 
Oscar® winner Lupita Nyong’o is furious over someone photoshopping her picture and she's not holding 
back.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DRONE VIDEO 
A video made mouths drop across the country.  A man who suspected his wife was cheating on him sent up a 
drone and caught her in the act.  It made big headlines but because the couple never spoke out about what 
happened many thought it was a hoax.  Now in an Inside Edition exclusive they are finally talking.  Did they 
break up or stay together?  Diane McInerney reports. 
 
LUNG TRANSPLANT 
A mom is getting to listen to her late daughter's lungs helping another young woman to breathe.  Inside Edition 
explains. 
 
GREATEST GIFT EVER 
Inside Edition shows video of a kid who’s very excited about a gift he receives. 
 
  



NOVEMBER 13, 2017 
 
CHURCH SHOOTER EX 
A woman’s ex-husband was the madman who murdered 26 worshipers at that church in Sutherland Springs, 
Texas.  It was her call to authorities that got him court martialed from the Air Force.  Now for the first time 
she's describing her abusive, terrifying time with the man who later went on to commit the deadliest church 
shooting in American history.  Steven Fabian has our world exclusive.   
 
ROY MOORE NEW ACCUSER 
Another woman has stepped forward to say that when she was a young teen, Alabama Senate candidate Roy 
Moore acted inappropriately with her.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
TRUMP LINE HANDSHAKE 
President Trump is known for his long and active handshakes, but at the ASEAN Summit in the Philippines the 
President seemed to come upon a handshake that threw him.  Les Trent finds out why it can be challenging. 
 
TIFFANY HADDISH DRESS 
Tiffany Haddish was a big hit hosting Saturday Night Live this weekend and, as Megan Alexeander reports, her 
dress practically had a co-starring role. 
 
NFL PLAYER TRAGEDY 
Touchdowns are usually a cause for celebration, but for a San Francisco 49ers player it was a heartbreaking 
reminder of unthinkable loss.  Inside Edition explains why.   
 
CARRIE UNDERWOOD FALL 
Country star Carrie Underwood is thanking her husband for taking such good care of her after she fell at home 
and broke her wrist.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CHURCH SHOOTER EX 
In the second part of our world exclusive, Tessa Brennaman tells Steven Fabian that after her divorce, Devin 
Kelley continued to haunt her. 
 
FOUR GENERATIONS WEDDING DRESS 
Some brides had no trouble figuring out what they would borrow for the big day!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BUNGEE JUMP 
Inside Edition shows video of a bungee jump. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 14, 2017 
 
UBER DRIVER VS. ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
Inside Edition reports on another meltdown that occurred during an Uber ride.  This time it was an assistant 
district attorney who was caught on tape letting loose on a driver.  Les Trent explains what happened.   
 
WATER SLIDE KID 
The parents of a little boy who was injured when he flew off a water slide have filed a lawsuit and photos of the 
child's injuries show he was hurt worse than we thought.  Steven Fabian has more on the accident that's resulted 
in the slide being closed since that day.   
 
ACTOR SICK FROM CHIPOTLE? 
Chipotle stock took a massive hit when a star of TV's Supergirl said he almost died after getting sick when he 
ate there.  However, as Jim Moret reports, the restaurant says it's not to blame for his illness. 
 
YARD RAGE 
It's that time of year when falling leaves mean leaf blowers, piles of debris, and at times angry 
neighbors.  Senator Rand Paul allegedly was assaulted by a neighbor who was upset over lawn clippings.  It's 
called yard rage and Megan Alexander says it is a very real thing.  The neighbor denies wrongdoing. 
 
ROY MOORE BANNED FROM MALL? 
The chorus urging Alabama Senate candidate Roy Moore to step aside is growing louder a day after a fifth 
woman accused Moore of sexual misconduct.  House Speaker Paul Ryan says the allegations are credible and 
now there’s a report that Moore had been banned from the local mall years ago after complaints.    
 
JIMMY FALLON 
No matter who you are, your very first fan is your mom.  Jimmy Fallon was back on The Tonight Show last 
night after the death of his mother and choked up sharing his memories, but he's not the first late night host to 
share a very personal experience with viewers.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ULTIMATE SURVIVAL GUIDE 
Falls are the number one cause for emergency room visits in America, but did you know there's a right way to 
fall to prevent injury?  Steven Fabian has that and more in our Inside Edition survival guide. 
 
CHEWBACCA MOM 
The woman who made us laugh as Chewbacca mom in the most successful viral video ever is now revealing 
that behind the mask there was a lot of pain.  She spoke with Jim Moret. 
 
CAT IN CLAW MACHINE 
Inside Edition shows video of a cat in a claw machine with stuffed animals. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 15, 2017 
 
NATASHA HENSTRIDGE SPEAKS 
Yet another Hollywood actress is speaking out about the abuse she says she suffered from a Hollywood 
director.  Natasha Henstridge was only 19 when she says she was forced into a sex act she says she didn't want 
to do.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BABY DELIVERED IN CAR 
A woman started having labor pains so she drove herself to the hospital and when the baby decided not to wait 
she actually delivered her child all by herself!  Diane McInerney reports. 
 
UCLA PLAYERS HOME 
They admitted they did it.  The three UCLA basketball players detained by Chinese officials on suspicion of 
shoplifting spoke out today apologizing for what they did and expressing gratitude to everyone who helped 
them get out of a very bad situation, including President Trump who tweeted that he was expecting a thank 
you.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CA SHOOTING SCHOOL 
Officials in northern California are still trying to make sense of Tuesday’s early morning rampage that ended in 
a shootout with cops outside a school.  Six people including the gunman are dead following what apparently 
started with a dispute at home and ended with an elementary school under fire and on lock-down.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET CRISIS 
The Victoria's Secret Fashion Show may be missing a few angels when the models hit the runway in Shanghai 
next Monday.  That's because a number of the women have been denied visas by the Chinese 
government.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SAVING STALE FOOD 
It’s estimated that more than $600 of food per person is thrown away every year in America, but as it turns out 
some foods you may think are beyond consumption can actually be revived!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE COSTUMES 
Justice League hits theaters this weekend and among those doing battle are the Amazons of Wonder Woman 
fame…but their costumes are a little different. 
 
BABY BORN TWICE 
A medical miracle led to a baby being born twice.  When doctors realized an unborn child had a life threatening 
condition, they opted to operate before she was even born.     
 
SUZANNE SOMERS MARRIAGE 
She burst to fame on Three’s Company and forty years later Suzanne Somers is still at it and still with her 
husband of many years.  Now she has a new book called Two's Company and she doesn't hold back!  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
FLIGHT ATTENDANT 
Inside Edition shows video of a very entertaining flight attendant. 
 

 



NOVEMBER 16, 2017 
 
AL FRANKEN GROPING CONTROVERSY 
Another high profile person is being accused of inappropriate behavior and this time it’s a sitting United States 
senator.  Al Franken is being accused of groping a news anchor and as Jim Moret reports she's offering 
photographic proof that it happened. 
 
GROPING AT CONCERTS 
There are lots of places where a woman might feel vulnerable to inappropriate touching and a concert is 
probably high on the list.  However, if someone at a Drake concert does something nasty and he sees it he's 
going to call you out.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LEONARDO DA VINCI AUCTION  
Nearly half a billion dollars!  That’s how much a rare Leonardo da Vinci painting fetched at auction leaving art 
patrons stunned and in tears.  However, as Les Trent found out it wasn't that long ago that the painting sold for 
the bargain-basement price of 60 dollars! 
 
UBER TIP GIRL APOLOGY 
A young woman was caught on camera stealing an Uber driver’s tips and she seemed pretty 
unrepentant.  However, as Steven Fabian reports she may have had a change of heart.    
 
D.C. WAITRESSES FIGHT ROBBER 
Some waitresses turned into individual wonder women and fought off a guy who tried to help himself to the 
cash drawer!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP WATER 
The moment when President Trump paused for water has become a massive meme on social media and as you'd 
expect the late night comics are pouncing!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
STEEP STADIUM 
When you go to your local stadium you might consider the possibility of a player getting hurt, but not 
yourself.  As it turns out some stadiums, especially newer ones, have seating so steep there are actually 
warnings about them on review sites like TripAdvisor!  Steven Fabian looked into this and found some dizzying 
situations around the country. 
 
MORE STALE FOOD TIPS 
Yesterday, Inside Edition shared some clever tricks to help you save money by reviving foods that have started 
to go stale.  Today, we're back with some more ideas. 
 
GUILTY DOG 
A dog steals a roll of toilet paper. 
 
PARROT TURNS ON LIGHT 
A parrot instructs her family's Amazon Echo to turn on all the lights in the room and it works! 
 

  



NOVEMBER 17, 2017 
 
BEN AFFLECK 
Actor Ben Affleck is promoting his latest movie Justice League, but in doing so he's found himself on the hot 
seat over allegations that he too is among the Hollywood big wigs accused of boorish behavior or worse.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
AL FRANKEN APOLOGY 
Senator Al Franken is apologizing directly to the Los Angeles radio host who posted a photo of him groping her 
saying he's sorry and that he welcomes a Senate ethics investigation into the incident.  Steven Fabian has more 
on the latest accusation of inappropriate behavior to rock Washington. 
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET DRAMA 
There's more drama for the Victoria's Secret Fashion Show set to take place Monday in Shanghai.  Two of the 
biggest stars in the show, model Gigi Hadid and singer Katy Perry, have been banned from the big show.  Inside 
Edition explains. 
 
THANKSGIVING TRAVEL HACKS 
Chances are you're gearing up for the Thanksgiving holiday.  According to Triple A the number of people 
traveling this year is expected to be the highest in a decade, so Diane McInerney has a few hacks that might 
make your holiday travel a little easier. 
 
REAL LIFE WONDER BOY 
Julia Roberts’ new movie Wonder, which opens today, is based on the popular book about a boy who had such 
severe facial deformities he wore a helmet when he went to school.  The book was fiction, but the condition is 
very real.  Les Trent has the story of a real life wonder boy. 
 
GOLF CARTS 
Nowadays it seems everyone is zipping along on golf carts.  There are even whole communities where millions 
of people use them to safely get around…but as Lisa Guerrero reports, with that popularity comes potential 
dangers that most of us never think about. 
 
GETTING KYLIE JENNER LIPS 
She's known as the Jenner with the big lips and evidently there are plenty of women out there who want a pair 
of lips just like hers.  Inside Edition explains. 
 
SIBLINGS HUG 
Inside Edition shows video of siblings hugging. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 20, 2017 
 
CHARLES MANSON DEATH 
The death of convicted killer Charles Manson has left the state of California with a problem…no one will claim 
his body.  Steven Fabian has more on that as well as reaction to Manson's death from a family member of one of 
his victims. 
 
PINK ON AMAS 
People are still talking about Pink and her death-defying performance at the AMAs scaling a skyscraper and 
literally hanging upside down as she sang!  How'd she do it?  Jim Moret went looking for answers. 
 
TALIBAN HOSTAGE SPEAKS 
The American mom held hostage with her family for five years by a Taliban-linked group is breaking her 
silence about her family's ordeal saying it was faith and taking one day at a time that got them through.  Inside 
Edition reports.   
 
DAVID CASSIDY HEALTH 
Former Partridge Family star David Cassidy is fighting for his life, hospitalized for organ failure.  As Inside 
Edition reports, months after he ended his touring career, he's now said to be in need of a transplant. 
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET FASHION SHOW 
The Victoria's Secret Angels have taken to the catwalk in Shanghai, but not without a little mishap.  One of the 
Angels actually took a tumble while walking the runway.  Inside Edition traveled to China to cover all the 
behind-the-scenes action. 
 
PLANE CRASH LANDING 
When a pilot learns to fly, one of the first lessons is the moment you're up in the air have an eye out for where 
you could land in an emergency.  As Inside Edition reports, that lesson came in handy for one pilot. 
 
AL FRANKEN NEW ACCUSER 
Another woman has stepped forward to accuse Senator Al Franken and she says she posted about it on 
Facebook immediately after it happened.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ESCAPING CHARLES MANSON 
A woman escaped death from Charles Manson thanks to an empty gas tank.  Inside Edition explains. 
 
PARALYZED GROOM 
A horrible accident during a bachelor party left a would-be groom paralyzed.  Now the couple is taking its much 
delayed trip down the aisle. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 21, 2017 
 
CHARLIE ROSE 
Award winning newsman Charlie Rose is out at CBS News.  Less than 24 hours after Rose was accused by 
eight women of lewd behavior and unwanted advances he has been fired by the network and PBS, which airs 
his interview show, has terminated its relationship.  Meanwhile, his morning show co-hosts took to the air to 
share how they are feeling.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP THANKSGIVING 
The annual pardoning of the official White House turkey took place today.  President Trump officially spared 
the lives of Drumstick and Wishbone who will head to a farm in Virginia instead of the dinner table.  Steven 
Fabian reports. 
 
CHEERLEADING COACH SPEAKS 
A cheerleading coach lost his job after a disturbing video surfaced showing a teen trying to do a split.  He is 
now speaking out as are some of the students he's coached and he’s telling Inside Edition the tape doesn’t tell 
the whole story. 
 
MISS UNIVERSE COMPETITION 
On Sunday night a new Miss Universe will be crowned…but the preliminary competition for the title has 
already begun.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
THANKSGIVING HACKS 
When you're in the middle of making Thanksgiving dinner it's the wrong time to find out you're missing an 
important item.  Inside Edition has some hacks that may save the big meal! 
 
WENDY WILLIAMS 
Wendy Williams is going public saying the worst guest she ever had on her show actually groped her on live 
TV and was never invited back.  She didn't name names...but there's speculation online that it's comedian 
Gilbert Gottfried.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
ASHLEY GRAHAM 
Ashley Graham would really like to be a Victoria's Secret model and she's not being subtle about it.  Inside 
Edition explains.   
 
SURPRISE PROPOSAL 
Inside Edition reports on a surprise proposal. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 22, 2017 
 

 
CHARLIE ROSE INTERN SPEAKS OUT 
In the wake of Charlie Rose’s dismissal from CBS News…the network says it has heard from at least three 
current employees who also report inappropriate behavior.  One former intern who worked for Rose is stepping 
forward, saying when she made a delivery to his home, she was asked to watch an explicit sex scene in a movie. 
 
GABBY DOUGLAS ABUSED? 
Another Olympic gymnast says that she too was sexually abused by the team doctor for USA 
Gymnastics.  Gold medalist Gabby Douglas has come forward just as the team doctor pleads guilty to multiple 
accounts of criminal sexual contact.  
 
TIFFANY TRUMP’S SHORT SKIRT 
Tiffany Trump’s father may be the President but that hasn’t stopped people from commenting on the length of 
her skirt. 
 
WASP MAN 
It’s a scary job, but someone has to do it.  Inside Edition takes a look at GoPro footage of an exterminator being 
attacked by thousands of angry hornets while he dismantles their massive nest. 
 
ROOMMATE FROM HELL? 
When college roommates don’t get along they usually try to work things out or move.  Inside Edition reports on 
a roommate who is in court fighting criminal charges. 
 
DAVID CASSIDY 
With the death of David Cassidy, the 70’s teen idol is being remembered for his long career that began with the 
TV show, The Partridge Family.  But whatever happened to the other members of the cast?  Diane McInerney 
tells you. 
 
SHOPPING TIPS 
It’s just 33 days until Christmas! If you’re planning to go shopping, don’t go to the mall until you hear these 
tips. 
 
HOLIDAY MOVIE SECRETS 
If you want to start a fight, ask someone what’s the best Christmas movie of all time. 
 
No7 THANKSGIVING 
For many people the holidays mean a “to-do” list a mile long. However, there’s one thing you shouldn’t 
forget…you! 
 
TOY GIVEAWAY 
Christmas comes early for some very special kids. 

 
 



NOVEMBER 23, 2017 
 
HOW TO GET BUMPED 
The long Thanksgiving weekend is one of the busiest travel weekends of the year which means lots of people 
will end up getting bumped off flights...but some people actually hope they get bumped off a flight.  In fact, one 
woman says her family made a whopping $11,000 thanks to being booked on oversold flights.  Megan 
Alexander reports on how she made all that money. 
 
GAME OF THRONES HUSKIES 
Game of Thrones is being called the world's most popular TV show and its fan base continues to build.  Some 
viewers are so obsessed they are adopting huskies that look like the dire wolves which are featured on the 
show…but now comes a serious warning that they aren't the perfect pets for everyone. 
 
SIBLINGS MEET 
They grew up on opposite sides of America never knowing they had siblings and now they've met for the first 
time!  Steven Fabian reports on how it all happened just in time for the holiday season. 
 
TURKEY MISTAKES 
It's a good bet you're having a turkey dinner today with your family and chances are it won't be sliced 
correctly.  As Ann Mercogliano reports, that's just one of the things a lot of folks do wrong with their birds. 
 
BACKFLIP WEDDING 
Most brides and grooms have their favorite unforgettable wedding memory, but probably none were as dramatic 
as one pair of newlyweds who literally flipped into married life!  Jim Moret explains. 
 
LOST AND FOUND 
Inside Edition reports on an amazing lost and found story.  A woman goes shopping and finds her mom's long 
lost wedding photos in the window of an antique store...but the biggest surprise was yet to come. 
 
LOW CALORIE THANKSGIVING 
It's estimated the average American consumes 4500 calories on Thanksgiving, but a celebrity chef is showing us 
how to whip up a healthy alternative to the typical Thanksgiving feast. 
 
BROCCOLI TASTE 
Inside Edition reports on something one little one won't want for Thanksgiving.    
  
 

  



NOVEMBER 24, 2017 
 
MOTORCYCLE CRASH 
One guy is really thankful this Thanksgiving weekend.  He fell two hundred fifty feet down a hill after his 
motorcycle skidded off a mountain road leaving him broken, but incredibly he survived.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HOUDINI DOG 
Inside Edition reports on a dog whose name is General but should be Houdini based on the skillful way he 
managed to escape from not one or two, but four doors at an animal hospital! 
 
DIPPOLITO NEW GIRLFRIEND 
It's another chance at love for a man whose first wife was caught on undercover video hiring a hitman to kill 
him.  After she was convicted and sent to prison he's found a woman and tells Megan Alexander he's moving 
on. 
 
UNCOMBABLE HAIR 
Inside Edition reports on children with uncombable hair that no amount of conditioner can tame.  Kids with the 
genetic condition are finding comfort from each other. 
 
BAD FOOD 
This Thanksgiving you probably ate as much turkey and trimmings as you could, but what about all those 
leftovers that end up in your refrigerator?  How do you know when it's time to throw them out?  Inside Edition 
had a food expert go through the fridge with us to show us when good food goes bad. 
 
FEET ON PLANE 
The holiday weekend is a busy time for air travel...but if you are flying there are definitely some things you 
would prefer not to see.  Les Trent reports. 
 
KID HERO MEETS THE ROCK 
A boy saved his little brother from drowning and knew how to do it thanks to something he learned from 
watching a movie starring The Rock.  Now the action star has a message for the boy who's being hailed a 
hero.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JILLIAN MICHAELS 
You know her as the celebrity trainer to some of the biggest stars in Hollywood, but Jillian Michaels recently 
made headlines after saying her dream vacation turned into a nightmare.  As Les Trent reports, the fitness guru 
claims she fell victim to a vacation scam. 
 
OFFICE WORKOUT 
Diane McInerney reports on what you can do if you don't have time to go to the gym to work off that 
Thanksgiving feast. 
 
KID LEAF BLOWER 
Inside Edition shows video of an interesting way to clean your yard. 
 
 

 



NOVEMBER 27, 2017 
 
MEGHAN AND HARRY NEWS 
They met on a blind date and now American actress Meghan Markle is going to become a Princess.  Prince 
Harry and his new fiancée faced the world's press today for the first time as an engaged couple.  Megan 
Alexander has a timeline on how the couple pulled off their big announcement. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE ENGAGEMENT RING 
It's been 20 years since Princess Diana was killed, but her presence is being felt by the newly engaged 
couple.  As Steven Fabian reports, beginning with some stones in Meghan's ring, Prince Harry's mother is part 
of the engagement. 
 
MEET THE MARKLE IN-LAWS 
The past few months have been a whirlwind for Meghan Markle's family as it became apparent the couple was 
more than just friends.  As Inside Edition reports, marrying into Britain's Royal family was probably the last 
thing any of them expected would happen when Meghan was a little girl.   
 
DEAL OR NO DEAL 
She may be set to become a Princess, but even Meghan Markle had to start somewhere.  Inside Edition tracked 
down some rare footage from the days when Meghan was working on TV as a Deal or no Deal model. 
 
MELANIA FIGHTS BACK AGAINST VANITY FAIR 
First Lady Melania Trump just unveiled this year's White House Christmas decorations and it comes on the 
same day she is fighting back against a Vanity Fair article saying she was dead set against her husband running 
for President.    
 
CYBER MONDAY TIPS 
Today should be a good day for e-tailers as it's predicted more than $6 billion will be spent this Cyber 
Monday...a record.  A critical point for all that spending will be the fulfillment houses from which all those 
purchases are being shipped.  Inside Edition reports.  
 
FAKE SKIN CARE ADS 
If you're spending a lot of time online this Cyber Monday there's a good chance you've seen an ad that looks 
authentic, claiming a top celebrity is endorsing an amazing product…but the stars say the ads are totally 
bogus.  Lisa Guerrero investigates.   
 
DOG CHAPMAN WIFE 
Dog the Bounty Hunter is focusing less on the bounty hunting business these days.  As Jim Moret reports, his 
wife's been diagnosed with stage two throat cancer and the couple is now focused on battling the fight of their 
lives.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MEGHAN HOME MOVIES 
Inside Edition shows footage from long before Meghan Markle found her prince. 
 

 
 



NOVEMBER 28, 2017 
 
ROYAL WEDDING DATE SET 
Meghan Markle and Prince Harry will be getting married in May and this royal wedding is taking place at 
Windsor Castle.  Steven Fabian has all the details. 
 
MEGHAN’S “CHICKEN ENGAGEMENT” DINNER 
Meghan said Harry proposed while they were roasting chicken.  What role did the chicken play?  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
MEGHAN’S WEDDING GOWN 
Meghan Markle has less than six months to plan her wedding.  A gown tops the to-do list…but she's had a little 
experience when it comes to picking dresses.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE WORKOUT 
Now that she's officially an international news story it seems the entire world is desperate to know how Meghan 
Markle does her makeup, what she eats, and how she stays fit.  Megan Alexander has a look at what's being 
called the 'Markle sparkle'. 
 
STUDENT SOCCER PLAYER DISAPPEARS 
A high school soccer player's gone missing and the fear is she's gone off with a coach.  She apparently snuck 
out through a window on Saturday and, as Les Trent reports, her parents are frantic to get her home safely. 
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET FASHION SHOW 
After all the hype and visa challenges the Victoria's Secret Fashion Show hits the airwaves tonight.  Inside 
Edition has some new footage from the show that hasn't been seen until now.  Megan Alexander reports. 
 
MISS UNIVERSE NYC 
The new Miss Universe is taking a bite out of the Big Apple in New York City’s Times Square!  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
DATING GAME SERIAL KILLER 
They called him the ‘Dating Game serial killer’, a twisted psychopath who once appeared on TV's popular 
show The Dating Game looking for love even though he'd already killed several women.  Now a movie based 
on the case is coming to TV.  Jim Moret has details.   
 
CAROL BURNETT SHOW 50TH ANNIVERSARY 
Once upon a time, practically the entire country stopped what they were doing to watch TV and one of the 
shows they tuned in for was The Carol Burnett Show.  Now the comedic icon is telling us all about celebrating 
her show's 50th anniversary.      
 
ROYAL BABIES 
Inside Edition reports on what Prince Harry and Meghan Markle's babies might look like in the future. 
 

 
 



NOVEMBER 29, 2017 
 
MATT LAUER SHOCKWAVES 
The news about the firing of Matt Lauer continues to reverberate throughout television and beyond with TV 
news’ highest paid anchorman jettisoned from the Today show less than six weeks before his 21st anniversary 
on the show.  Steven Fabian has the latest on all the behind-the-scenes drama. 
 
HIGHS AND LOWS LAUER 
For two decades Matt Lauer has been the face of the Today show doing many of the morning show's biggest 
exclusive reports and interviews.  Inside Edition has a look back at a TV career that had a number of highs and 
also some lows. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE BUCKINGHAM PALACE PHOTO 
Once upon a time, Meghan Markle was like any other tourist outside the chains surrounding Buckingham 
Palace.  It's a safe bet that when she took a picture that's now front page news she never imagined she'd be 
marrying into the family who calls that palace home.  Megan Alexander reports. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE’S DOGS 
Meghan Markle spoke about her beloved rescue dogs when she and her fiancé gave the interview after 
announcing their engagement.  As it turns out, only one of her pups is with her in the United Kingdom.  Jim 
Moret has details. 
 
MELANIA CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 
The halls of the White House are really decked for the upcoming holidays, but there’s one hall in particular that 
has some people creeped out.  In this era of social media commentary, people have gone crazy in commenting 
about it!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MEGHAN’S CALLIGRAPHY SKILLS 
The world knows the future bride of Britain's Prince Harry is a talented actress.  As it turns out she's a gifted 
calligrapher too!  Jim Moret shows us some of the beautiful thank you notes she's written over the years. 
 
SUSPECTED SERIAL KILLER ARREST 
For the first time in two months residents in Tampa can rest easy with the arrest of the man cops say is a serial 
killer who randomly killed four individuals.  The suspect is a 24-year-old and what led to his arrest has people 
scratching their heads.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WEDDING REDO 
A freak medical emergency on her wedding day sent a bride to the ER, but as Les Trent reports she's now 
getting a do-over. 
 
DANCING DAD 
Inside Edition shows video of a dad who’s not afraid to let loose! 
 

  



DECEMBER 1, 2017 
 
BILL O’REILLY ON MATT LAUER 
Bill O'Reilly has weighed in on the Matt Lauer scandal and you might be surprised at what he has to 
say.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE FIRST APPEARANCE 
Less than a week after announcing her engagement to Prince Harry, Meghan Markle is getting a taste of her 
future as a royal, making her first public appearance with her fiancé.  As Diane McInerney reports, Markle was 
relaxed and confident as she introduced herself to well-wishers. 
 
MICHAEL FLYNN GUILTY 
Shockwaves are reverberating through the Trump administration as the man who was the President's top advisor 
on national security has pled guilty to lying to the FBI about his contacts with Russian officials.  Michael 
Flynn's guilty plea indicates he is cooperating with special prosecutor Robert Mueller.  It's just one development 
in a bleak Friday for the administration. 
 
MISSING SOCCER TEEN MOM 
It's almost one week since high school soccer player Caitlyn Frisina ran away from home.  She and a coach 
disappeared last Saturday.  Now her mother is speaking to Inside Edition, saying she is mystified about why her 
daughter left home. 
 
NANNY STOPS THIEF 
It's that time of year when thieves steal packages off of people's porches...but one nanny isn't letting that 
happen.  Inside Edition reports.  
 
KATE WINSLET ON TITANIC 
Last time, Inside Edition reported about the Titanic question that's been revived after 20 years - did Jack really 
have to die?  Now, Kate Winslet has gone on late night TV and she’s weighing in on that much talked about 
ending of the blockbuster movie.   
 
MATT LAUER SEX THERAPIST 
Matt Lauer's firing for alleged sexual improprieties at the Today show has prompted a review of many of his 
earlier comments on camera, including one admission that he had a bag of sex toys in his office.  He says it was 
left over from a segment with a sex therapist.  Now that therapist is speaking out, telling Les Trent she was 
trying to help Lauer save his marriage. 
 
JIMMY KIMMEL VS. ROY MOORE 
Late night comic Jimmy Kimmel has a message for embattled Alabama Senate candidate Roy Moore: bring it 
on.  It comes after Moore challenged Kimmel to a fight because of a stunt on his show.  Now Kimmel is 
offering to take on Moore face-to-face.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
INSPIRATION FOR ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE 
The man who inspired the Ice Bucket Challenge to fund ALS research has lost his own battle with the 
disease.  As Inside Edition reports, he’s left quite a legacy behind. 
 

 



DECEMBER 4, 2017 
 
SOCCER TEEN HOME 
The week has begun with lots of hugs for the family of that high school soccer player who went 
missing.  Caitlyn Frisina is back with her family in Florida today after being found near the Canadian border 
with a coach from her school.  He's now facing criminal charges and as Les Trent reports, the family's trying to 
piece together what led to such a heart-stopping situation. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE CELEBRITY CHEF EX BOYRFRIEND 
The world has heard the tale of how Meghan Markle and Prince Harry met on a blind date and immediately 
clicked.  However Markle, who at the time was starring on the show Suits, was hardly sitting home alone most 
nights.  As it turns out she had dated a chef and, as Megan Alexander reports, some suspect she may have left 
him when Harry came along.   
 
KENNEDY CENTER HONORS 
It was a star-studded evening in Washington D.C. as a number of luminaries were lauded with the Kennedy 
Center Honors.  The President and First Lady were not there for the salute.  Last summer they announced that 
they would not attend to allow the honorees to celebrate without political distraction.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PAM ANDERSON UPROAR 
Former Baywatch star Pamela Anderson is not backing down on her tips to help women in entertainment stay 
safe.  Anderson, who says she's been victimized many times in her life, says it's simply smart for women to 
avoid situations like meeting in hotel rooms.  As a result, Anderson's been accused of victim shaming which she 
denies.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WAFFLE HOUSE GUY 
One guy wasn't going to let the cook falling asleep on the job stop him.  He wanted his food at the Waffle 
House so bad that he fired up the grill himself!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SEAGULL FEEDING 
A beachgoer’s attempt to feed a bird goes wrong. 
 
CHRISTMAS TREE BUGS 
It's always a bit of a challenge putting up a Christmas tree but this year there's an added wrinkle.  Bugs.  A 
widely circulated story has people freaked out about bugs.  The report says a tree could have as many as 25,000 
critters on it, so what should you do?  Les Trent went looking for answers. 
 
LOVE IS IN THE AIR 
Love was definitely in the air at one basketball game.  Megan Alexander explains. 
 
EPIC WEDDING FLOP 
Inside Edition reports on an epic wedding dance fail. 
 
WORLD WAR II VET 
More than 70 years after the end of World War II, there are still 72,000 American service people not accounted 
for and, although it may seem that the rest of the world has forgotten, their family members and some dedicated 
people have not.  Inside Edition reports on the story of one fighter pilot finally found and the homecoming his 
remains received. 

 



DECEMBER 5, 2017 
 
RANDY TRAVIS NAKED BUST 
An embarrassing and painful moment in country singer Randy Travis' past has now become public.  After his 
team lost a battle to keep a police dash cam video private, it's now out for the world to see.  Inside Edition 
reports.    
  
BURNED DOWN TOWN 
A guy is in hot water today for accidentally burning his town down and it happened after he apparently tried to 
replicate something he saw on television.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CALIFORNIA FIRES VIDEO 
An apocalyptic fire continues to burn in Southern California consuming land at the incredible rate of an acre a 
second.  An Inside Edition producer near the inferno captured some gripping images. 
 
SIGN LANGUAGE FAKE? 
Another person doing sign language at a nationally covered press conference has been caught allegedly doing 
gibberish.  As Megan Alexander reports, officials admit they should have asked more questions before putting 
her on the air. 
 
TRUMP VS. FORMER APPRENTICE CONTESTANT 
A former contestant from Donald Trump's TV show The Apprentice is causing a current headache for the 
President.  The contestant contends he inappropriately touched her and he denies the allegation…but she's suing 
the President for defamation.  Today the President’s lawyers are in court trying to get that suit 
dismissed.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE CHANNELS CAROLYN BESSETTE 
Meghan Markle once revealed that her all-time favorite celebrity wedding dress was the one Carolyn Bessette 
wore when she married JFK Jr., but Meghan didn't stop there.  As it turns out she's channeling Carolyn in a 
number of her fashion choices.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
GINGER ZEE DEPRESSION 
One in ten Americans suffer from depression and one of them is on your TV every day.  Good Morning 
America's Ginger Zee is now going public with her own battle. 
 
SOCCER TEEN LATEST 
New details are emerging about what life on the run was like for the soccer teen who disappeared with a 
coach.  As it turns out, the coach was preparing for a new life with the teen.  He even got a job right before he 
was apprehended.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
BEAUTY QUEEN CANCER 
She's a beautiful young woman with a devastating diagnosis.  She has cancer, but that's not about to stop her 
from pursuing her dream as a beauty pageant queen.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
INVISIBLE BOX CHALLENGE 
The latest viral video making the rounds is called the ‘Invisible Box Challenge’.  How do you step on a box that 
isn't there?  As Inside Edition reports, it isn't easy. 
 
 

 



DECEMBER 7, 2017 
 
TRUMP DRY MOUTH 
Was President Trump unwell during his big speech about Israel?  Was he wearing dentures? Those were just 
some of the questions raised as the President seemed to be slurring his words as he spoke.  Now the White 
House is giving an explanation. 
 
CALIFORNIA FIRES LATEST  
Other news today, chaos continues in southern California, as four different uncontrolled wildfires rage. With 
firefighters stretched to the limit, private citizens are stepping in.  Jim Moret on the work of five guys who 
banded together to help some total strangers.    
 
PROTECTING MEGHAN 
She’s like any bride looking forward to her wedding…but unlike most young women… along with picking a 
dress, Meghan Markle is also learning how to protect herself.  And there’s good reason for the Royal family to 
focus on safety.  Word is ISIS has been targeting little Prince George.  Diane McInerney has details. 
 
MATT LAUER ROAST 
Were Matt Lauer’s NBC colleagues really in the dark about his inappropriate behavior?  At a roast of the 
former Today show host, he was peppered with wisecracks that seem to indicate he wasn’t known as a 
choirboy.  Les Trent spoke with someone who was there. 
 
TAYLOR SWIFT DJ COIN 
More drama between Taylor Swift and the DJ found guilty of groping her. Swift had symbolically asked for a 
one dollar payment.  Well, the DJ sent that payment with a Sacagawea coin.  As Steve Fabian reports, many see 
that as a final insult.  
 
DAVID CASSIDY WILL 
Partridge family star David Cassidy’s will has just been made public, and though he didn’t have much, he left 
his entire estate to his son…specifically disinheriting his only daughter.   
 
TONYA HARDING   
This weekend, the movie I, Tonya opens in limited release.  It’s a sympathetic look at the infamous skater’s 
road to fame.  But what’s Tonya Harding’s life like today?  As Diane McInerney tells us, she’s found happiness.  
 
INSIDE EDITION TOP VIDEOS 
It's that time of year to look back at 2017... Inside Edition’s most popular YouTube videos of the year.  
 
VETERAN SINGS 
An impromptu performance on Pearl Harbor Day.  
 
  



DECEMBER 8, 2017 
 
POLICE OFFICER SHOT MAN IN HALLWAY 
The jury said not guilty.  The family says it was an execution.  A police officer will remain a free man despite 
footage that shows him shooting and killing an unarmed man in a hotel hallway.  As Steven Fabian reports, 
shortly after the cop was acquitted, video of the man begging not to be shot was released to the public. 
 
HORSES IN FIRE 
President Trump has declared a state of emergency in southern California where at least half a dozen wildfires 
continue to burn.  It’s not just people in harm’s way.  As Inside Edition reports, heart-stopping video shows 
hundreds of thoroughbreds running to escape the flames. 
 
HERO FIRE POSTMAN CHRISTMAS 
A letter carrier in northern California didn't let the devastating wildfires there stop him from making his 
rounds.  Now, weeks after those flames were extinguished, he’s making sure people have a Merry 
Christmas.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DUSTIN HOFFMAN 
Actor Dustin Hoffman is being accused again of groping a woman.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LOST WEDDING RING FOUND 
Believe it or not, one in three women lose their engagement ring.  That's the finding of an insurance company 
survey and one woman became one of the statistics when she took off her ring while eating.  The trouble was 
she was on a boat dock and you can guess what happened next!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BEYONCE IN TARGET 
She may be a big star, but Beyonce still has Christmas shopping to do.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
NANCY AND TONYA 
The new movie about Tonya Harding shows her many ups and downs...but one of the most dramatic moments 
of her life came when Harding found herself face-to-face with her skating rival Nancy Kerrigan for a TV 
special.  It was clear to the world how the two women felt about each other.  Last time, Inside Edition reported 
about Tonya Harding's life today.  Now, Diane McInerney has a look at Nancy Kerrigan years after she was in 
the headlines. 
 
NUTRIBULLET SAFETY 
The NutriBullet blender is one of the most popular holiday gifts this year, but more than a dozen people, 
including one woman, are suing the manufacturer saying their NutriBullet exploded.  NutriBullet insists the 
product is safe. 
 
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS 
Inside Edition reports on a holiday surprise. 
 

  



DECEMBER 11, 2017 
 
KEATON JONES MESSAGE 
A little boy's message to mom about the bullies at school went viral and as a result the little kid named Keaton 
is being talked about all around the world.  Now, as Les Trent reports, the boy's principal is speaking out about 
what's happening at the school.   
 
RABBIT FIRE HERO ID’D 
There was a touching video of a man risking his own safety to save a baby rabbit during the California 
wildfires.  More than one person has stepped forward to say he is the hero.  Inside Edition's been on the case 
and Jim Moret says he's found the man who's kind to bunnies. 
 
TRUMP ACCUSERS PRESSER 
Three women who accused President Trump of sexual misconduct before he was elected are demanding that 
Congress investigate.  Each has spoken out before and the President has said they are lying, but given the 
shifting cultural ground the women hope that now their allegations will be looked into.  They spoke with Steven 
Fabian. 
 
MARIO BATALI  
Celebrity chef Mario Batali has stepped away from his company and TV show The Chew following claims that 
he's inappropriately grabbed women for years.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PIPE BOMB NYC 
The busiest time for commuters was rocked in New York City today when a man exploded a pipe bomb in an 
underground passageway leading to Times Square.  Ann Mercogliano has some tips on what to do if caught in a 
similar emergency. 
 
SANTACON 2017 
The annual pub crawl known as SantaCon took place over the weekend.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
RUNNER FALLS 
There was a heart-wrenching end to the Dallas Marathon.  The woman in the lead simply ran out of gas before 
she got to the finish line, but she got there thanks to a helping hand.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WOMAN REPORTS ARSONIST 
If one lady's looking for a TV reporter job she's just done a pretty good audition as she recently reported live 
and gave a play-by-play of a house fire in her neighborhood. 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE NOSE 
Weeks after Meghan Markle was announced as Prince Harry's fiancée, women are trying to copy her nose.  This 
comes as images emerge of Meghan from Christmas past.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SIMONE BILES CHEERLEADER 
Olympic star Simone Biles shows off yet another talent. 
 

 
 



DECEMBER 12, 2017 
 
HONEYMOON SHARK ATTACK 
All brides remember their honeymoon, but one woman's honeymoon trip was headline-making.  She was 
swimming in the Bahamas when suddenly she was attacked by a shark.  As Les Trent reports, her husband was 
filming her right when it happened.   
 
TRUMP VS. GILLIBRAND 
A congressional women's group is officially asking for an investigation of sexual assault allegations against 
President Trump.  The comments come after a tweet from the President directed toward New York Senator 
Kirsten Gillibrand; a tweet another senator calls 'slut shaming'. 
 
TAYLOR SWIFT DJ SPEAKS 
The DJ who lost that groping lawsuit with Taylor Swift says he meant no disrespect when he paid off his 
symbolic one dollar damage payment with a Sacagawea coin.  He spoke exclusively with Jim Moret. 
 
ISIS WAR ON CHRISTMAS? 
Was Monday's failed bombing near New York City’s main transit terminal triggered by Christmas 
decorations?  Investigators looking into the explosion say the wounded bomber was upset by holiday 
decor.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
NETFLIX SPYING ON YOU? 
Is Netflix keeping tabs on what you watch?  A lot of people think so after the company's year-end review 
revealed some very detailed information on what subscribers were watching.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
THE CHEW CO-HOSTS REACT TO MARIO BATALI 
A day after restaurateur Mario Batali was accused of sexual improprieties, his castmates on The Chew spoke 
about his absence from the show.  Steven Fabian tells us what they had to say. 
 
ROYAL MARKLE SPARKLE 
Some are wondering if all the romance surrounding Prince Harry and his fiancée Meghan Markle is trickling 
down to another royal couple. 
 
BULLIED KID MOM 
The mother of the little boy who was bullied at school finds herself under fire thanks to a photo with the 
Confederate flag on her social media page.  However, as Les Trent reports, the mom says she is neither racist 
nor trying to get money because of her son's plight. 
 
STAR WARS REVIEWS 
The reviews are in for the 8th iteration of Star Wars that hits theaters this weekend and when it comes to The 
Last Jedi, the force is still with it!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BABY WATER BOTTLE 
Inside Edition shows video of a little girl with perfect form when it comes to the bottle flip trick. 
 

  



DECEMBER 13, 2017 
 
OMAROSA FIRED 
The woman who was once fired on The Apprentice is now out of the Trump administration.  According to the 
White House press office Omarosa, who's been a part of the Trump team since before his election, 
resigned.  However, according to one White House correspondent she was fired and escorted out.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP AND ROY MOORE 
In what's being seen as a blow to the President, the Trump White House is dealing with a GOP loss in the 
Alabama special Senate election.  When news broke that Roy Moore didn't win the Senate seat, there was quite 
a reaction on live TV.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BULLIED KID LATEST 
It's a big day for the little boy who was bullied at school as the University of Tennessee football team invited 
Keaton Jones to visit with them at their training center.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
GEORGE CLOONEY GIFT TO FRIENDS 
George Clooney is one of the most successful stars in Hollywood, but once upon a time he was a struggling 
actor.  As Jim Moret reports, he had a very special way to thank the friends who helped him through the hard 
times. 
 
GOOGLE SEARCH LISTS 
You can learn a lot about a person by what they search for on the internet.  What were the most googled topics 
of the year?  The search engine has just released their list of the top searches of 2017.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ALLERGIC BRIDE 
What's a wedding without flowers?  For one bride, the beautiful flowers at her wedding nearly killed her!  As it 
turns out, she had an extreme allergic reaction to the flowers she'd picked for her bouquet.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
STAR WARS OOPS 
As anticipation builds for Star Wars: The Last Jedi, one of the stars of the movie just got the shock of his life 
when an interviewer gave away a big surprise!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
VALERIE PERRINE TODAY 
She was once one of the most stunning women on screen, best known for her role as Lex Luthor's girlfriend in 
Superman, but health problems including Parkinson's disease have taken their toll on Valerie Perrine.  Jim 
Moret has her story. 
 
SEXTUPLET BABIES 
Their gender reveal party was as dramatic as they come and now the sextuplets are here!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WRESTLING BROTHER 
Inside Edition reports on a very protective brother! 
 

  



DECEMBER 14, 2017 
 
OMAROSA SPEAKS 
Omarosa will not be going quietly into the night.  The reality contestant turned White House aide is denying 
reports that she was fired and escorted from the White House and when she was on Good Morning America to 
talk about her departure it looked like Robin Roberts wasn't buying it.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SARAH HUCKABEE SANDERS PIEGATE 
In the midst of Omarosa’s departure comes the return of piegate.  It all started over Thanksgiving when a 
member of the White House press corps jokingly expressed skepticism that Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee 
Sanders actually baked her holiday pies.  Sanders has been back on social media with a play-by-play of pie 
baking.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PORCH PIRATE REVENGE 
We've all heard about porch pirates, those grinches who steal deliveries from the doorstep before homeowners 
get a chance to bring them in the house.  One homeowner has come up with a pretty good deterrent, but the fact 
that he claims to have been targeted 15 times has some questioning his story.  He spoke with Steven Fabian. 
 
CELEBRITY CHEFS IN TROUBLE 
It's gotten awfully hot in the kitchen these days.  First Mario Batali and now another celebrity chef's losing a gig 
because of allegations of impropriety.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
SIMPSONS PREDICTS FUTURE 
There was a big announcement today that Disney is buying a big piece of Fox.  No one knew until now…except 
maybe The Simpsons.  As Inside Edition reports, the animated show has once again predicted the future! 
 
MAKING HARVARD VIDEO 
If you have a high school senior, chances are you've had a very stressful week!  Early college acceptances are 
going out and some happy students are sharing their news with the world.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 40TH ANNIVERSARY 
They've been stayin' alive for 40 years!  It’s a big anniversary for Saturday Night Fever, the movie that turned 
John Travolta into the king of disco.  Les Trent reports. 
 
MATT LAUER NEW ACCUSER 
Last month, NBC fired Matt Lauer from the Today show amidst allegations of inappropriate conduct.  Now a 
former staffer is coming forward to say she had a relationship with Lauer that she has kept secret until 
now.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CHRISTMAS HACKS 
Tis the season to be jolly but some aspects of Christmas can be downright stressful.  Inside Edition has some 
hacks that might make your season brighter. 
 
FIGHT OVER BABY JESUS 
Inside Edition reports on drama at a Nativity pageant.   
 

  



DECEMBER 15, 2017 
 
MATT LAUER LATEST 
The first woman to publicly claim she had a work relationship with Matt Lauer says she felt like she was under 
his spell.  The woman, a former production assistant at the show, says she was 24 and knew Lauer was married 
when he came on to her and says she went ahead with the affair anyway.  Diane McInerney has details. 
 
GOLDEN GLOBES – ACTRESSES TO WEAR BLACK? 
When the Golden Globes are handed out next month it probably won't be a very colorful red carpet.  The word 
is actresses are planning to wear black to underscore the seriousness of the sexual assault issues that are finally 
being discussed in Hollywood.  Jim Moret reports. 
 
OMAROSA DRAMA LATEST 
Has Omarosa overplayed her hand?  When the former reality star was fired by the White House she wasted no 
time saying she had seen things that troubled her.  It's now being reported that the White House is letting it be 
known - feel free to criticize her, officials there won’t mind. 
 
TRUMP CHRISTMAS PORTRAIT 
President and Mrs. Trump have just unveiled their official holiday portrait for 2017 and a lot of people are 
wondering where Barron is.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MADONNA PANTIES AUCTION 
The auction Madonna didn't want to happen is on and if you want a pair of the pop star's underwear you can 
have it if you have the highest bid.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
AUDIO DROP AT STAR WARS MOVIE SCREENING 
It’s the most anticipated movie in years…so how did they mess up the audio at one of the first showings of Star 
Wars: The Last Jedi?  As Inside Edition reports, the force may be with the film, but the sound wasn't. 
 
CHRISTMAS PARTY TIPS 
Steven Fabian reports on some tips for office Christmas parties. 
 
FUNNY ANIMAL PHOTOS 
The annual Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards were just handed out and Inside Edition’s reporting on the 
images dubbed the funniest animal photos of the year. 
 
DAYMAKER SITE 
Inside Edition reports on a way for regular people to play Santa Claus for kids in need. 
 
VIDEO OF THE DAY 
Inside Edition shows video of someone transporting a giant Christmas tree. 
 

  



DECEMBER 18, 2017 
 
KELLY RIPA FIREPLACE 
Kelly Ripa probably never thought she'd become the poster child for fireplace safety, but she also probably 
never expected her glass fireplace doors to explode either!  Les Trent reports on the freak accident. 
 
TRAIN DERAILMENT 
Federal investigators are heading to the scene of the Amtrak train that derailed on its first high speed 
trip.  Witnesses describe the train seemed to literally drive off an overpass as rail cars and passengers were 
tossed like toys.  Would you know how to get out alive if caught in a deadly train accident?  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
ATLANTA AIRPORT BLACKOUT  
It’s a nightmare of a different sort at Atlanta's Hartsfield International Airport where a power outage grounded 
tens of thousands of passengers just as the holiday travel rush is getting underway.  The power is now back on 
but the fact that one outage caused such a massive headache has sparked fears that would-be terrorists will 
capitalize on the vulnerability.  Megan Alexander reports. 
 
ROSE MCGOWAN VS. MERYL STREEP 
Actress Rose McGowan is not happy about the proposed Golden Globe response to the wave of Hollywood 
sexual misconduct allegations.  McGowan who has accused Harvey Weinstein of rape, which he denies, says 
the idea of stars wearing black on the red carpet is hypocritical.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SEA LION ATTACKS 
A popular swimming spot near San Francisco has been closed after three people were attacked by sea 
lions.  While attacks aren't unheard of, it’s unusual for the creatures to be this aggressive.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
OMAROSA SHOPS 
There was recently an unusual reaction from Omarosa.  The former reality star who is leaving her White House 
job was spotted shopping in L.A. and she wasn't happy to be recognized.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRAPPED IN EVERGLADES 
A hiking adventure turned into a real test of survival when two guys who were exploring trails in Florida found 
themselves unexpectedly trapped by high waters left over from the hurricanes.  That was bad enough, but in the 
water there were deadly gators and poisonous snakes!  As Les Trent reports, they kept their cameras rolling the 
whole time. 
 
CHRISTMAS ALBUMS LIST 
Inside Edition reports on one website's list of the top ten holiday albums of all time. 
 
PROPOSAL GAME 
A fun game turns into an emotional proposal.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

  



DECEMBER 19, 2017 
 
SARAH PALIN 911 
Inside Edition is learning more about the drama involving former Vice Presidential candidate Sarah Palin and 
her family.  Cops were called to the Palin home in Alaska after Palin's husband and son got into a violent 
fight.  A gun was even drawn and Palin called 911 saying her son was freaking out.  Diane McInerney has 
details. 
 
TRUMP ROBOT DRAMA 
In Washington, the President's tax reform bill is expected to be on his desk possibly as early as 
tomorrow.  While the President is awaiting what's being called his first major legislative victory, a robot in his 
likeness, just unveiled inside Disney World's Hall of Presidents, is raising lots of eyebrows. 
 
ERIN BURNETT EYE 
Viewers watching CNN last night noticed something was wrong with anchor Erin Burnett's eye.  They were 
careful to avoid close ups and showed her mostly from profile.  Steven Fabian explains what was going on. 
 
WOMAN SURVIVES ATTEMPTED BEHEADING 
A woman has a harrowing story to tell.  She survived being attacked by her co-worker who tried to behead 
her…something prosecutors believe he learned from studying ISIS videos.  Now the man who attacked her has 
just been sentenced to death and she is speaking with Jim Moret about surviving the unthinkable. 
 
CHRISTMAS TREE TIPS 
It's a tradition in state houses around the holidays to have beautifully decorated trees in the rotunda, but the one 
inside one state house is making headlines for all the wrong reasons.  In fact, it was so sad it's being compared 
to Charlie Brown's Christmas tree.  Les Trent has some tips on how to avoid your tree from making it into the 
hall of shame. 
 
SUPERMARKET CAROLER 
If you're looking for more holiday spirit, all you have to do is head to one supermarket where a clerk sings 
Christmas carols with quite a voice!   
 
BEE MOVIE MOM 
Inside Edition recently reported about how Netflix was coming under fire for releasing information on what 
their subscribers were watching, including one subscriber who watched Bee Movie 357 times in one year.  Now, 
that mom reveals herself. 
 
ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD 
A movie is making lots of headlines after scenes featuring disgraced actor Kevin Spacey had to be reshot at the 
last minute with Christopher Plummer.  Now, All the Money in the World is about to hit screens.  It tells the 
story of the kidnapping of John Paul Getty the third and the real story is just as dramatic as anything you'll see 
onscreen.   
 
BEAUTY QUEEN GARBAGE COLLECTOR 
You can't pay the bills by just competing in beauty pageants.  So many beauty queens have day jobs, including 
one woman who works for the sanitation department. 
 
GRINCH KID COPS 
It's no surprise little kids think holiday specials are for real, but one little boy took it to the extremes, taking 
action to make sure the Grinch wouldn't get away with trying to steal Christmas. 
 



DECEMBER 20, 2017 
 
MERYL STREEP POSTERS 
The most nominated actor in Oscar® history is finding herself the object of an intense attack.  Posters showing 
Meryl Streep with Harvey Weinstein have been plastered around Hollywood with the words 'she knew' across 
them.  Streep has said she had no idea about the allegations against the disgraced producer, but as Jim Moret 
reports, an orchestrated anonymous attack says otherwise. 
 
EVA LONGORIA PREGNANT 
There’s some very happy news for actress Eva Longoria.  The 42-year-old star is about to become a first time 
mom!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
OLDEST EMBRYO BABY 
The parents of the baby girl born from what's believed to be the longest frozen embryo are speaking out 
today.  Megan Alexander spoke with the couple celebrating a miracle that arrived just in time for the holidays. 
 
PIT BULL TURNS ON MASTER 
A woman had raised her two dogs since they were puppies.  She took them out for a routine walk in the woods, 
but when she didn’t come home officials went looking for her and what they found was horrific.  She was dead 
and her dogs, pit bulls, were literally consuming her body.  How could this have happened and why would the 
dogs turn on their master?  Diane McInerney reports. 
 
MATT DAMON NO-SHOW AT PREMIERE 
Days after angering many with remarks on the Hollywood sex scandal, actor Matt Damon was a no show at his 
latest movie premiere.  Jim Moret explains what's going on.  
 
GIRL COLLECTS TOYS 
How does one express gratitude for the gift of health?  In the case of a little girl who beat leukemia, the answer 
is toys!  Lots of toys for other children fighting the same battle.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SCOTT PETERSON 15 YEARS 
This weekend marks 15 years since the disappearance of Laci Peterson, the 8 months pregnant woman whose 
body turned up months later in a reservoir.  Her husband Scott was later sentenced to death in the case...a case 
that Steven Fabian reminds us all started with a single 911 call. 
 
VAL KILMER CANCER 
It's been a tough two years for actor Val Kilmer and his family as the star is confirming the rumors that he's 
been battling throat cancer.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
COMEDIAN 
Has a star just been born?  One comedian's career is getting quite a kick-off in America.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TEACHER DANCE OFF 
Inside Edition reports on the teacher student dance off that’s going viral!  
 

  



DECEMBER 21, 2017 
 
HOLIDAY TERROR ALERT 
The countdown to Christmas is the beginning of heightened security across the country and around the 
world.  In the wake of today's attack in Melbourne, Australia, and other incidents…some terror-related, others 
not, Les Trent says the word from security experts is stay alert. 
 
ROYAL ENGAGEMENT PHOTO 
The first official photo of engaged couple Prince Harry and Meghan Markle has been released and already the 
dress she's wearing is causing a stir.  Unlike previous royal couples, Meghan's dress is a clear reminder of the 
TV star she is. 
 
RUSSELL SIMMONS ACCUSER 
Another woman has come forward accusing music tycoon Russell Simmons of sexual misconduct.  She says it 
happened when she was a college freshman working on what she thought was going to be her big break into the 
movie business.  Now she's sharing her story. 
 
CHRISTMAS BARGAINS 
There are just four more shopping days until Christmas and if you're one of those people who procrastinate 
when it comes to gift buying you just may be in luck.  Ann Mercogliano has a look at some of the good things 
that come to those who wait. 
 
OLDEST CHRISTMAS TREE EVER 
Most families have special holiday traditions, but one family's is unique.  They've been putting up the same tree 
for 34 years.  No big deal, you say…until you hear their tree is real! 
 
KAYAK KILLER RELEASED 
Six weeks after a woman admitted she killed her fiancé by sabotaging his kayak she walked out of prison 
today.  Now the fiancé’s mother is speaking out exclusively to Inside Edition and says the woman is getting off 
way too easy. 
 
JERSEY SHORE REUNION 
Five years since Snooki, JWoww and the Jersey Shore gang left TV, the cast is getting back together for a TV 
reunion.  Les Trent tells you what they've been up to while they've been away. 
 
BACKPACK GIVEAWAY 
A whole school full of kids is celebrating thanks to some early gift giving.  
 
SINGING COP 
Inside Edition shows video of a singing cop. 
 

  



DECEMBER 22, 2017 
 
MISS AMERICA CEO 
There’s an embarrassing scandal hitting the Miss America pageant.  Do leaked internal emails sent between top 
executives at the pageant fat-shame and slut-shame two former winners?  Ann Mercogliano has the latest. 
 
KATY PERRY STALKER 
These are scary times for pop princess Katy Perry as a man said to be obsessed with her faces accusations that 
he has followed her on her concert tour across the USA.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ROYAL ENGAGEMENT PHOTO DAY 2 
Inside Edition reports on the latest news regarding Prince Harry and Meghan Markle.  A member of the royal 
family is facing charges that she wore a racist brooch to a Christmas lunch attended by Meghan.  People are 
wondering whether she was deliberately sending a message to the bi-racial American. 
 
MERYL STREEP POSTER GUY REVEALED 
We now know who is apparently responsible for putting up those embarrassing posters linking actress Meryl 
Streep to the Harvey Weinstein scandal.  Les Trent has the story. 
 
OPRAH SCAM 
Oprah Winfrey is issuing a warning to her legion of fans telling them not to fall prey to a scam that threatens to 
ruin their holiday season.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JIMMY CHOO COMMERCIAL 
Inside Edition reports on a controversial commercial that some are calling tone-deaf. 
 
E! CHANNEL HOSTS 
The other day, Inside Edition reported about the E! channel TV personality who quit her dream job when she 
found out her male co-host was making almost double her salary.  Now, the co-host's wife is speaking out 
saying he's being unfairly attacked. 
 
FAKE DEATH 
When a husband discovered his wife wanted him dead, cops hatched an elaborate plan to catch her in the act 
and, as Steven Fabian reports, the scheme included fake blood and a grave.   
 
WAR ON STAR WARS 
Is war being declared on Star Wars?  Fans seem to love it and the movie continues to dominate the box office 
worldwide…so why is The Last Jedi getting measly reviews on certain social media websites?  Ann 
Mercogliano tells us who might be behind the backlash. 
 
GIFT OF SIGHT 
Inside Edition reports on a very special Christmas gift for one boy.  
 
SOLDIER SURPRISE 
Inside Edition reports on a nice surprise. 

  



DECEMBER 25, 2017 
 
ANGEL IN THE SKY 
A recent poll found that nearly eight in ten Americans believe in angels, especially this time of year.  Maybe 
that's why one photo caused such a sensation.  It was taken on a clear day, not a cloud in the sky except for one 
and the man who spotted it thought it looked like an angel.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS 
The classic holiday song may encourage people to deck the halls with boughs of holly, but do neighbors really 
approve of extreme Christmas decorations? 
 
GIRL WITH HEART OUTSIDE OF CHEST 
A little girl was born with a rare congenital condition and doctors weren't sure she'd even survive.  However, as 
Diane McInerney reports, today she is a happy second grader who’s a real inspiration. 
 
MOM MAKES ELF VIDEO 
Elf on the shelf is a Christmas tradition…a little elf sent to homes across the country to be Santa’s eyes and 
ears.  One family actually captured their elf on video and their children's reaction when they see the video is 
priceless. 
 
“ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS YOU” 
It's that time of year when you will hear Mariah Carey's "All I Want for Christmas Is You" at least once or 
twice.  The song has sold tens of millions of copies around the world....but do you know the story behind the 
song?  Inside Edition reports.    
 
WHAT THE HECK IS THAT FOR? 
They're the little added features on things you use all the time, like the pom pom on a ski hat.  As it turns out, 
it's not just to make it cute…but, why is it there?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
AMAZON DELIVERY TEST 
Thieves will be out snatching packages on doorsteps this holiday season, but recently Amazon started a new 
service called Amazon Key to stop them.  It lets delivery guys leave packages inside your home when you're not 
there.  Inside Edition put it to the test. 
 
AIRPORT KARAOKE 
You've probably heard all those negative stories lately about airline travel.  Inside Edition reports on a viral 
video that serves as a kind of antidote. 
 
HOW TO UPGRADE 
No one wants to overpay for anything and wouldn't it be great to get an upgrade on your holiday vacation 
without having to pay extra?  Lisa Guerrero shares a few tricks. 
 
CUDDLE BABIES 
At one hospital, when the moms aren't around the little ones still get plenty of TLC.  Inside Edition explains. 
 
BABY’S FIRST CHRISTMAS 
Inside Edition reports on one baby’s first Christmas. 

 



DECEMBER 26, 2017 
 
SKI BACKPACK 
It's the time of year people head out on ski vacations, but you definitely don't want to experience something like 
this.  A skier's backpack got snagged on a chairlift leaving him dangling in the air!  Inside Edition spoke with 
the hero credited with saving the man's life.  Steven Fabian has that as well as information on backpack safety. 
 
BROKEN HEART SYNDROME 
Inside Edition reports on a story about a woman who was rushed to the emergency room with all the signs of a 
heart attack…but she was actually suffering from something called "Broken Heart Syndrome".  It’s a real 
medical condition and in this case it was brought on by the loss of her beloved dog.  Ann Mercogliano has 
details. 
 
SURGERY TO LOOK LIKE MELANIA TRUMP 
They say imitation is the sincerest form of flattery which means First Lady Melania Trump should feel very 
complimented by the woman you're about to meet.  She's a huge fan of Melania Trump.  Such a fan, in fact, 
she's having a host of cosmetic surgeries so she can look just like her!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HOW TO EAT RIGHT 
You may never have thought about the way you eat your favorite foods, but chances are you've been doing it 
wrong.  Now a food expert is showing us the right way to eat.  Inside Edition reports.  
 
LIAR FOR HIRE? 
Chances are you checked out online reviews while doing some of your holiday shopping this year.  It's 
estimated 9 out of 10 consumers use them...but how reliable are they?  Lisa Guerrero finds out. 
 
HELP ME PARROT 
It was an unusual call to 911 after a UPS guy heard someone calling for help, but it wasn't really a human in 
distress.  It was a parrot!  Jim Moret explains. 
 
DANCING AIRPORT 
Hopefully you won't end up trapped in an airport this holiday season, but if you do you can always try dancing! 
 

  



DECEMBER 27, 2017 
 
PRINCE HARRY TRUMP  
 “Will he or won’t he?”  Prince Harry is speaking out today revealing what it was like for his fiancé Meghan 
Markle to spend the holidays with the royal family.  But, the big question people are asking is…will he or won’t 
he invite President Trump to the big royal wedding? 
 
TEIGEN PLANE NIGHTMARE 
A vacation nightmare for model Chrissy Teigen. The TV personality was on board a bizarre flight bound for 
Japan with her husband, singer John Legend, when suddenly the plane did an abrupt U-turn and Teigen live 
tweeted the entire ordeal to her nine million followers. 
 
TEACHER VS CONGRESSWOMAN 
Now, onto another drama on a plane!  You may have heard about the teacher who was angry that she was 
bumped from her first class seat…so she says it could be given to a congresswoman.  Now the teacher is 
speaking out in an exclusive interview with our Steven Fabian.    
 
POST HOLIDAY SHOPPING 
The Wall Street Journal reports that this holiday season was the busiest for retailers since 2011.  But there are 
still deals to be found out there. Megan Alexander reports on what items you should be buying right now.   
 
RIHANNA COUSIN SHOT 
Heartbreak today for Rihanna.  Just hours after spending Christmas with her cousin, he was shot and killed in a 
senseless tragedy.   
 
 
CAUGHT ON TAPE 2017 
As 2017 has been a year filled with incredible caught-on-tape moments, from Mother Nature’s fury to amazing 
acts of heroism, Inside Edition takes a look back at some of the year’s most unforgettable moments.  
 
MELISSA RIVERS INTERVIEW 
A little over three years ago, the world lost a comedy legend when Joan Rivers died.  Today, her legacy is being 
carried on by her daughter Melissa, who sat down with our Deborah Norville to talk about her mom who was 
kind of like a hoarder when it came to her jokes. 
PROPOSAL ON ICE 
Finally, a video that shows when it’s time to pop the question…you may not want to do it on ice.  
 

  



DECEMBER 28, 2017 
 
MEGHAN MARKLE’S SISTER HITS BACK 
The comment by Prince Harry that his fiancée Meghan Markle enjoyed spending Christmas with the royal 
family because they were like the family she never had is not sitting well with Meghan's sister.  Today she's 
hitting back.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
MISS AMERICA WHISTLEBLOWER 
Recently, Inside Edition reported about the embarrassing scandal that rocked the Miss America pageant.  Four 
top officials are stepping down after internal emails were leaked that insulted two former winners.  Now the 
whistleblower who exposed the scandal is speaking out to our Megan Alexander. 
 
ART HEIST REWARD 
There are only three days left to solve the largest art heist in history and there's pretty good incentive to put your 
detective hat on as the reward is 10 million dollars!  Inside Edition went to the museum in Boston where empty 
frames still hang on the wall in the hopes the artwork will someday be returned. 
 
CHAPPAQUIDDICK MOVIE 
It was a scandal that rocked the Kennedy family when Senator Ted Kennedy drove a car off a bridge killing a 
young campaign volunteer.  The incident cast a shadow over his entire political career.  Now a new movie 
promises to tell the true story of what happened.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CHRISTMAS SHOWSTOPPER 
She may only be eight years old, but one little girl has a really big personality!  Little Lucy stole the show with 
her over-the-top moves at her school concert and now the third grader has turned into a viral sensation.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
TV MOMENTS 2017 
From Lady Gaga's death-defying Super Bowl performance to the Presidential election upset to a famous TV 
personality passing out on the air, Inside Edition has a look back at some of the biggest TV moments of 2017. 
 
THE BACHELOR CONTESTANTS PHOTO SHOOT 
The new season of ABC’s The Bachelor premieres New Year's Day and Inside Edition is getting our first look 
at the women hoping to get a rose. 
 
SNOW VIDEOS 
200 million Americans are dealing with freezing temperatures and record snow falls…but some folks are 
making the best of it as seen in some videos going viral. 
 

  



DECEMBER 29, 2017 
 
RYAN SEACREST 
The big chill is blasting across the country just as revelers get ready to ring in the new year.  All eyes will be on 
Mariah Carey who is making her big comeback after her last New Year’s Eve performance which many called a 
disaster.  Those rooting for Mariah include Ryan Seacrest and Jenny McCarthy. 
 
NEW YEAR’S EVE SECURITY 
To ensure New Year’s Eve is safe, police around the nation are promising the tightest security ever.  After a 
year that has seen too many deadly shootings and terror attacks, there will be unprecedented security 
measures.  Megan Alexander reports. 
 
COREY LEWANDOWSKI 
President Trump's former campaign manager, Corey Lewandowski, finds himself facing an allegation that he 
inappropriately touched a singer while posing for a photo together.  Now that singer, who is a big Trump 
supporter, is talking to Inside Edition. 
 
TRUMP INTERN PHOTO 
Some say a White House intern can be seen flashing a white power salute when he posed for a class photo with 
the President, but the intern is saying people are getting the wrong impression and he meant no offense.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
FIRE SAFETY TIPS 
Authorities say they have determined what caused the deadly fire that killed 12 people in Bronx, New York on 
Thursday night.  The tragedy is also leading many people around the nation to wonder if they would know what 
to do in the event of a disaster like that. 
 
DEAF GIRL REACTS TO BABY NEWS 
For one mom-to-be it became a very special moment as she told her daughter, who is deaf, that she's going to be 
a big sister.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
FIRST DATE GONE BAD 
What was supposed to be a very special first date ended in a woman's arrest.  Inside Edition reports.  
 
WINTER VACATIONS 
Lots of folks are on the last legs of their winter vacations and that includes some very famous people!  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
OBITS 2017 
As 2017 reaches its closing days, Inside Edition takes a look back to remember those we lost during this historic 
year. 
 
BANANA FOR CHRISTMAS 
Inside Edition reports on a little boy who was very excited to receive a banana as a Christmas gift.  
 

 



ON THE MONEY 
4th QUARTER 2017 

AIRS SATURDAYS AT 5:30AM 
 

October 7, 2017 

Jane Kim- San Francisco Board of Supervisors, debates the idea of a robot tax. 

Aditi Roy- Reporter, debates if companies should be taxed on their robots as if they were 
actual employees. 

Jeff Burnstein- President of Robotics Industries Association, joins the discussion on the 
possibility of a robot tax.  

Courtney Reagan- Reporter, examines what the “Mall of the Future” will look and be like as 
malls begin to change so that they can compete with online shopping. 

Adam Goldstein- Hipmunk, on why this is the best week of the year to book your holiday 
travel. 

Mark Wahlberg- Actor & Entrepreneur, explains how he chooses what products to endorse 
and his marketing prowess. 

Sean “Diddy” Combs- Rap Artist & Entrepreneur, on the product launch of his new mineral 
water, which is a joint venture with Wahlberg. 

 

October 14, 2017 

Diana Olick- Reporter, discusses a new program that allows people to crowdsource a down 
payment for a house. 

Rick Sharga- Executive Vice President of Ten-X, debates if crowdsourcing to pay for a 
home is a good idea. 

John Taylor- President & CEO of National Community Reinvestment Coalition, weighs in 
on the crowdsourcing a home debate. 

Landon Dowdy- Reporter, examines the battle between big beer and smaller craft 
companies. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, profiles a startup called Helpr, which is aiming to be the Uber of 
babysitting.   

Dar Williams- Singer, Songwriter & Author, discusses her new book which looks at small 
towns she has visited and why some of those thrive and some fail. 



Gail Cohen- Fiduciary Trust Company International, on what to do if you get an inheritance 
and the biggest mistakes people make. 

 

October 21, 2017 

Phil Lebeau- Reporter, debates if gas powered cars are a dying breed as more automakers 
make huge commitment to electric cars. 

Michelle Krebs- Executive Analyst for AutoTrader, discusses if the infrastructure (charging 
stations) is in place and what would happen if government subsidies are taken away for 
electric vehicles. 

Andrea Day- Reporter, on a new breed of cyber-criminals who are stealing hearts in order 
to steal cash and are using social media to run their scams. 

Adam Braun- Founder of MissionU, profiles the college he founded, MissionU, where you 
pay no tuition until you graduate and then it’s 15 percent of your first year’s salary. 

Dr. Katy Nelson- Veterinarian, provide you all the information you need to know before 
adopting a pet. 

 

October 28, 2017 

Carolyn McClanahan- Life Planning Partners, provides tips on how you can be prepared 
when a life changing or life-threatening event occurs.  
 
Sharon Epperson- Reporter, joins the discussion on how to ready when the unexpected 
strikes. 

April Glaser- Reporter for Slate, previews Apple’s new facial recognition software and the 
potential risks to our privacy.  

Kristi Mitchem- CEO of Wells Fargo Asset Management, breaks down how coming of age 
during the financial crisis affected millennials’ attitude towards investing money.  

Melissa Ben-Ishay- Founder of Baked by Melissa, on how getting laid off from her 9-5 job 
lead to her baking and now owning 13 stores with plans to expand. 

  



November 4, 2017 

Diana Olick- Reporter, profiles a new school to train construction workers in Denver, where 
there is a severe shortage. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, on the need for veterinary workers. 

Martha Ross- Brookings Institute, discusses what we can do about people without jobs or 
the skills to get them, when there is a desperate need in some areas. 

Julie Stich- Int’l Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, talks about benefits season and 
what you need to know before you enroll in your benefits plan. 

Liz Vaccariello- Parents Magazine, looks at all the hot holiday toys. 

Kate Hudson- Actor & Entrepreneur, on building her Fabletics brand, lessons learned in 
her business career and life in Hollywood. 

 

November 11, 2017 

Contessa Brewer- Reporter, investigates the growing trend of motorboat engine thefts. 

Eric Chemi- Reporter, profiles Kobe Bryant’s new business venture and his drive to be 
as successful in business as he was in basketball.  

Mark Steber- Chief Tax Officer of Jackson Hewitt Tax Service, looks at the new tax 
plan and how it can impact you. 

Nadia Boujarwah- Co-Founder & CEO of Dia&Co, on her company that helps women 
find fashionable plus sized clothing online. 

Trae Bodge- Giftcardgranny.com, on finding the best black Friday shopping bargains. 

November 18, 2017 

Sharon Epperson- Reporter, on when and how to talk to kids about money.  

Diana Olick- Reporter, looks at how the opioid epidemic is affecting realtors and the 
potential dangers they face by holding open houses. 

Robert Frank- Reporter, tours Tommy Hilfiger’s 50 million dollar apartment that is for sale 
at the Plaza Hotel. 

Sam Sisakhti- Founder of “Believe In Yourself,” showcases his program that donates new 
dresses to teens who can’t afford them. 



November 25, 2017 

Courtney Reagan- Reporter, determines which big-name retailers are the fastest and most 
accurate when you order items online and then pick up. 

Jan Kniffen- CEO of J.Rogers Kniffen, wonders if Black Friday and Cyber-Monday still 
matter in this age of digital shopping.  

Kimberly Palmer- Nerdwallet, provides tips on making a holiday budget and sticking with it. 

Jenn Hyman- CEO of Rent the Runway, discusses the new subscription service her 
company offers which allows you to rent clothing on a monthly basis. 

Isabel & Caroline Bercaw- Co-Founders of Da Bomb Bath Fizzers, these teenage sisters 
discuss the genesis of their bath bomb. 

 

December 2, 2017 

Meg Tirrell- Reporter, investigates an experimental digital pill that when swallowed would 
show if the medication you are taking is effective. 

Sharon Epperson- Reporter, breaks down charitable giving from selecting a legitimate 
charity to the amount you contribute. 

Gary Mendell- CEO of Shatterproof, on his mission to get the medical community, families 
and the government to treat opioid addiction as an illness and one that has a standard of 
care. 

James Patterson- Author, discusses his new books and his effort to get kids reading. 

  

December 9, 2017 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, looks at the increasing demand for Virtual Reality engineers, 
programmers and designers. 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Reporter, provides end of the year tax tips. 

Michael Chui- Principal at McKinsey Global Institute, examines a new study that says 70 
million jobs in the US will be destroyed by 2030. 

Lindsey Roy- Chief Marketing Officer of Hallmark, on how a card company can compete in 
a digital age. 



Dan Ackerman- Sr. Editor of CNET.com, offers up the best tech holiday gifts no matter how 
little or how much you want to spend. 

 

December 16, 2017 

Contessa Brewer- Reporter, looks at how gift cards are being used to fuel the opioid crisis. 

Robert Frank- Reporter, on Johnny Carson’s Malibu house for sale for 70m. 

Lee Mayer- Co-Founder & CEO of Havenly, profiles her company which offers virtual 
interior design: you send pictures of the home/rooms and then they send various mockups 
and where you can buy the furniture. 

Sal Lavallo- World Traveler, explains how he visited 193 countries by the age of 27. 

Amy Brightfield- Features Director for “Better Homes and Gardens,” provides energy 
saving tips for around the house that will save money. 

 

December 23, 2017 

Andrea Day- Reporter, looks at which toys and other Bluetooth enabled devices may be 
listening in on your conversations. 
 
Edmund Lee- Recode, joins Day in the Bluetooth discussion and debates whether you 
should get these items or not. 

Diana Olick- Reporter, explores a new trend in which home rental companies use robots 
instead of agents to show listings. 

Greg McBride- Bankrate.com, provides tips on what to do with your money after the tax cut 
and the fed rate hike. 

Ray Isle- Food and Wine Magazine, on the best last minute holiday wines to drink or to give 
as gifts. 

 

December 30, 2017 

Stacey Tisdale- Personal Finance Expert, provides the best personal finance money 
moves you can make before the year ends. 
 



Jane Wells- Reporter, profiles a tiny town hoping to profit from the legalization of 
recreational marijuana in California. 

Patrick Surry- Chief Data Scientist at Hopper, on how the travel app, Hopper, uses pricing 
data to advise if you should buy an airline ticket now or wait. 

Anthony Ha- Sr. Writer of TechCrunch, previews the newest tech gadgets arriving in 2018. 

Chris Velazco- Sr. Mobile Editor of Engadget, previews the newest tech gadgets arriving in 
2018. 
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Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

10/3/2017 Tuesday 2:45:38 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

10/3/2017 Tuesday 2:49:31 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

10/3/2017 Tuesday 4:43:24 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/4/2017 Wednesday 3:17:11 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

10/4/2017 Wednesday 3:27:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

10/4/2017 Wednesday 4:58:20 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/7/2017 Saturday 1:30:34 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 Paid Program

10/7/2017 Saturday 2:01:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 Paid Program

10/7/2017 Saturday 2:25:00 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET 1st Look

10/7/2017 Saturday 4:28:57 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 Paid Program

10/7/2017 Saturday 4:43:41 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 SYN Open House

10/7/2017 Saturday 4:58:45 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 SYN Open House

10/8/2017 Sunday 12:34:49 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 LOC 12 News @ 11:30p(Late)

10/8/2017 Sunday 3:27:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

10/9/2017 Monday 3:17:05 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

10/9/2017 Monday 3:29:04 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

10/9/2017 Monday 3:57:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 3:18:36 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 3:26:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 3:27:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 3:46:54 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 3:56:34 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 3:57:34 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2017 Wednesday 4:51:57 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/13/2017 Friday 2:45:36 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

10/13/2017 Friday 2:58:30 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

10/13/2017 Friday 4:26:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET 1st Look

10/24/2017 Tuesday 3:28:04 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

10/24/2017 Tuesday 3:56:34 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

10/24/2017 Tuesday 4:41:05 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/31/2017 Tuesday 3:59:35 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

11/10/2017 Friday 3:54:27 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET 1st Look

11/10/2017 Friday 4:25:22 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET 1st Look

11/13/2017 Monday 3:58:34 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

11/15/2017 Wednesday 3:29:04 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/15/2017 Wednesday 3:59:04 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/19/2017 Sunday 3:18:38 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

11/19/2017 Sunday 3:27:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/19/2017 Sunday 3:57:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/20/2017 Monday 3:18:38 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

11/20/2017 Monday 3:27:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/20/2017 Monday 3:57:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/21/2017 Tuesday 3:29:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

11/23/2017 Thursday 3:59:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

11/23/2017 Thursday 3:59:34 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

11/28/2017 Tuesday 3:26:49 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

11/28/2017 Tuesday 3:29:19 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/1/2017 Friday 3:53:31 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET 1st Look

12/1/2017 Friday 4:59:05 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 Paid Program

12/4/2017 Monday 3:27:34 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/10/2017 Sunday 2:38:12 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/10/2017 Sunday 2:42:52 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/10/2017 Sunday 3:56:34 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/15/2017 Friday 3:55:02 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET 1st Look

12/15/2017 Friday 4:22:57 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET 1st Look

12/15/2017 Friday 4:59:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 Paid Program

12/16/2017 Saturday 4:42:46 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 SYN Open House

12/17/2017 Sunday 2:29:33 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/17/2017 Sunday 3:27:49 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/17/2017 Sunday 3:58:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 2:58:41 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:26:49 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:27:19 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:27:49 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:28:19 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:28:49 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

Times marked as XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day
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12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:47:44 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:48:14 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:56:49 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:57:19 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:57:49 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:58:19 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:58:49 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/20/2017 Wednesday 3:59:19 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 2:47:23 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:26:34 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:27:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:27:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:28:34 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:29:04 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:48:21 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:56:49 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:57:19 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:57:49 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:58:49 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:59:19 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/22/2017 Friday 2:45:56 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

12/22/2017 Friday 2:49:52 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

12/22/2017 Friday 3:25:05 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET 1st Look

12/23/2017 Saturday 1:35:39 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Saturday Night Live

12/23/2017 Saturday 1:36:09 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Saturday Night Live

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:42:25 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 Paid Program

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:42:56 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 Paid Program

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:43:26 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 Paid Program

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:19:15 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Open House NYC

12/23/2017 Saturday 4:29:29 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 Paid Program

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:37:11 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:37:41 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:38:11 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:55:09 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:55:39 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:16:57 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:17:27 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:45:59 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Meet The Press AN

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:58:15 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Meet The Press AN

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:58:45 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Meet The Press AN

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:59:15 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Meet The Press AN

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:16:03 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:26:49 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:28:49 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:29:19 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:58:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:58:34 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:59:34 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:28:29 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:44:59 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:50:09 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:51:09 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:58:14 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/25/2017 Monday 1:34:52 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

12/25/2017 Monday 3:27:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:28:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:28:34 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:56:34 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:57:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:57:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:58:04 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:58:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/25/2017 Monday 3:59:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 1:52:17 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Last Call With Carson Daly

12/26/2017 Tuesday 1:52:47 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Last Call With Carson Daly

12/26/2017 Tuesday 2:47:12 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

Times marked as XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day
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12/26/2017 Tuesday 2:58:19 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:18:20 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:26:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:27:04 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:27:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:28:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:28:34 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:29:34 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:56:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:57:04 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:57:34 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:58:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:59:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:59:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:26:04 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:26:34 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:27:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:27:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:28:04 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:28:34 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:29:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:56:04 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:56:34 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:57:04 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:57:34 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Early Today

12/27/2017 Wednesday 3:58:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET Early Today

12/31/2017 Sunday 5:58:29 AM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 Paid Program

12/31/2017 Sunday 12:58:35 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 Paid Program

12/31/2017 Sunday 3:59:48 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 NET NBC Sports Specials

12/31/2017 Sunday 5:59:01 PM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET NBC Sports Specials

12/31/2017 Sunday 11:47:39 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/31/2017 Sunday 11:56:40 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/31/2017 Sunday 11:57:10 PM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/31/2017 Sunday 1:39:44 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/31/2017 Sunday 12:03:20 XM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/31/2017 Sunday 12:03:50 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/31/2017 Sunday 2:47:32 XM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :30 NET Meet The Press AN

12/31/2017 Sunday 3:19:42 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/31/2017 Sunday 3:58:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET Early Today

12/31/2017 Sunday 4:53:23 XM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

Times marked as XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day



WWBT 12.2 Me-TV PSA Report
4th Quarter 2017

Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

11/20/2017 Monday 5:44:43 AM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

11/20/2017 Monday 7:46:38 AM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

11/20/2017 Monday 8:43:37 AM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

11/20/2017 Monday 9:42:17 AM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

11/20/2017 Monday 11:42:20 AM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 1:14:17 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 12:15:50 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 12:17:35 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 2:19:59 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 2:21:44 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:25:11 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 3:26:57 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/21/2017 Thursday 4:21:56 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 1:15:14 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 12:13:19 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 12:15:05 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 2:26:43 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 2:28:28 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 3:32:54 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 3:52:54 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 4:19:48 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 4:20:33 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 4:21:03 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/22/2017 Friday 4:21:33 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 1:09:38 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 12:27:38 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 12:28:08 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 12:28:38 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 12:29:09 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:27:31 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:28:16 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:28:46 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 2:56:52 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:18:47 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:19:17 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:19:47 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:20:17 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:58:16 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 3:58:46 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 4:29:55 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 4:30:25 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 4:30:55 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/23/2017 Saturday 4:58:17 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.



WWBT 12.2 Me-TV PSA Report
4th Quarter 2017

Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

12/23/2017 Saturday 4:58:47 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:15:03 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:16:34 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :15 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:58:14 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 1:58:44 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 12:12:35 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 12:13:35 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 12:58:20 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 2:11:33 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:23:18 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 3:23:33 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:15:19 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:17:04 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/24/2017 Sunday 4:58:41 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 1:11:14 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :15 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 1:46:23 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 1:46:53 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 1:55:57 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 12:15:18 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 12:15:48 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 2:13:05 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 2:13:35 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 2:14:35 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 2:52:45 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 3:23:03 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :15 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 3:23:48 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 3:24:18 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 4:24:27 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 4:40:14 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 4:40:44 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 4:41:14 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/25/2017 Monday 4:57:31 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 1:14:40 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 1:15:40 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS -WE'RE ALL IN RECOVERY - SUSAN :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 1:16:10 XM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 1:56:27 XM PSA: DRUG FREE KIDS - FAMILIES CAN HEAL - PAUL :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 12:43:13 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:18:12 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:19:57 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :15 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 3:59:04 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 4:20:52 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 4:21:22 XM PSA: BLESSINGS IN A BACKPACK :30 NET MeTV

12/26/2017 Tuesday 4:51:52 XM PSA: NAB WITHOUT LOCAL :30 NET MeTV

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.



WWBT 12.2 Me-TV PSA Report
4th Quarter 2017

Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

12/30/2017 Saturday 6:11:14 AM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/30/2017 Saturday 3:20:32 PM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :15 NET MeTV

12/30/2017 Saturday 8:22:07 PM PSA: NAB BROADCAST NEWS :15 NET MeTV

12/30/2017 Saturday 11:29:30 PM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :15 NET MeTV

12/31/2017 Sunday 12:14:10 PM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :30 NET MeTV

12/31/2017 Sunday 8:52:58 PM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :30 NET MeTV

12/31/2017 Sunday 3:58:33 XM PSA - NAB BON JOVI :30 NET MeTV

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product
10/07/17 

10:11:07 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:11:37 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:16:46 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:17:17 AM :15 Today's Military
10:17:32 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:17:47 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:18:47 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:19:17 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:19:47 AM :15 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
10:20:02 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:27:48 AM :15 DAV
10:28:03 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:29:03 AM :15 Fifty Percent
10:36:29 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
10:42:47 AM :30 DAV
10:43:17 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:44:17 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:49:15 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
10:49:30 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:50:00 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
10:51:00 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:07:54 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:08:09 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:08:39 AM :10 Hamilton The Pug
11:08:49 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:13:31 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
11:14:01 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
11:14:31 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
11:15:01 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:22:05 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
11:23:05 AM :15 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:23:20 AM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
11:23:50 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:41:06 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
11:49:34 AM :15 World Vision 
11:49:49 AM :30 World Vision
11:50:19 AM 1:00 Social Security Administration
11:51:19 AM :15 Hamilton the Pug
11:56:39 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:57:09 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
11:58:09 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:09:56 PM :15 Social Security Administration
12:10:11 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:10:41 PM :15 Seat Belt Safety_Battlefield
12:16:09 PM 1:00 World Vision
12:17:09 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
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12:17:39 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:25:44 PM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
12:25:59 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:26:59 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:27:29 PM :10 Prediabetes Test
12:27:39 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:41:05 PM 1:00 DAV
12:46:45 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:47:45 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:48:45 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:49:15 PM :30 Fifty Percent
12:49:45 PM :15 Communities In Schools
12:50:00 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:57:43 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:58:13 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:58:43 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign

0:30:20
10/14/17 

10:11:05 AM :15 Today's Military
10:11:21 AM :15 American Red Cross 
10:11:36 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:16:45 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:17:14 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:17:44 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:18:45 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:19:45 AM :15 American Red Cross 
10:20:00 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:27:42 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:28:12 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:36:53 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
10:43:49 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:44:19 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:44:49 AM :30 DAV
10:45:19 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:51:03 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:51:33 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:52:33 AM :15 World Vision 
10:52:48 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:11:07 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:11:37 AM :30 World Vision
11:19:15 AM :15 DAV
11:19:30 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:20:30 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:20:45 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:21:00 AM :15 Fifty Percent
11:26:41 AM 1:00 Social Security Administration
11:27:41 AM :15 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:27:56 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
11:28:26 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:40:05 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:40:35 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
11:48:32 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
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11:49:02 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
11:49:17 AM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
11:50:17 AM :15 Hamilton the Pug
11:56:44 AM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:57:14 AM :30 USO 
11:57:44 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:58:14 AM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:09:03 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
12:17:02 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:17:32 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:18:02 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:18:32 PM :30 Owen PSA
12:25:22 PM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
12:26:21 PM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
12:26:51 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:41:05 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:41:35 PM :30 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
12:46:44 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:47:14 PM 1:00 DAV
12:48:44 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:49:15 PM :30 Ad Council: New Year's Resolutions
12:49:44 PM :15 Seat Belt Safety_Battlefield
12:50:00 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:57:42 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:58:42 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns

0:30:20
10/21/17 

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:16:44 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:17:14 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:18:44 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:19:45 AM :15 Today's Military
10:20:00 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:27:41 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:28:11 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:28:42 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:38:11 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:38:41 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:46:41 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:47:41 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:48:11 AM :30 DAV
10:57:02 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:57:32 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:58:02 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
10:58:32 AM :15 American Red Cross 
10:58:47 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:07:21 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:07:51 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:12:18 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
11:13:18 AM 1:00 DAV
11:19:44 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:20:45 AM :15 Bento Keyboard Cat
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11:21:00 AM :30 World Vision
11:21:30 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:39:28 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:39:43 AM :15 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:39:58 AM :15 Today's Military 
11:40:13 AM :15 DAV
11:47:26 AM 1:00 World Vision
11:48:26 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:54:16 AM 1:00 Social Security Administration
11:55:16 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:55:31 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:56:00 AM :15 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
12:08:42 PM :30 National Pest Management Association 
12:09:12 PM :30 American Red Cross
12:17:11 PM :30 USO 
12:17:41 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:18:11 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
12:25:49 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:26:49 PM :30 Susan G. Komen 
12:27:19 PM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
12:27:34 PM :10 Hamilton The Pug
12:27:44 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:41:05 PM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:41:20 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:41:50 PM :15 Toast
12:46:45 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:47:15 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:47:45 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:48:45 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
12:49:15 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:49:45 PM :30 Homes for Our Troops 
12:57:43 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:58:13 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 

0:30:30
10/28/17 

10:11:05 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:11:35 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:16:44 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:17:14 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:17:44 AM :30 DAV
10:18:45 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:19:15 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:19:30 AM :15 American Red Cross 
10:19:45 AM :15 Today's Military
10:20:00 AM :15 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
10:27:43 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:28:43 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:38:27 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:38:57 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
10:45:10 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:46:10 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:46:40 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
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10:54:58 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:55:58 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
10:56:13 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
10:56:43 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:09:38 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
11:10:08 AM :30 World Vision
11:16:22 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
11:17:22 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:17:37 AM :15 DAV
11:17:52 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
11:23:13 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:24:13 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
11:24:28 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
11:24:58 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:40:41 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:41:11 AM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
11:48:34 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
11:49:34 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:55:07 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:55:37 AM 1:00 World Vision
11:56:37 AM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
11:56:52 AM :15 "Education Is Sweeter" :15
12:11:05 PM 1:00 USO 
12:17:05 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:18:05 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:23:32 PM 1:00 DAV
12:24:32 PM :30 Susan G. Komen
12:25:02 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:41:05 PM :30 USO 
12:41:35 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
12:46:45 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:47:15 PM 1:00 Social Security Administration
12:48:45 PM :15 World Vision 
12:49:00 PM :30 Owen PSA
12:49:30 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:50:00 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:57:41 PM :30 Say Yes
12:58:11 PM :15 Fifty Percent
12:58:26 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:58:56 PM :15 Toast

0:30:30
11/04/17 

10:11:05 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:11:35 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:16:45 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:17:15 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:17:44 AM :15 DAV
10:17:59 AM :15 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
10:18:44 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:19:44 AM :15 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
10:19:59 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:27:42 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
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10:28:12 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:36:51 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:37:21 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:46:24 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:46:54 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:47:54 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:55:07 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:55:37 AM :15 American Red Cross 
10:55:52 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
10:56:52 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:08:02 AM 1:00 DAV
11:14:08 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:15:08 AM 1:00 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
11:23:26 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:24:27 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:24:57 AM :15 Ad Council: New Year's Resolutions
11:25:12 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:40:29 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
11:40:59 AM :15 World Vision 
11:41:14 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:47:42 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
11:48:12 AM :30 DAV
11:48:42 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
11:54:19 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:54:34 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:55:04 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
11:55:19 AM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:55:49 AM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:09:05 PM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:09:35 PM :30 World Vision
12:15:40 PM 1:00 Social Security Administration
12:16:40 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:17:10 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:22:04 PM :30 Pathways to Employment 
12:22:34 PM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
12:23:04 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:23:34 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:41:04 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:41:34 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:46:42 PM :30 Owen PSA
12:47:12 PM :30 USO 
12:47:42 PM :30 Homes for Our Troops 
12:49:12 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:49:42 PM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
12:49:57 PM :30 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
12:50:27 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:58:10 PM 1:00 World Vision
12:59:10 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 

0:30:20
11/11/17 

10:11:04 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment
10:16:43 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest
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10:18:43 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest
10:19:43 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America
10:19:58 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:27:40 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment
10:28:40 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption
10:39:10 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance
10:46:51 AM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling
10:47:51 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck
10:54:33 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None
10:55:33 AM :30 Recycling
10:56:03 AM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association
10:56:18 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:12:33 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention
11:18:47 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition
11:19:47 AM 1:00 NeighborWorks America 
11:26:05 AM 1:00 Financial Literacy
11:27:05 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.
11:27:35 AM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 
11:27:50 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:40:40 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment
11:50:15 AM 1:00 National Association of Boards of Pharmacy  CMND36
11:51:15 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 
11:57:01 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education
11:58:01 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention
12:10:18 PM 1:00 Heifer International
12:18:14 PM 1:00 Communities In Schools 
12:19:14 PM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education
12:26:22 PM 1:00 Diabetes Test
12:27:22 PM 1:00 Job Training Employment_How We Do It_Revised
12:41:05 PM 1:00 Communities In Schools
12:46:44 PM 1:00 Recycling
12:47:44 PM :30 Caregiver Assistance
12:49:15 PM 1:00 AARP Foundation
12:50:14 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness
12:58:11 PM 1:00 Puppy Raiser Recruitment

0:29:20
11/18/17 

10:11:05 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:11:35 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:16:44 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:17:14 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:17:29 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:18:44 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:19:14 AM :15 DAV
10:27:10 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:27:40 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:28:40 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:39:17 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
10:45:24 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:46:23 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:46:53 AM :30 DAV
10:51:48 AM 1:00 DAV
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10:52:48 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:53:18 AM :15 Ad Council: New Year's Resolutions
10:53:33 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:11:05 AM :15 Today's Military
11:11:20 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
11:11:50 AM :15 Fifty Percent
11:17:19 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
11:18:19 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:18:34 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
11:19:04 AM :15 Hamilton the Pug
11:24:23 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
11:24:53 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:25:23 AM :30 World Vision
11:25:53 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
11:26:08 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:40:48 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:41:18 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
11:41:33 AM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
11:46:59 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
11:47:29 AM 1:00 World Vision
11:48:29 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
11:54:29 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:54:44 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
11:55:14 AM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:55:44 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
11:56:13 AM :10 Hamilton The Pug
11:56:24 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:09:33 PM 1:00 Social Security Administration
12:17:49 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
12:18:49 PM :30 USO 
12:19:19 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:24:19 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:25:20 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:41:05 PM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:41:35 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:46:44 PM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
12:48:48 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:49:18 PM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
12:57:13 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:57:42 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:58:42 PM :30 Cubs PSA

0:29:25
11/25/17 

10:11:05 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
10:16:44 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:18:44 AM :15 Today's Military
10:18:59 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:19:29 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
10:27:09 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:28:09 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:28:39 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:39:58 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
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10:46:08 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:46:37 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:46:52 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:47:22 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:47:53 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:52:18 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:52:48 AM :30 DAV
10:53:18 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:53:33 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
10:54:03 AM :15 Ad Council: New Year's Resolutions
11:09:58 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:10:28 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:16:25 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
11:16:55 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
11:17:25 AM :15 DAV
11:17:40 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:17:55 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:18:10 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:23:52 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:24:22 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:24:52 AM 1:00 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
11:40:59 AM 1:00 DAV
11:44:25 AM :30 World Vision
11:44:55 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
11:45:25 AM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:45:55 AM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
11:50:12 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:51:12 AM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
11:51:42 AM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:10:35 PM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
12:17:19 PM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
12:17:34 PM 1:00 Social Security Administration
12:18:33 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:19:03 PM :15 Fifty Percent
12:21:02 PM :30 National Pest Management Association 
12:21:32 PM :30 USO 
12:22:02 PM 1:00 World Vision
12:41:06 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:46:45 PM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:47:00 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:47:30 PM :15 "Education Is Sweeter" :15
12:48:45 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:49:15 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:57:13 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:58:14 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:58:43 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 

0:29:40
12/02/17 

10:11:05 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:11:35 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:16:45 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:17:15 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
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10:18:44 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:27:13 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:27:43 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:28:13 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:28:28 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
10:28:43 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:37:21 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:37:36 AM :30 DAV
10:38:06 AM :15 Ad Council: New Year's Resolutions
10:44:04 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:45:04 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:53:23 AM 1:00 DAV
10:54:23 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
10:54:53 AM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
11:07:57 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:14:03 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:14:18 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
11:15:18 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:15:48 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
11:23:57 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:24:12 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:25:12 AM :15 DAV
11:25:27 AM :15 Hamilton the Pug
11:40:47 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:41:02 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
11:41:32 AM :15 Bento Keyboard Cat
11:46:08 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
11:47:08 AM :15 World Vision 
11:47:23 AM :30 USO 
11:47:53 AM :15 Prediabetes Test
11:51:13 AM :30 World Vision
11:51:43 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:52:13 AM 1:00 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
12:07:57 PM :30 National Pest Management Association
12:08:27 PM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
12:13:43 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:14:43 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:15:13 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
12:19:36 PM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
12:20:06 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:21:06 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:41:05 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:46:44 PM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:47:14 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:48:44 PM 1:00 USO 
12:57:12 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:57:42 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:58:12 PM 1:00 World Vision

0:29:30
12/09/17 

10:11:05 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:11:20 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
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10:11:50 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
10:16:44 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:17:14 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:18:44 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:19:14 AM :15 Today's Military
10:19:29 AM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
10:27:13 AM 1:00 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:28:13 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:28:28 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:28:58 AM :15 DAV
10:37:29 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:37:59 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
10:38:14 AM :10 Hamilton The Pug
10:38:24 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
10:42:48 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:43:18 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:44:18 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:54:29 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:55:29 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
10:55:59 AM :15 Seat Belt Safety_Battlefield
10:56:14 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:07:30 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
11:14:14 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
11:15:14 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:21:11 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
11:21:41 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
11:22:11 AM :30 DAV
11:22:41 AM :15 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
11:22:55 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:39:49 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:40:19 AM :15 World Vision 
11:40:34 AM :15 "Education Is Sweeter" :15
11:45:38 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:45:53 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
11:46:23 AM 1:00 Social Security Administration
11:47:23 AM :10 Prediabetes Test
11:47:34 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:50:22 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:51:22 AM :30 World Vision
11:51:52 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:04:45 PM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:05:15 PM :30 National Pest Management Association
12:07:40 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
12:08:10 PM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
12:08:40 PM :30 USO 
12:09:10 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:13:25 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:13:55 PM :30 Social Security Administration
12:14:25 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:41:06 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:46:46 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:47:16 PM :30 Owen PSA
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12:48:47 PM :15 Social Security Administration
12:49:02 PM :15 Fifty Percent
12:49:17 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:57:12 PM 1:00 World Vision
12:58:12 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:58:42 PM :30 Cubs PSA

0:29:40
12/16/17 

10:11:06 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:11:36 AM :15 Today's Military
10:11:51 AM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
10:16:46 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:17:16 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:18:47 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:19:17 AM :30 DAV
10:27:12 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:27:27 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:27:57 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:28:27 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:28:57 AM :15 Fifty Percent
10:39:36 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:45:42 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:46:42 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:47:11 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
10:52:10 AM 1:00 DAV
10:53:10 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:53:40 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:53:55 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:08:09 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
11:14:08 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:14:23 AM :15 DAV
11:14:38 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:15:38 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:23:32 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
11:24:02 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
11:24:31 AM :30 World Vision
11:25:02 AM :15 Hamilton the Pug
11:25:17 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:39:01 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
11:43:06 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
11:44:06 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:44:21 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
11:44:51 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:49:47 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
11:50:16 AM 1:00 World Vision
11:51:17 AM :30 Social Security Administration
12:09:51 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:14:36 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:15:36 PM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
12:15:51 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:16:21 PM :15 Seat Belt Safety_Battlefield
12:20:10 PM :15 World Vision 
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12:20:25 PM 1:00 USO 
12:21:25 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:21:55 PM :10 Bento Keyboard Cat
12:22:05 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
12:41:05 PM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:41:35 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:46:44 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
12:47:14 PM :30 Owen PSA
12:48:44 PM 1:00 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:57:12 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:58:12 PM :30 USO 
12:58:42 PM :30 Fifty Percent

0:29:40
12/23/17 

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
10:16:44 AM 1:00 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:18:44 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:19:14 AM :15 Today's Military 
10:19:29 AM :15 World Vision 
10:27:13 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:27:42 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:27:57 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:28:27 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:28:57 AM :15 Fifty Percent
10:37:04 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:37:34 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:42:37 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:43:37 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
10:44:07 AM :15 Social Security Administration
10:51:53 AM :15 DAV
10:52:09 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:52:39 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:53:09 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
10:53:39 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:06:11 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
11:06:41 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:06:56 AM :15 Today's Military
11:15:21 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
11:16:21 AM :30 World Vision
11:16:51 AM :10 Toast
11:17:01 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:21:33 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:22:03 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
11:23:02 AM :30 DAV
11:38:49 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
11:39:19 AM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
11:44:28 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
11:45:28 AM 1:00 DAV
11:50:57 AM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
11:51:27 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:51:57 AM :30 Pathways to Employment 
11:52:27 AM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
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12:09:27 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:14:05 PM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
12:14:35 PM 1:00 Social Security Administration
12:15:35 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:20:09 PM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:20:39 PM 1:00 World Vision
12:21:40 PM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
12:21:55 PM :15 Puppy Raiser Recruitment
12:41:03 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
12:46:42 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
12:48:42 PM 1:00 USO 
12:57:11 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:57:40 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns 
12:58:10 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:58:40 PM :30 Say Yes

0:29:30
12/30/17 

10:11:03 AM :30 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:11:33 AM :30 Ducks Unlimited 
10:16:42 AM :15 Today's Military
10:16:57 AM :30 National Assoc. of Insurance Commissioners 
10:17:27 AM :15 PSN PSA Campaigns
10:18:42 AM :30 Alliance for Aging Research 
10:19:12 AM :30 Coast Guard Foundation
10:27:10 AM 1:00 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
10:28:10 AM :30 Susan G. Komen 
10:28:40 AM :30 American Red Cross
10:36:28 AM 1:00 Ducks Unlimited 
10:47:06 AM :30 Scam Awareness 2017 
10:47:36 AM 1:00 National Pest Management Association 
10:48:37 AM :30 Susan G. Komen
10:54:13 AM :30 U.S. DOT/Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrati
10:54:43 AM :15 DAV
10:54:58 AM 1:00 More Than Pink - Silva - Alt 
10:55:57 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:10:33 AM :30 American Red Cross
11:11:03 AM :15 Social Security Administration
11:11:18 AM :15 Consumer Product Safety Commission
11:16:40 AM :15 Stand Up 2 Cancer 
11:16:55 AM :30 DAV
11:17:25 AM :15 Today's Military 
11:17:40 AM :15 American Red Cross 
11:17:55 AM :15 World Vision 
11:18:10 AM :30 Social Security Administration
11:24:05 AM :30 National Pest Management Association
11:24:35 AM 1:00 DAV
11:25:35 AM :15 Fifty Percent
11:25:50 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention
11:39:20 AM 1:00 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
11:44:43 AM :30 National Pest Management Association 
11:45:13 AM :15 Pathways to Employment 
11:45:28 AM 1:00 World Vision
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11:46:28 AM :15 Toast
11:50:37 AM :30 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
11:51:07 AM :30 Leukemia & Lymphoma Society 
11:51:37 AM 1:00 USO 
12:10:23 PM 1:00 National Pest Management Association
12:16:25 PM :30 World Vision
12:16:55 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment 
12:17:55 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaigns
12:20:23 PM :30 USO 
12:20:53 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:21:23 PM 1:00 Consumer Product Safety Commission 
12:41:05 PM :30 Ad Council: Family Well-Being 
12:41:35 PM :30 Refuse to be Average
12:46:43 PM :30 Entertainment Industry Foundation 
12:47:13 PM :30 Cubs PSA
12:48:43 PM :30 PSN PSA Campaign
12:49:13 PM :30 Fifty Percent
12:57:11 PM 1:00 Coast Guard Foundation
12:58:11 PM :30 Owen PSA
12:58:41 PM :30 Pathways to Employment 

0:29:40
6:28:25


